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ESSAYS



Post-Byzantine Greek Merchants of
the Fifteenth-Seventeenth Centuries

by ANDRONIKOS FALANGAS

The centuries that followed the spread of Ottoman domina-
tion throughout the Greek world, which culminated with the fall
of Constantinople, are generally considered one of the darkest
periods in the history of Hellenism. Nevertheless, many historical
sources from the sixteenth-seventeenth centuries reveal the begin-
nings and growth of a merchant elite of Greek origin, their eco-
nomic and cultural development, and the emergence of a Greek
patriotism within this same group.

A revealing illustration is provided by the Cantacuzene fam-
ily. Whether or not its post-Byzantine members were the descen-
dents of the Byzantine emperors of the same name is not certain ,
but in the second half of the sixteenth century the Cantacuzenes
appear to be the wealthiest and most powerful family of the Greek
world. The theater of their commercial activities comprised the
Black Sea region, Russian lands, Venice, and even London. Within
the Ottoman empire, they were involved in the management of
state enterprises such as salt works. At the same time, they excelled
as lay dignitaries of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. In the Roman-
ian principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia, they obtained vast
land properties, high state functions, and titles reserved for local
nobility.

ANDRONIKOS FALANGAS received his PhD from Paris I, Pantheon-
Sorbonne. He is the author of forthcoming books on the humanist and
prince of Moldavia, Jacob Vassilikos, and on Greek-Romanian relations
of the fourteenth-sixteenth centuries. He most recently was an associate
professor at Democritus University of Thrace, where he taught the
medieval and modern history of the Black Sea region. He currently
resides in Chicago, Illinois.
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Michael Cantacuzene was the most distinguished member of
this family.' He is known in the sources of the epoch as Great
Trader or the Devil's Son. An eighteenth century Greek narration
written in verse—Bipkoc pocoasic'ov by Constantine Dapontes
(circa 1714-1784)—includes an anecdote revealing Michael's atti-
tude toward the Ottoman power. In order to obtain the favor of an
Ottoman figure, Michael sent him large quantities of honey, wax,
wood, and barley on a ship that was loaded in the Black Sea.'
Employing a strategy of a matrimonial nature, he arranged for the
marriage of his brother to Princess Maria, the sister of Wallachia's
ruler, Peter the Young (1559-1568). When she dared to leave her
husband, Michael was able to successfully plot the fall of the prince
and the exile of his family. He had already seen to the dethrone-
ment of the Ecumenical Patriarch Joasaph II (1544-1565), who
had since married off his nephew, Stamatios, to the young princess.
A contemporaneous scholar, George Aitolos, composed a poem
that stated that Michael's vengeance was justified. 3

This same source alleges that Princess Chiajna, the powerful
and cruel bride's mother, was under the heavy influence of her
lover, John Giormas, a merchant from the region of Pogoniani in
Epirus. 4 Giormas built a commercial complex in the center of
Bucharest, the future capital of Romania, which, besides store
fronts, included a church and an inn. This entire complex was to
become the hub of the Greeks' activity and was named "Greeks'
Inn." Giormas' social ascension was certainly facilitated by his
marriage to an aristocratic widow. He rose to join the ranks of the
Wallachian nobility and continued to strengthen his social status
by the founding, along with his wife, of a monastery in Bucha-
rest—St Nicholas of Palcov. Giormas sought also to ensure his
prestige among his peers. To that end, he dedicated his St Nicolas
monastery, along with its extensive lands and Gypsy slaves, to the
Simonopetra monastery on Mount Athos. Giorma's influence
reached its zenith during the reign of Chiajna's son, Peter the
Young, whose fall marked the end of this power-seeking Epirote's
career. He was put to death by the new prince, albeit a philhellene,
Alexander II Mircea (1568-1577). His progeny chose to emulate
his generosity, but this time to the benefit of their ancestral land.
His granddaughter Despa, the wife of a Wallachian dignitary,
willed Greeks' Inn to the archbishopric of Pogoniani in 1631. 5

A few years after taking revenge for the wrongdoing of his
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brother, Michael Cantacuzene's ambitions provoked Sultan Murad
III (1574-1595), who ordered the death of the Greek tycoon and
the auctioning off of his worldly goods at a low price (1578). His
disappearance from the political coulisses and the economic scene
of the Ottoman empire would further the affairs of his competitor,
Constantine Korniaktos, from Crete, who had appealed to Vene-
tian justice in order to impede Michael's interference in his com-
mercial interest. Nevertheless, Korniaktos' base was far from Italy.
After a period of activity in Moldavia, he settled in the city of
Lw6w (currently the town of Lviv in the Ukraine), in the Polish-
Lithuanian state, where he became the city's wealthiest citizen and
even the protector of the local Orthodox Ukrainian community,
which was menaced by Catholic propaganda. The legacy of his
public service can still be seen today: Korniaktos' (Kornyakt's)
Tower, commissioned by him in 1580, is a monumental construc-
tion adjacent to the church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary,
the main Orthodox church of the city. This tower became a well-
known landmark in LwOw. Despite Korniaktos' Orthodox zeal, his
son was buried as a pious Catholic in a Roman church, a reflection
of the family's mobility and flexibility. 6

At the same time, Yannakis Simotas, a merchant of Epirote
origin, who was active in Constantinople, Moldavia, and the Pol-
ish-Lithuanian state, supported Orthodox education in the Greek
language in Lithuania. This was a calculated Orthodox response to
the influence of the Jesuits' schools. The pupils of the Orthodox
school in Vilna (Wilno, Vilnius) expressed their gratitude to him
in Greek archaic verses. In Epirus, in 1598, he built the Sosinou
monastery, near the village of Parakalamos. He was referred to as
"a very useful archon" (xerl(t i.ukccroc ckexcov)—a revealing title—
by the Ecumencical Patriarchate, which also accorded a special
status of autonomy for his monastery and the surrounding com-
munities that essentially made him the lord of this region. One of
his relatives, Nicholas Simotas, practiced cattle trading in the
Romanian principalities. He also sold the purported left foot of St
John the Baptist to a high ranking Moldavian official for a large
sum in gold.?

Another merchant figure operating in Moldavia was Zotos
Tzigaras, also born in Epirus, to a mother who was a member of
the noble Byzantine Apsaras family. 8 The prince, Peter the Lame
(1574-1578, 1582-1591), who was actively involved in cattle
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trade, granted him not only titles reserved for Romanian nobility
but also the hand of his only daughter. Tzigaras consolidated his
social position by founding the Hlincea monastery with the aid of
his wife, in the Moldavian capital of Jassy (aka Ia§i); like Giorma's
monastery, it was willed to Mount Athos, to the Dionysiou
monastery. After the fall of his father-in-law, he settled with his
family in Venice, which became the base for his trade. There he
was involved in the affairs of the local Greek community and was
a trustee of the Greek church. 9 His final request was that he be
buried, like a Venetian patrician, in the most important place in
the church.rn His brother Apostolos, who was also a merchant,
inherited from him the manuscript of a Greek chronicle that he
published at his own expense in Venice in 1631. He asserted he
had done so in order to serve the public interest. Indeed, this
chronicle, known as Xeovoyeit.poc, had an extraordinarily wide
distribution that contributed to the preservation of the collective
memory of Hellenism."

Some merchants influenced the history of southeastern Europe
more directly. An example is Andronikos, the son of Michael Cata-
cuzene. A Romanian narrative source from the seventeenth cen-
tury and Epirote folk tales identify him as a very important cattle
trader. 12 Although he had a residence in Constantinople, he was
vested with very important dignities in both Wallachia and Mol-
davia. In Wallachia he acquired the highest title of "Great Ban of
Craiova," a kind of viceroy in the western part of the country, and
in Moldavia he was appointed "Great Treasurer." He was also the
sole delegate of the Wallachian and Moldavian princes to the
Ottoman authorities (capichehaie). His greatest achievement took
place in 1593, when he monetarily ensured that the throne of Wal-
lachia be filled by a certain young man who was eventually nomi-
nated as prince by Murad III. This young man, who was previously
known as a merchant, Wallachian dignitary, and benefactor of
Mount Athos, 13 was under Andronikos' protection and almost cer-
tainly his blood relative. He is none other than the well-known
Michael the Brave, hailed by the modern Romanians as a great
hero and apostle of their national unity.

During the period of 1599 through 1600, serving as prince of
Wallachia, Michael the Brave was able to extend his rule over
Transylvania and Moldavia, attaining the first political, though
brief, union of the countries that form Romania today. Further-
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more, in 1594, Michael led an anti-Ottoman uprising seen by
many Greeks as the prelude to their liberation from the Ottoman
yoke. This struggle made him legendary in the Balkan world soon
after his assassination in 1601 by his companion of Albanian ori-
gin, General George Basta, who was in the service of Michael's
allies, the Hapsburgs. Andronikos Cantacuzene was among the
protagonists in Michaels' epic and he shared the tragic fate of his
protege. In 1601, his head was carried to Constantinople by Mol-
davians looking to express their loyalty to their Ottoman
suzerain.' 4

Many other Greeks supported Michael's rebellion, serving as
either officials or soldiers. Two of note are Michael Karadjas, a mer-
chant from Chios who became Michael's lieutenant in Transylva-
nia," and Stavrinos from Northern Epirus, evidently a merchant
as well, who served Michael as a minor treasurer (second or third
class). He composed for his master's glory a Greek poem that was
repeatedly published and, like the above-mentioned Xec)voypOc-
yoc, became a favorite of the Greeks. 16 He depicts Michael as the
new Achilles, the new Belisarius, and the new Digenis Akritas. He
even imagines Micahel as a Byzantine emperor assisting with the
liturgy in the church of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. 17 He sees
in Michael's Pcopxfoi (Greek and possibly Albanian) fighters' 8 the
reincarnation of the Macedonians of Alexander the Great. He refers
to them as fighting in order to defend their yavoc (normally this
translates to gender, but in this case it could be translated as
nation) and 7C atei8a (homeland).' 9 This reference to the glorious
Greek past, made more potent by terms used by the Greek patri-
ots of the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries, is really interesting, if
we consider that Stavrinos lived long before the emergence of
Greek nationalism.

The first edition of Stavrinos' poem appeared in Venice in
1638 due to the generosity of Panos Pepanos, a rich merchant who,
like Giormas, originated from Pogoniani. In the preface of this
first edition, we are able to realize that Pepanos' motivation reflects
the patriotic spirit of Stavrinos: Pepanos sought to exalt Michael's
gestures, bravery, and virtues in order to create partisans for the
dead prince's anti-Ottoman cause. 2° In the Romanian documents
of the epoch, Pepanos is widely known for his commercial activi-
ties in both Wallachia and Venice. He belonged to an influential
family of merchants who were established in Bucharest and who
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acquired, like Giormas, a number of buildings in the economic
center of Bucharest. Pepanos chose his wife from the ranks of the
local nobility, and he cultivated his relations with the ever-power-
ful Cantacuzene family, paying for one of them to study in Padova.
His brother Dona also served the interests of the same family and
obtained the status of nobleman, founding a monastery on his own
property, the domain of Marcule§ti-Codreni, which was offered,
like Greeks' Inn, to the archbishop of Pogoniani. Finally, as a
notable of his homeland, Dona Pepanos was able to guarantee a
decrease in taxes for the people of Pogoniani to the Great
Church. 2 '

The markets in which the these and other merchants of the
fifteenth-seventeenth centuries were active were limited to five
areas: Constantinople (and its environs), Crete, Cyprus, Chios, and
Epirus. The Ottoman capital was not only a very important
marketplace but also the area in which some of the merchant fam-
ilies had been active and powerful before the Ottoman conquest. 22

A core group emerged, due to the adaptability of some old Byzan-
tine families. Deprived of their fortunes and dignities, they were
forced to create new economic opportunities for themselves by
becoming involved in lucrative activities and by matrimonial
alliances. The Cantacuzene family provides an excellent example
of this new development. 23 Additionally, the Ottomans encour-
aged the commercial orientation of the new Greek elite in order to
ensure provisioning of their empire, especially the capital and the
army.24 The Ottomans were also very aware that Constantinople
and neighboring Galata had for centuries before been cosmopoli-
tan centers that allowed the Greek world to maintain contact with
Italy and the rest of the western Europe.

The islands of the eastern Mediterranean had always played a
substantial role in the trade between east and west. Chios remained
a Genoese possession until 1556, while Cyprus remained under
Venetian rule until 1571 and Crete until 1669. Consequently, many
of the inhabitants from these Greek islands were occasionally trav-
eling to or had immigrated to the Italian peninsula, especially to
Venice, where many of them had relatives and acquaintances. 25

Moreover, in Crete the Venetians encouraged the development of
an urban culture and mentality that supported the creation of a
local Greek elite. Korniaktos emerged from this elite already
familiar with western manners and orientation, which may have
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enabled his spectacular success in the Polish-Lithuanian state,
despite his confession of Orthodoxy.

The Epirote origin of Giormas, Simotas, Tzigaras, the Pepanos
brothers, and other merchants poses special questions. Certainly, a
mountain region like Epirus encourages and supports the business
of animal husbandry and the trade of its products, industries that
promote a spirit of commerce among the local population. Never-
theless, all of the Epirote merchants mentioned above originated
from the geographical areas north of Ioannina. An explanation for
this phenomenon probably revolves around the existence of a num-
ber of impressive stone bridges in that region. This discrete fea-
ture possibly came out of the caravan routes that connected the
markets of southeastern Europe with the ports of the Ionian Sea,
and from there Italy. 26 Only systematic research can verify this
supposition. Nonetheless, even now, we can link the origins of
many of these merchants to Pogoniani and the prosperity of Dipal-
itsa, then the main urban center of the region, now the tiny village
of Molyvdoskepasto on the Greek-Albanian border. Situated on a
strategic route, it was the see of an archbishop and the location of
the most important market in Epirus at the time, the market of
Pogoniani, which was later moved to Ioannina under the same
name. 27

The area of commercial activity of these merchants mainly
extended from Venice to Constantinople with thrusts toward the
Romanian principalities, the Polish-Lithuanian state, and occa-
sionally the Russian lands. The last were still cut off from south-
eastern Europe by the Ottoman territories surrounding the Black
Sea." Many Greeks who were well placed in the Ottoman and
Venetian societies became ideal mediators in the transactions
between the Ottoman empire and the Serenissima. 29 Another factor
that encouraged Greek maritime activities was the end of Genoese
influence in the Black Sea during the second half of the fifteenth
century, when it was transformed into an Ottoman lake. The Ger-
man humanist Johann Sommer (1542-1574) noted the presence of
many Greek merchants in the Moldavian port of Galaci, on the
Danube. Evidently, they controlled a major part of the trade at this
port, which provided access to the Black Sea. 3°

Both Wallachia and Moldavia, principalities under Ottoman
domination, played significant roles in the commercial activity of
the Greeks. Their trade was oriented toward the Ottoman market,
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which was largely the domain of Greek merchants. These princi-
palities offered an ambitious merchant excellent production of
grains and lands ideal for pastures—conditions vital for the corn
and the cattle trade. Additionally, the rigid feudal structure of
Romanian society impeded until very modern times the emer-
gence of a local bourgeoisie and made it simple to exploit the local
peasantry. An additional link with Greeks was a common Christ-
ian Orthodox faith. This connection differentiated Greeks from
their Armenian and Jewish competitors. 31 Another factor that
encouraged the movement of Greek merchants north to the
Danube was that Wallachia and Moldavia never lost their auton-
omy. Despite the Ottomans' domination, the Romanians managed
to retain their princes, maintain their aristocracy, and impede
Muslim penetration. As a result of their particular political status,
Wallachians and Moldavians maintained their laws regarding
property rights and inheritance. This privilege was not shared by
any country under direct Ottoman domination. Elsewhere where
the Ottomans held power, the sultan was the sole and absolute
landlord. Thus, the Greeks in Romanian principalities were free of
the social limitations imposed on them in the rest of the Ottoman
empire. Their good relations with the local dignitaries and matri-
monial strategies allowed for their full integration into local soci-
ety. This is evidenced by their outright ownership of property,
their place within the local aristocracy, and their assuming of pub-
lic roles. John Giormas, Zotos Tzigaras, and Dona Pepanos are
prime examples. 32

The Greek merchants' ambitions were not limited to the geo-
graphical borders of the two rich but peripheral principalities of
Wallachia and Moldavia. They also intended to strengthen their
social position at the very center of the sultan's power—Constan-
tinople. The actions of the Cantacuzene family illustrate the strat-
egy used to achieve this goal. They sought to develop relations
with Ottoman personalities and receive titles bestowed upon them
by the Ecumenical Patriarchate. Indeed, this venerable institution
not only survived the end of Byzantium, but acquired the author-
ity to lead the Orthodox people of the Ottoman empire, making
its lay archons public figures in the Muslim-dominated political
arena of post-Byzantine Constantinople. 33 Conversely, in Venice
and the Polish-Lithuanian state, the Catholic faith was a require-
ment for social advancement through high political office. Thus,
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the ambitious Greek merchants who tried their chances there-
Korniaktos, Simotas, and Tzigaras—were able to achieve social
status by charitable giving and leadership of the local Orthodox
communities.

In their native Epirus, many of the merchants, following the
example set by Yannikis, Simotas, and Dona Pepanos, established
their standing in local society by founding monasteries and offering
donations to already existing pious institutions, such as churches,
monasteries, and the archbishopric of Pogoniani. Moreover, some
of them, like Simotas, because of the privileged status of their
foundations, were afforded the equivalent of a lordship—a sharp
contrast to the situation in their native land. 34 The benevolence of
Giormas and Tzigaras toward Mount Athos was most certainly
dictated by a motivation bigger than their desire to redeem their
sins and the sins of those close to them The specific actions of these
two ennobled Epirotes were not principally connected to their
desire for recognition within the Greek and Orthodox world, but
were related to their efforts to affirm their status within the
Romanian aristocracy. They were following a long tradition that
had been established by the Romanian princes and nobility: the
significant and constant support of Athos' monasteries and other
revered places of the Orthodox world, such as the Holy Sepulchre
and monasteries in Sinai and Meteora. This generosity was
inspired by the tradition set by former Byzantine and south Slav
dynasts and archons. After their role as supporters and backers of
Orthodoxy shifted after they were swept aside by the Ottomans, it
was assumed by their Romanian counterparts. 35

The Greek merchant elite of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries was different from the contemporaneous bourgeoisies of
Italy and other western societies. The behavior of the Greek mer-
chants during this era was still pregnant with traditional Byzan-
tine values that were not always compatible with the mentality of
their western counterparts. Many of them preferred to dispose of
their surplus money exactly as the Byzantine archons did: for the
edification of monasteries and churches rather than for further
investments or individual pleasure. Their psychology differs from
that of the Greek merchants living during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries who, in great measure, had adopted the ide-
ology and attitude of the western bourgeoisie, whose liberal ideas
spurred a vigorous Orthodox reaction—the object of Koraes' vehe-
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ment criticism. 36 I believes this indicates the Greek merchant elite
of the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries was a proto-
bourgeoisie rather than a bourgeoisie.

Andronikos Cantacuzene's involvement in the anti-Ottoman
struggle of Michael the Brave, Stavrinos' poem and its publication
by Panos Pepanos, and even Apostolos Tzigaras' efforts to safe-
guard the collective memory of his compatriots all pose a final
question: should we consider the Greek merchants of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries as the advocates of a Greek proto-
nationalism? I believe this is not the case. The merchants herein
discussed largely sought success within the Ottoman world. Their
achievements reveal the vitality, mobility, and adaptability of the
early modern Greek world under Ottoman and Venetian domina-
tion, particularly the affinity of Greek culture for commercial
enterprise. Proto-nationalism emerged mainly out of the circles of
scholars and soldiers of the Greek diaspora, who were inspired by
their humanistic background and sought to liberate their brothers
from a yoke considered barbaric. They constantly preached anti-
Ottoman resistance and involved themselves in ambitious anti-
Ottoman plans. Some of the more famous examples are the
humanist Janus Laskaris, who died in 1535 in Rome, and Charles
V's commander and first Greek prince of Moldavia, Jacob Vassi-
likos (r. 1561-1563). 37
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Greek American Communists and the
San Francisco General Strike of 1934

by DANIEL FRONTINO ELASH

While not exactly a household name, Nick Bordoise is a man
of some importance to local and national labor history due to his
violent death in the course of the 1934 longshoremen's strike in
San Francisco. Due to the controversy then and now about the sta-
tus of immigrants, especially those with radical political commit-
ments, even those who do remember Bordoise do not necessarily
remember that he was a Greek and a communist—two character-
izations he would have considered most important about himself.
Moreover, Bordoise was a member of a community of Greek Amer-
ican communists, the evidence for which has long been buried and
whose very existence has often been denied or minimized.

However, evidence for the existence of such communities con-
tinues to emerge. This paper asserts the existence of a specific com-
munity of Greek American communists in San Francisco in the
early 1930s, and an assessment of sources lending weight to this
theory will point in the direction of many more such communities.

While labor struggles have a long and grand tradition in San
Francisco, the city's status as a union town was most firmly estab-
lished in the recognition strike of the International Longshore-
men's Association (ILA, now the International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union, or ILWU), in the summer of 1934.
That strike briefly became a general strike when San Francisco
police shot to death two picketers in front of the ILA hall at Mis-

DANIEL FRONTINO FLASH is a graduate student at San Francisco State
University where he earned a BA degree in an interdisciplinary special
major, Mediterranean Languages and History, which included the study
of modern Greek, Italian, and Arabic. His graduate work focuses on
American immigrant and labor history.
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sion and Steuart Streets.' The two murdered men, Howard Sperry
and Nick Bordoise, were both given a hero's funeral procession
down Market Street, in an eerily silent display of dignified rage.
Howard Sperry, a World War I veteran and striking longshoreman,
was buried with military honors at the military cemetery at the
Presidio, in San Francisco. Nick Bordoise, a member of the Cooks
and Waiters Union who had been volunteering at the strikers' soup
kitchen at 84 Embarcadero Street, was given a "red" funeral at
Cypress Lawn Cemetery in Colma, California. 2 Sam Darcy and
other prominent local communist officials offered eulogies at Bor-
doise's graveside. 3

Many accounts attest that Nick Bordoise 4 was originally
named George Counderakis. 5 He may have changed his name to
sound more "American," or for reasons related to his profession, or
to avoid blacklisting as a radical, or for reasons of which we have
no data. While it is not clear from the record why he changed his
name, it is certain that he lived on Fifth Street in San Francisco for
several years, and that his wife was named Julia Bordoise. 6 Bor-
doise was a dedicated member of the Communist Party USA, who
was out of work because he had been recovering from an appen-
dectomy. That did not stop him from volunteering at the striker's
soup kitchen, as well as engaging in other strike-related activities.
He does not seem to have been particularly targeted. His shooting
was more likely the result of being in the wrong place at the wrong
time, but his funeral, and that of Howard Sperry, were pivotal
moments in San Francisco, and American, labor history.

Frederic Clair Chiles, in his doctoral dissertation on the strike,
noted that Nick Bordoise was Cretan in origin.' Chiles claims that
Bordoise used the alias Nick Condon "to safeguard himself from
reprisals by employers or the immigration authorities." 8 To these
facts, we can add those offered by Dan Georgakas, that

[s]cores of Greek relatives and friends, singing the "Inter-
national" with raised fists clenched in the communist
salute, marched directly behind Bordoise's coffin. . . .
Commentators have further noted that Bordoise's wife and
brother were also militants. 9

Unfortunately, this is a lone description of the contingent accom-
panying Bordoise's body, in particular—neither photos of the
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funeral, available from various sources, 10 nor any other written
account make such accompaniment apparent. However, this and
other evidence points to a specific, if obscure, community of Greek
communists in San Francisco in 1934.

This directly contradicts the bulk of Greek American histori-
ography, which generally maintains that there were few if any rad-
ical Greek Americans, and what few there might have been were
insignificant enough as to leave no lasting legacy. The work of such
major Greek American historiographers as Charles Moskos,ll
George P. Daskarolis, 12 Thomas Burgess,' 3 J.P. Xenides,' 4 and
Jayne Clark Jones" all either minimize or omit altogether the evi-
dence of Greek American participation in the American far left.

Such general reluctance to properly explore the possibility of
a Greek American left should be understood in its proper context.
In the immediate aftermath of the general strike in San Francisco,
for just one example, newspapers ran many reports of deportations
of alleged "Reds." 16 This was certainly not the image desired by
the bourgeoisies of the Greek communities of America, who
already had racist stereotypes with which to contend.'' In fact, the
Greek community of San Francisco had been interested in pro-
moting an image of assimilationist respectability for itself, as
shown by the founding of such groups as the "Order of Klossa" and
the "Greek-American League" as far back as the 1920s. These and
similar organizations represented relative elites, and articulated
goals of managing the Greek public image in America, specifically
to counter charges of disloyalty. 18 Greeks across the nation went
out of their way to display a patriotic loyalty specifically equated
with the rejection of radicalism.' 9 Subsequent events, such as the
civil war in Greece after World War II, increased discomfort
between the political left and right in a way favoring the latter.
This must have been especially true in the Uniyed States, whose
Truman Doctrine plan "saved" Greece from communism. 2° Fur-
thermore, the Greek Orthodox Church, a politically extremely
conservative institution, has played the central role in the preser-
vation of local communities' memories—where such a role has
been played at all.

Nonetheless, as the case of Nick Bordoise indicates, omission
from historiographical tradition does not equate to a lack of evi-
dence in the primary sources. To the contrary, not only do such
sources indicate the existence of individuals like Bordoise, they
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also point to a community of Greek American radicals, of which
people like Bordoise were a valued part. A particularly close read-
ing of contemporary daily press sources reveals two other Greeks
who were involved in the San Francisco general strike. Peter
Makridis is pictured in the San Francisco Call-Bulletin, at the hos-
pital, his head bandaged. 21 A lone mention of Emanuel
Relioudakis relates that he was found guilty of making "commu-
nistic threats to bomb a store," fined fifty dollars, and sentenced to
ten days in jail by Municipal Judges George J. Steiger and Sylvain
J. Lazarus. 22 Considering the risk of deportation for arrest in
strike-related activity, and the evidence Bordoise himself provides
that labor militants at least sometimes changed their names in the
face of such risks, these other names in the press are important
additional proof of Greek American involvement in the ILA strike,
proof that carries more weight than numbers alone might suggest.

A third, and organizationally significant, name is preserved to
us by coverage of Bordoise's funeral in the Western Worker, which
according to its masthead was the "Western Organ of the Com-
munist Party USA. "Nick Coundeorakis (Bordois)" made it into
the masthead of the July 16, 1934 issue, along with two articles
on the funeral and a eulogy. The main article—datelined San Fran-
cisco, 11 July, author unnamed—is titled "40,000 Massed at
Funeral of Two Killed in Strike," and covers the funeral itself. 23

Listed speakers at Bordoise's graveside at Cypress Lawn Cemetery
include, among other prominent local communists, "Kallybaris of
the Greek Spartacus Club and Coundeorakis' brother." 24 Kally-
baris' specific connection to the Spartacus Club, the Greek-lan-
guage affiliate of the Communist Party USA, means that we can
start to reassemble some kind of membership list for that organi-
zation, at least in San Francisco in 1934.

In the same issue of the Western Worker, Bordoise's eulogization
by his brother is quoted at length in an unaccredited article enti-
tled " 'Nick Fought the Hardest,' Says His Brother at Grave." 25 He
had this to say of Bordoise:

My brother was always active for his own class, the work-
ingclass. Every moment of his time was devoted to the
workingclass movement. He was a member of the trade
union of his industry, the Cooks and Waiters. He was a
member of the workers club of his nationality, the Greek
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Workers Club. He was a member of the defense organiza-
tion of the workingclass, the International Labor Defense,
and he was a member of his workingclass political party,
the Communist Party. When the longshoremen went on
strike, Nick felt that his place was to help the longshore-
men win their just demands. He was especially inspired by
the heroic fight which the maritime workers made against
the ship owners. On May 30th, when the police attacked
the waterfront workers, Nick was among those who fought
the hardest to defend the workers. For this he was badly
beaten by the police, but his courage remained firm. As
soon as he recovered, he went back to the picket line and
fought just as hard as before. I feel that Nick has done a
great and useful work in his life. His activities and his
example have inspired me, and will inspire tens of thou-
sands of other workers who will rally to the cause of the
workingclass against the capitalist class. Through work-
ingclass solidarity we can win. All workers should join the
ranks of workingclass organizations, of the unions in their
industry, and all the organizations that Nick was a mem-
ber of, and help strengthen the fight to win better condi-
tions for the whole workingclass now, and for the final
emancipation of us all from capitalist hunger and terror. 26

The editorial column in the same issue reiterated some of this
story. It maintained that

Coundorakis, or Bordois, as he was more commonly
known, was a member of the Communist Party, and of the
Cooks' Local No. 44. . . . On Memorial Day . . . he was one
of those most seriously injured. But he was soon back on
the firing line. On "Bloody Thursday" from early morning
he was already in the Rincon Hill battle. But they finally
got him in the massacre in front of the I.L.A. Hall. Shot
through the back. . . . Many workers know him as organ-
izer of the Tom Mooney Branch of the International Labor
Defense, a member of the Greek Spartacus Club, and a
member of the Cooks and Waiters Union. . . It is to be
very much regretted that in the leaflet issued by the
funeral arrangements committee . . . nothing is said of him
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as a member of the Communist Party. In the leaflet he is a
"visitor" on the front .. • 27

This is a fine illustration of the phenomenon by which, the
moment one moves beyond partisan sources, communists quickly
disappear from the primary sources, even when the narrative piv-
ots on their presence. Nevertheless, there are pioneers in the fields
of immigrant labor and of Greek American history who have used
a variety of techniques by which to preserve and transmit the
memory of Greeks in the American left. Helen Zeese Papanikolas
used a fictive approach to weave fragments of information, orally
transmitted histories, and situational understandings into a coher-
ent narrative presentation. 28 What her son, Zeese Papanikolas,
gained in social-scientific precision earned through painstaking
research cost him years of effort, and also involved a fair amount of
luck. 29 Perhaps the most prolific of researchers on Greeks and
Greek Americans in the American left, however, has been Dan
Georgakas. 3° Like Zeese Papanikolas, he stands out in the field not
only for his painstaking research but also for his dedication to that
research and its implications for Greek immigrant and American
labor history. Georgakas does discuss Bordoise, in Immigrant Left . 31

He draws on the same sources he utilizes in his 1994 article—
namely, an oral history interview the author conducted with Tom
Nicopoulos, the Western Worker obituaries, the Chiles dissertation,
and materials held by the Labor Archives and Research Center at
San Francisco State University. 32 Nicopoulos allowed Georgakas to
add valuable details not available elsewhere—particularly the
assertion that some sort of contingent of Greek communists
accompanied Bordoise's coffin down Market Street during the
public funeral of the ILA martyrs in July of 1934.

The ILWU maintains its own archives in San Francisco. The
union's roster of membership for 1935, while not itself indicating
anything particular about any given member's political affiliations
or beliefs, is nevertheless likely to contain an extremely high per-
centage of participants in the 1934 longshoremen's strike. There
are several names of possibly Greek origin, though they remain a
small percentage of overall membership in the union. 33

Finally, and far from least promisingly, new documentation is
always emerging. Such is the case with the opening of the Soviet-
era archives in post-communist Russia. The Communist Party
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USA (and its precursors) sent copies of their records to Russia for
safekeeping, starting in the 1920s and through the beginning of
World War II. These materials have since been microfilmed, and
are available to researchers in the United States. 34 These files
include materials of varying detail and relevance from a variety of
Communist Party organs and constituent organizations, including
language groups. These microfilms are a trove of over 400,000 doc-
uments, otherwise unprocessed since their publication on micro-
film in 1999-2000. 35 Greek-language organizational formations
are consistently represented in the foreign-language sections of the
material, which was filed chronologically by year. Overall, these
materials represent a veritable breakthrough in research on foreign-
language participation in the Communist Party of the USA.

The promise of these materials is readily apparent in a list of
"Greek Fraction Secretaries' Addresses" from 1926, which implies
enough members for an organizational unit in each locale. 36 The
San Francisco contact was "P. Papademetriou," and the address
provided is "351 3rd St. San Francisco Calif."37 The address 351
Third Street was located between Folsom and Harrison Streets in
San Francisco—the heart of San Francisco's "Greek Town" neigh-
borhood. 38 Interestingly, it is the same address given for an Indus-
trial Workers of the World hall in 1932, as well as the address of
the "Industrial Workers' Unemployed Union IWW Auxiliary." 39

Such a node of trans-organizational radical activity strongly
implies a persistent radical presence in San Francisco's Greek
Town.

Other documents shed similarly tantalizing light. The Greek
Buro of the C.C. (Central Committee) of the C.P. USA, headquar-
tered at 216 W. 18th St., NYC, reported the results of recent
fundraising to the Org. Commission of the C.C. of the Commu-
nist Party on February 16, 1934. This document lists line item
totals for funds raised in New York, Chicago-Wis. [sic), Detroit,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, San Francisco, New England
State [sic), Other States, and Canada-Foreign. The report is signed
by N. Economos, Secretary (presumably of the Greek Buro).4°
Such systematic fundraising suggests organized presences in each
of those areas, and indicates the need for further research.

The Greek Buro replied to a questionnaire from the Central
Committee on March 20, 1934, reporting on its activities since
1930. It claimed
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12 workers Clubs, one local mutual aid organization, three
small I.W.O [International Workers' Organization)
branches, two youth Clubs and 10 branches of "Empros"
builders Clubs. The membership of the above organiza-
tions at the present time is about 2,000. As follows: Work-
ers Clubs 1,500. Pancyprian Brotherhood mutual aid,
150. Youth Clubs 200. I.W.O. branches 50. "Empros"
builders Clubs 100 members. Before the year 1930 we had
only one workers club of about 75 members—the "Spar-
tacus" Club of New York. At the present time this club has
250 good standing members and over 500 on the books.
The numerical strength of our fractions in the above
organizations is about 175 party members. 4'

This same source claims oppositional presence of about 250 pro-
communists in the Pancretan Brotherhood of New York, 300 in
the Zakinthian Brotherhood in Chicago, and 150 in the Seven
Islands Society. It claims three very recent new clubs, with mem-
berships of about 75 at Gary, 50 at Milwaukee, and about 150 at
San Francisco (of which, we might assume, Nick Bordoise was
one).42 The report goes on to list organizational activities of the
clubs, including food workers' union organizing at Pittsburgh and
New York, and steel workers' union organizing at Gary. 43 They
estimate such activities to have resulted in about a hundred new
party members. 44 As for the Greek-language communist newspa-
per Empros, the report puts the total circulation at 6,000, of which
5,500 of that was paid. It reports 3,650 of the paid circulation to
be subscriptions, and 1,850 of that to be bundle orders. It claims
an increased circulation of 2,700 copies since 1932. 45 They saw the
tasks before themselves as including continued improvement of
Empros, of choosing an organizational focus (such as Greek steel
workers) to maximize the benefits of their efforts, continued club
building in urban centers, also including youth clubs, and the
achievement of a better demographic sense of the Greek popula-
tion in the United States. 46 The report is signed by Pete Harrison,
Secretary. 47

A report dated June 6, 1934 amplified all of these points,
going into much more detail and offering names of particular com-
rades and their specific organizational tasks. 48 Another report,
dated July 25, 1934, mentions that "Mlle fraction of the 'Sparta-
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cus' club of San Francisco was functioning properly until the last
terror against them,"49 a reference surely to the death of Bordoise
and the anticommunist raids that followed in the immediate wake
of the San Francisco general strike." It goes on to offer more detail:

The San Francisco Club of which one of its best members
was murdered on the picket line and 4 others are still in the
hospital (The club is closed now because of the police ter-
ror) has been not only the center of organizing the Greek
Workers in the Trade Unions, but also the workers center
of all the workers in the downtown section of the city. The
club participated in all kind of activities—Special meet-
ings for the Greek Longshoremen, Food workers and oth-
ers, collecting of money and food for the strikers, on the
picket lines, demonstrations, etc. This club can be made an
example of how they can assist in organizing the workers."

We know from other sources that Nick Bordoise, also known as
George Counderakis (or some version of that spelling) was right in
the center of this organizational dynamic. The fact that his name
did not even make it into his Buro's report, despite their being
obviously proud of him, indicates just how readily this informa-
tion was lost, and the rigorous research necessary to piece the puz-
zle back together into one coherent picture.

As for physical traces, or what we might call the archeology, of
Greek communists in San Francisco, we are again left with very lit-
tle, and yet there is a richness in that bit left to us. The old ILA
hall, where George Counderakis/Nick Bordoise was shot to death,
is located at 113 Steuart Street and Mission in San Francisco, across
from the Rincon Center. His grave is at Cypress Lawn Cemetery
in Colma, lot 381, grave 182. One finds it up the hill and always
to the left edge of the cemetery. He is buried immediately in front
of the ILA/ILWU obelisk. Flowers are always appropriate.

Evidence continues to emerge for the existence of thriving
communities of the Greek American far left in the early twentieth
century, despite a dearth of details in labor historiography, and
despite minimizations and even outright denials in Greek Amer-
ican historiography. One example both of how this situation came
to pass, and of its reversibility, may be found in the life story of
Nick Bordoise, also known as George Counderakis, the Greek
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American communist who was a member of his local Cooks and
Waiters' Union, and who was shot to death in the course of his
uncompromising support for his striking longshoremen comrades.
His sacrifice gave his personal story lasting local and national sig-
nificance, but it also did something more. His life story has
become an envelope that contains what few clues have been left to
us of his community of peers.

Notes

'There are many good books on the waterfront strike in San Francisco in
1934, and it is not the aim of this paper to recapitulate that work. For exam-
ples, see David S. Selvin, The 1934 Waterfront and General Strikes in San Francisco
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1996). Selvin also touches on the San
Francisco general strike of 1934 in Sky Full of Storm: A Brief History of Califor-
nia Labor, rev. ed. (San Francisco: California Historical Society, 1975 [1966]),
46-52. Perhaps the definitive book on the strike, told from labor's point of view,
is by Mike Quin, The Big Strike (Olema, CA: Olema Publishing Co., 1949),
which is dedicated to Nick Bordoise and two others. Perhaps the definitive book
on the strike, told from management's point of view, is by Paul Eliel, The Water-
front and General Strikes, San Francisco, 1934 (San Francisco: Hooper Printing
Co., 1934); Eliel, who worked for the Industrial Association (essentially an own-
ers' union) during the strike, relies heavily on press accounts of events to sup-
plement the things to which he is a primary source; see introduction, on one
unnumbered page. Eliel mentions the shootings, without naming its victims,
on page 113. A fine dissertation on the strike has been produced by Frederic
Caire Chiles, "War On The Waterfront: The Struggles of the San Francisco
Longshoremen 1851-1934" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at
Santa Barbara, 1981); incidentally, his introduction starts with the shooting
deaths of Nick Bordoise and others, p. ix. See also Ira B. Cross, A History of the
Labor Movement in California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1935),
pp. 254-262, in which he barely mentions the shootings, and no names. A con-
cise history is also available by Paul S. Taylor, "The San Francisco General
Strike," Pacific Affairs 7:3 (September 1934): 271-278; the shootings are men-
tioned, but neither the slain nor their funeral, at page 274. A good history on
how the ILA became the ILWU may be found in Harvey Schwartz, The March
Inland: Origins of the ILWU Warehouse Division, 1934-1938 (Los Angeles: Uni-
versity of California Institute of Industrial Relations, 1978).

2Miriam Allen de Ford, "Labor Bids for Power," The Nation 139:3602 (July
18, 1934): 65.

3Sam Darcy, "Communist Candidate for Calif. Governor—," Western
Worker, July 23, 1934, p. 1.

'Spelled "Bourdoise" on his tombstone, as per the author's visit to it in
April 2006. Spelled "Bordois" at n.a., " 'Nick Fought the Hardest,' Says His
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Brother at Grave," Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 1, and in the masthead of
the same edition.

5Other sources offer a host of spellings: "Condeorakis" by n.a., "40,000
Massed at Funeral of Two Killed in Strike," Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 1;
"Coundourakis" by n.a., "Here's Resume of Casualties," San Francisco Examiner,
July 6, 1934, p. 1, and subsequently at July 7, 1934, p. 3 and July 8, 1934, sec.
1, p. 1. "Coundourakis" is also favored by de Ford, "Labor Bids for Power," p.
65. The Western Worker spelled it "Coundeorakis" in the masthead of their July
16, 1934 edition. Dan Georgakas provides the spelling "Condorakis" in Paul
Buhle and Dan Georgakas, eds., The Immigrant Left in the United States (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1996), 218. Finally, Sam Darcy, head of the
CP District 13, which included San Francisco, spelled it "Counderaikis" in his
article on the longshoremen's strike that appeared in the journal The Communist
13:10 (October 1934): 992.

6Nick Bordoise is listed as a cook, and as living with a wife named Julia,
in San Francisco city directories for the years 1930-1934 inclusive, at three dif-
ferent addresses on Fifth Street. It is not clear if they had moved or if there are
typographical errors in the listings, as implied by the slight variances in the
spelling of "Bordoise" in those listings from year to year. No variations on
Counderakis or Kounderakis appear in any year. There is no listing for anything
like "Bordoise" or "Counderakis" on that part of Fifth Street in the 1930 Cen-
sus, 15th Census of the US, San Francisco California, Ward of city Assembly 26,
Block 49, Enumeration District No. 38-143, Supervisor's Dist. 7, Sheet No. 2B.

'A fact reflected in the creative work of San Francisco labor activist Edith A.
Jenkins, "With Stones from the Gorge," Feminist Studies 7:1 (Spring 1981): 97.

8Chiles, Waterfront, xi. He does not cite his source(s) there.
9Buhle and Georgakas, eds., Immigrant Left, 218-219. Georgakas' unique

source is an "[a]uthor interview with Tom Nikopulos, October 1993." His
listed obituary for Bordoise in the Western Worker cannot exist, as it is dated June
25, 1934, and Bordoise was killed on July 5; Georgakas likely means the arti-
cles in the July 16, 1934 issue, cited above, one of which indeed contains words
from Nick's (unnamed) brother. There is no mention of Julia in either article.
Georgakas also cites Chiles' dissertation, and "[o]ther materials" available at
Labor Archives and Research Center, SFSU. The results of this author's search
of those archives are to be found throughout this paper.

'Such as contemporary press coverage, including that of the Western Worker
and the Call-Bulletin photo archives at the Bancroft Collection, University of
California at Berkeley.

"Charles C. Moskos, Greek Americans: Struggle and Success, 2n ed. (New
Brunswick, USA, and London, UK: Transaction Publishers, 1990 {1980J).

'George P. Daskarolis, San Francisco's Greek Colony: The Evolution of an Eth-
nic Community (Minneapolis: Light and Life Publishing, 1995).

13Thomas Burgess, Greeks in America (New York: Arno Press and the New
York Times, 1970; original: Boston: Sherman, French & Co., 1913).

"J .P. Xenides, The Greeks in America (New York: George H. Doran Co.,
1922).

15jayne Clark Jones, The Greeks in America (Minneapolis: Lerner Publica-
tions Company, 1969), 36.
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16See for examples, n.a., "Reds Seized In Raid Will Be Deported," San
Francisco Chronicle, July 31, 1934, p. 1; n.a., "Federal Officers, Police Push Drive
to Rid Bay Area of Red Menace; Immigration Service Acts to Deport 14," San
Francisco Examiner, July 27, 1934, p. 3; n.a., "Communists Lose Battle For Free-
dom," San Francisco Examiner, July 28, 1934, p. 5; n.a., "U.S. Asked To Rid State
of Communists," San Francisco Examiner, July 30, 1934, p. 3; n.a., "14 Com-
munists Held Here For Deportation," San Francisco Examiner, July 31, 1934, p.
1; n.a. "Nationwide Drive Launched Against Deportations," Western Worker,
September 3, 1934, p. 2. Nick Bordoise's use of an alias against problems with
employers and immigration is documented at Chiles, Waterfront, xi, as previ-
ously mentioned.

17Daskarolis, Colony, 75-76.
18Daskarolis, Colony, 76-77.
19Moskos, Americans, 104-108, though he does go on to describe a history

of Greek American leftism, 108-110. For a much more in-depth analysis of
assimilative strategies against anti-Greek prejudice in American society, see
Yiorgos Anagnostou, "Model Americans, Quintessential Greeks: Ethnic Success
and Assimilation in Diaspora," in Diaspora 12:3 (2003): 279-327.

20See, for example, Eugene T. Rossides, ed., Greece's Pivotal Role in World
War II and its Importance to the U.S. Today (Washington, DC: American Hellenic
Institute Foundation, 2001).

21N.a., photo with caption, San Francisco Call-Bulletin, July 4, 1934, p. B.
Photo archived at Bancroft Collection, University of California at Berkeley, as
BANC PIC 1959.3-109-Pic: "Peter Macridis." He is also listed as "Peter
Macrides" by Lew Lewison, "California Casualty List," The Nation 139:3608
(August 29, 1934): 244.

22N.a., "Strike Violence of Reds Rapped By City Judges," San Francisco
Chronicle, July 18, 1934, p. 2.

23 Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 1. Please note, there are two editions of
the paper with the same date, but with different contents; all discussion here is
drawn from Western Worker, whole number 112.

'Western  Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 5. Note that the lack of a comma before
the last clause leaves ambivalent whether Kallybaris is in fact Bordoise's brother;
this author does not read it that way, given the context of the four speakers in
total listed in the article.

25 Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 1.
26Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 1, 5. The whole of this is represented as

quoting Bordoise's brother, and is included here in its entirety because it is the
one piece emerging from all this research that speaks of and for Bordoise in
something like a plausibly authentic voice. Not even the transcript of the coro-
ner's inquest offers anything like this-in part because, tragically, Julia Bor-
doise was absent when they called for her testimony; Labor Archives and
Research Center, SFSU, SF General Strike, Ephemera Files, Coroner's Inquest
Upon the Body of Howard F. Sperry and Nicholas Bordoise, 60. Thus did Julia
miss the single best chance to record her story for posterity.

27Western Worker, July 16, 1934, p. 6. Apparently, the politically based sup-
pression of memory was begun at once.

28See for example Helen Zeese Papanikolas, Small Bird, Tell Me: Stories of
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Greek Immigrants in Utah (Athens: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 1993).
29Zeese Papanikolas, Buried Unsung: Louis Tikas and the Ludlow Massacre

(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1982); see particularly the
last chapter.

3°See for examples, Buhle and Georgakas, eds., Immigrant Left, particularly
Georgakas' own chapter 7, "Greek-American Radicalism: The 20th Century,"
207-232. He has also written Greek America at Work (New York: Labor Resource
Center of Queen's College/CUNY, 1992), and many books on the labor move-
ment and the American left in general. Georgakas also published an article,
"The Greeks in America," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 14:1&2 (Spring-Sum-
mer 1987): 5-53, which attempted to reincorporate the Greek American left
into Greek American historiography. This attempt was vigorously, though not
unkindly, resisted by Charles C. Moskos, "Georgakas on Greek Americans: A
Response," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 14:1&2 (Spring-Summer 1987): 55-
61. Georgakas' response to that response, "Response to Charles C. Moskos,"

Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 14: 1&2 (Spring-Summer 1987): 63-71, implies
the ability to synthesize our understandings, whether or not such convergence
results in ultimate agreement. In fact, the implied cooperative nature of the
debate between Georgakas and Moskos did result in collaborative efforts on
their part, for example in Dan Georgakas and Charles C. Moskos, "The Greek
Experience: An Introduction," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 16:1-4 (Spring-
Summer-Fall-Winter 1989). Their collaboration continued to flourish in Dan
Georgakas and Charles C. Moskos, eds., New Directions in Greek American Stud-
ies (New York: Pella, 1991), which includes a chapter by Georgakas on "Demos-
thenes Nicas: Labor Radical" (95-109), in which he pays a lot of attention to
the communist party and other formations on the American left, always with
an eye for Greek participation therein. Last but not least, Georgakas took the
opportunity of guest editing the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora in 1994, a spe-
cial issue he dedicated to "Rethinking Greek America," Journal of the Hellenic
Diaspora 20:1 (1994); his contribution was an article called "Greek-American
Radicalism: The 20th Century," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 20:1 (1994): 7-
33, which featured large passages on the IWW and the communist party. Nick
Bordoise (Condorakis, to be added to the list of spellings for his Greek name) is
included in this history, page 20. In general, Moskos disputed the impact of left-
ist formations within the Greek American community on the thinking of that
community; Georgakas was extremely reluctant to cede that point, surely with
the IWW in the back of his mind (whose influence always far exceeded its actual
numbers within the American working class).

31Buhle and Georgakas, Immigrant Left, 218-219.
32Buhle and Georgakas, Immigrant Left, 219, note 43. In fact, the chapter

seems to be a version of the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora article.
33According to Waterfront Employers Association, San Francisco Labor

Relations Department, Roster of Registered Longshoremen, San Francisco Bay
District, April 1935, such possibly Greek names include: Almos, Toney; Foras,
Frank; Kallo, John; Kaperis, Nick; Klobos, John (Klobs-Klobus); Larios, Phil;
Lucas, Frank; Melis, Dick; Moxnes, Christ; Nankervis, Sam; Nankervis,
William; Panos, John; Pavias, Abram; Poli, Albert; Poli, Emilio; Pollikronids,
Michael (Pollikronich); Soto, Constantino C.; Soto, Joseph; and Zazan, George.
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Such a record is equivalent to a union membership list, since by April 1935 the
ILWU had won union recognition and controlled hiring on the waterfront. Thus,
ILWU membership was a prerequisite for employment on the docks—thus the
need for this list to be produced at all. These names are from a total of about
4,600-4,700 names listed in the source. Not all of these names are necessarily
Greek, of course, nor are Greeks using non-Greek aliases visible by this approach.
Also, sparse Greek representation in any maritime industry stretches credulity,
given global Greek involvement in the shipping industry at that time.

34Communist Party USA, files of the Communist Party of the USA in the
Comintern Archives, Moscow and New York: IDC, 1999-2000. Material con-
sists of 326 reels of microfilm. All these are from Fond 515 Opis 1, according
to the Comintern filing system; an individual file is a delo, which will be given
along with the reel number in all subsequent citations. See also Irvin Molotsky,
"American Communists Come Home, on Microfilm," New York Times, Febru-
ary 6, 2001, E4.

35Molotosky, New York Times, February 6, 2001, E4.
36CP USA, files, delo 766, page 60; reel 55. Names include S. Marmarelis

of New York, NY; George Stamatis of Los Angeles, CA; P. Papagopoulos of
Denver, CO; Paul Vlachos of Pittsburgh, PA; William Mikades of McKeesport,
PA; Labros Yiotis of Toledo, OH; Ap. Dessis of Brockton, MA; Theo. Mitsos of
Cleveland, OH; D. Maravelas of Milwaukee, WI; George Kontogeorge of Pull-
man, IL; Christ Kerfias of Youngstown, OH; Gust Pappas of Detroit, MI; P.
Papademetriou of San Francisco, CA; John Makris of Ambridge, PA; Spyros
Tzavaras of Blair Station, PA; John Diamantides of Canton, OH; Peter Hatzil-
ias of Boston, MA; George Kalabalikis of Newark, NJ; George Bedos of
Steubensville, OH; Sam Kariolemos of Wheeling, WV; and George Metaxas of
Yorkville, OH. These twenty-one names suggest a significant cadre of Greeks
in the CPUSA, Which would seem to sustain Georgakas in his debate with
Moskos over whether Greek presence in the American left was of relevance to
either Greeks or the left in America. This list represents more specific names
than we have ever had available before, and the date well precedes Daskarolis'
alleged "brief," "Depression"-based existence of the Spartacus workers club
(which was in fact a CP Language Fraction of Greek workers, as per Western
Worker, July 16, 1934, etc.).

37CP USA, files, delo 766, page 60; reel 55.
38Daskarolis, Colony, 10. It has since been redeveloped, and the original

structure no longer stands.
39Listed under "Industrial Workers of the World," in the San Francisco City

Directory, 1932.
4°CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 1; reel 273.
41 CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 2; reel 273.
42CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 2; reel 273.
43CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 2-3; reel 273.
44CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 3; reel 273.
45CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 3; reel 273.
46CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 3-4; reel 273.
47CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 4; reel 273. These language "buros," as

subordinate bodies of the Central Committee of the CP USA, often had a non-
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Greek member who represented the superordinate body. Some of these appar-
ently played an active role in the language buro to which they had been
assigned. One might alternately speculate that the ethnic left in America was
not immune to the pressure toward "anglicization" of names. It is also worth
noting that there is no known collection of Empros, beyond fragmentary or oth-
erwise incidental holdings.

48CP USA, files, delo 3491, pages 5-9; reel 273.
49CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 10; reel 273.
50For more information on those raids, see Daniel Elash, "Red San Fran-

cisco, 1934" [website); http://www.thavmatic.com/Art511/Final  {accessed Jan-
uary 18, 2007}.

51 CP USA, files, delo 3491, page 11; reel 273.
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A Cultural Interpretation of
Greek Dance

by PATRICIA RIAK

This paper is dedicated to my father Milton for his professional
stage performances in both Greek choreographed dance (including
"Zorba's Dance" in his 1960s performances) and Russian ballet.

In this essay, I will examine how dance performance defines a
culture. Particular dances and their significance to both cultural
conceptions and the contexts that the dances are performed will
be analyzed with attention to detail. How and where dance is per-
formed is a central concern for me. Considerable attention is
directed to Greek men in solo performance generally and an eval-
uation of the "Zorba image" in particular. I will illustrate how
cultural expressions in dance disclose two fundamental represen-
tations. The first involves individualism and self identity for the
man; the second is more collectivist, involving what it means to
feel Greek when performing couple and circle dances

The Zorba Image

An emotional tone for Greek culture can be seen in the spir-
ited Zorba the Greek. Like the mythical and emblematic gods of
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Olympus epitomizing a sense of spirit for ancient Greece and now
serving as mythological predecessors to a modern emblematic
spirit, that of Alexis Zorba conveys something of today's Greece,
grounded in emotion and dance.

I listened to him tell me about his village on the flanks of
Mount Olympus, about snow, wolves, komitadjis, Saint
Sophia, lignite women, God, patriotism, death—and
when words became too constricting for him and he felt
suffocated, he leaped to his feet and began to dance on the
shore's coarse pebbles. Spare, vigorous, with a tall, erect
body and small circular eyes like a bird's, feet on the shore-
line, sprinkling my face with seawater. (Kazantzakis
1965:146)

Nikos Kazantzakis' novel was acclaimed internationally and
then popularized through a very successful film that valorized the
barefooted, dancing, spirited character played by Anthony Quinn.
The most striking scene of the entire movie involved dancing on
the Cretan beach at the end of the movie. Since its release, Zorba
the Greek has brought international recognition of the importance
of dance in Greek culture. The dancing Zorba mythically captures
a spirit of life and, in our marketable age of tourism, sojourns to
Greece; but the Greek islands, in particular, have been advertised
as "the land of the living." Gillian Bottomley states that the
"mythology of tourism" is also evident between the northerners
and the southerners of Greece, where the dour northerners will
descend to the glowing south in summer to enjoy these primitive,
sensual, free individualists, to dance and sing and be merry, away
from their own frigid iron cages (Bottomley 1988:11). Lisbeth
Torp makes mention that a "devil may care" mentality, exhibited
by Zorba, is what adds to the charm and fascination of what is pre-
sented as being a "typical Greek" (Torp 1992:207). In the ancient
and modern mythologies of Greece, those who visit the country are
immersed in the mythologies of past and present: of the ancient
Greek gods of pagan civilization and of a dancing resort, where
wine and dance have seemingly been transmogrified from those of
Dionysus and Apollo to that of Zorba.

International notoriety associated with the Zorba image also
has established an image of Greeks in the diaspora as well as pop-
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ularizing tourism on the Greek islands (Bottomley 1988, 1992).
My father, a Greek-born migrant to Australia (from the Greek
islands), was such an example. In the shadow of Anthony Quinn
my father played the role of what Bottomley terms a "latter day
Zorba" (Bottomley 1988:11). A Russian ballet dancer by profes-
sion, my father performed the sirtaki,' one of the dances of Zorba,
as part of his choreographed dance routines at the Grecian Tavern
in Toorak, and during other stage performances for theater and tel-
evision in Melbourne, during the 1960s. Such performances of
"the dancing Zorba" have created strong impressions of interna-
tional impact. Alkis Raftis states that the sirtaki or "the Zorba
dance" became very popular around the world in the 1960s and is
still the most popular dance in every tourist cabaret in Greece
(Raftis 1983:9). Torp states that the music of Zorba became adver-
tised heavily in the commercial market for tourists. The original
soundtrack was released as an EP record by a French company with
a description of how to dance sirtaki. An Italian recording of Zorba
remained on the UK top-fifty charts for sixteen consecutive weeks.
Another record called Zorba's Dance Party was also released by
Decca in 1967. During the 1970s, Folkraft, an American com-
pany, released Theodorakis' music with an instruction on how to
learn Zorba's dance. In 1973, the National Tourist Organization
of Greece published a brochure, 20 percent of whose photos and
30 percent of whose text in the entertainment section pertained to
where to go to experience sirtaki.

The birth of Zorba as a cultural image then, has been produced
for audiences of other cultures. The myth has been commercialized
to foreign audiences and made commercially viable, attracting
tourists to the many islands, and even for members of a dominant
culture of a multicultural society who are entertained by an
"exotic" floorshow, while eating "exotic" cuisine. This is the gen-
eral view of the myth from the outside, as it were. The markets of
commercial advertising define sunny locations in the Aegean as an
exotic realm of dance and male sensibility.

Kefi and the Cathartic Expressions of the Male Spirit

One of the reasons why dance is so important as a source
of emotional identification is that it provides a way of
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using one's body. Music also has a physical effect, but par-
ticipation is greater in dance and the cathartic effect may
be more powerful. (Bottomley 1987:7)

Men embody social bonds that heighten emotions creating
kefi. 2 Kefi is present when Greek males celebrate and drink
together. Jane Cowan explains that kefi is connected to drunken-
ness, but does not refer to the drunken state. It refers to the emo-
tional state heightened by alcohol, primarily governed by social
occasions that feature alcohol around a table with song and dance.
Submerged emotions are responsible for the feelings brought out
through kefi and are very significant in experiencing the drunken
state. Kefi is not a notion centered on alcohol, but a social activity
that engages the relationship between self and collectivity (Cowan
1991:105-10). Papataxiarchis mentions that kefi expresses the
emotional and moral center of a person, represented by the heart,
and that the natural predisposition of the heart is realized most
profoundly within the collectivity. He states that this is a partic-
ular type of male friendship where kardiakoi filoi (friends of the
heart) will participate in kerazma or the buying of drinks, which
explores personal character and closer relations (Papataxiarchis
1991:65-66). Further, he states that drinking companionship or
parea expresses solidarity and a sharing of male identity, where
joint attachment to the drinking table becomes a structural
marker of emotional friendship (Papataxiarchis 1991:169). Cowan
adds that Greek songs provoke a particular emotion that inspires
a man's kefi. A man will have a favorite song that represents, for
him, a strong personal meaning triggered from an event in his life.
From listening to this song while in a state of kefi, he responds to
it with his dance movement. For the male, then, the dance gives
emotion a coherent form, which authenticates kefi. The male
dancer in a state of kefi will dance in a kind of horizontal dance
(leaning backward), which represents surrender to the emotional
power that the song is giving him (Cowan 1990:108).

Lightness is associated with kefi and depicted in drinking as
well as dancing. The spirited body of the man who dances solo, a
body animated by an all-embracing desire and elevated beyond
earthly, material concerns into communitas proper, captures the aes-
thetics of kefi (Papataxiarchis 1991:170). Kefi, not dancing, is also
evident as a physical representation of male emotional expression.
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The man's private world of emotions becomes evident to others in
public form when an unleashing of his spirit, through his emotion,
immersed in alcohol, is given a physical outlet. A male's emotional
state in kefi is connected to the emotions he feels, as an individual,
and this is to be shared with the collectivity in physical expres-
sions. During the dance, the physical actions of kefi are reflected
when Greek males share cultural expressions. Physical expressions
represent the act of "giving a gift" to the male dancer. Papataxi-
archis states that the gift between men embodies a social value,
establishing reciprocity in communality (Papataxiarchis 1991:158).
One very popular physical expression of "gifting" is plate break-
ing. This is performed by a member of the collectivity, in appreci-
ation of the dancer who has reached kefi. Plate breaking is
performed to help heighten the dancer's experience of kefi and to
corroborate his sense of emotion. Bottomley states that this kind
of "gifting" can also act as a potlatch for Greek emigrants partici-
pating in the dance (Bottomley 1988:12). Another form of "gift-
ing" is expressed by the male dancer, for himself, and by others
toward him, while he is dancing: throwing money to the floor
while dancing. This is also done for the male dancer by someone
else in his parea. Money, in this instance, becomes symbolic of an
appreciation and pleasure felt for the dancing male, and not an
expression of wealth. It is an expression of social worth; that is, a
symbolic value is given to the person dancing, in the moment of
emotional and physical expressions of kefi. This is not performed
for the collectivity but for the individual.

Androcentrism in Dance

Kefi symbolizes masculinity. This infrastructure of emo-
tions distinguishes men from women . . . by pointing to
the egoistic aspects of manhood. Therefore it is men who
adopt kefi as a program for action against work, domestic
obligation or dealing with the state that weighs down and
pollutes the heart. (Papataxiarchis 1991:172)

As self-image, Zorba is androcentric. Kazantzakis interwove
the male and the dance to create the characteristic Greek man.
This characterization expresses individuality as an essential mas-
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culine personality trait, and dance becomes an active expression of
this. The male ego then expresses his egoism when he dances alone,
like Zorba who is able to realize and express his individualism
when he finds and loses himself while dancing alone. By dancing
alone Zorba is able to express his emotions as a man• his egoism,
his agility, and his aggression. Androcentrism, through Alexis
Zorba, was described by Kazantzakis when he danced after the
death of his young son:

To dance was a way for a man na xespasei (literally to burst
out) and more generally to clear the mind. If Zorba did not
dance, he said that he would have gone mad with grief.
"Another time when my child died, I got up and danced.
The others said `Zorba's gone mad.' But I knew that if I
didn't dance at that moment I would go mad." (Kazantza-
kis 1962:103)

Although Zorba's dance is known through popular culture as
the sirtaki, the male displays himself through performing the
zeibekiko. 3 The zeibekiko is the favored expression for the male who
dances solo or alone. Papataxiarchis states that the zeibekiko is
the most prestigious dance from the standpoint of masculine iden-
tity as it refers to the zeybeks—men living on the outskirts of
Smyrna who supplied local notables with hired soldiers during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They consequently won
recognition because of their involvement in struggles against the
Ottoman state4 (Papataxiarchis 1991:66).

Often males squat down and clap for those dancing zeibekiko, a
notion expressing male solidarity represented by the human circle
formed around the dancer. This lone dance position is also shared
between men. A gendered solidarity then circulates. This is another
form of circular motion expressed outside of the circle dance, which
is not characteristically male. The dancer also performs in a circu-
lar motion to acknowledge the human circle formed around him.
This becomes a rotating world of male solidarity during the dance.
The clapping is an important notion that also encourages all males
to take up the dancing position in the performance. Although sol-
idarity in masculinity is expressed, the male dances alone, and he is
encouraged and admired for his individuality, symbolizing the free-
spirited individualist, which is ideally the male image of Zorba.
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In all performances of zeibekiko, the dancers display the mas-
culine qualities of a manga. The manga is described by Petropoulos
(in Butterworth and Schneider 1975), who claims that:

He wore a fedora hat pushed far back on his head, or so far
forward that he had to tilt his head back to see. The hat
had a black band to show mourning for his victims. He
carried a knife or a revolver in his belt and in his hand a
cane made of hard cherry wood which he could use as a
weapon in fights. He wore his jacket with only the left arm
in the sleeve so that he could flip it round the forearm as a
shield against his opponents' knife or cane . . . was a per-
son who lived outside the accepted standards of the Greek
traditional society and who showed contempt for the
establishment in all its forms: he didn't marry, he doesn't
wear a collar and tie and refused to carry an umbrella,
smoked hashish, bitterly hated the police and considered
going to jail a mark of honor. (Butterworth and Schneider
1975:12-13)

Mangia (characteristics of a manga) is a masculine construction
expressed in the performance of the zeibekiko. Acting the manga
enables a male to express his masculinity.

The first masculine construction in dance performance is ego-
ism, in the arrogant sense of the word. The zeibekiko is performed
out of self-regard, where the dancer dominates the dance floor
while others spectate. The male does not dance to engage with the
spectators. The solo performance is more an introverted and emo-
tional reply to himself. The dance becomes antagonistic as it
opposes the collective kefi based on everyone dancing together, as
with circle dances. Although kefi is an ideal state of sociability,
Cowan states that, for men, it is a mode of feeling and action where
males explore the tensions and boundaries of their social world as
men (Cowan 1990:111). The dancer who performs the zeibekiko
solo can monopolize the pista or dance floor by performing it in a
wide space and with much agility.

Agility is the second masculine construction, boasting the
physical prowess of a manga. It is associated with space and free-
dom. Bottomley mentions that the agile performance personifies
the eagle's dance, because the performer soars through space with
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his arms spread out like the wings of an eagle (Bottomley 1988:9).
Petrides further elaborates by calling this type of performance the
dance of the eagle, as the imaginary antagonist is the center of the
circle and the dancer moves as the eagle does over its prey. The
male dancer is never in a fully upright position and is often
hunched forward, darting into space in front of him.' Aggression
is also part of the agile performance. This is most evident when the
male dancer hits parts of his body, such as the heels of his feet, or
when, during his dance performance, someone transgresses into
his space, which is considered to be an invitation to quarrel (Raftis
1983:7).

Kerasma and kefi at the Coffeehouse

The coffeehouse is the social space where male social status is
egalitarian, compared to the domestic and hierarchical status of
women. 6 In fact, masculinity is established by emotion, and it is
the emotional bonding that is egalitarian for males. The coffee-
house offers male emotional expression of male friendship, "a
sentimental alternative to maternal love and amity of kinship"
(Papataxiarchis 1991:158). 7 Regardless of a man's position in the
village, he is "male" because of his "emotion" and emotional bond-
ing with other males. 8 Papataxiarchis notes that "emotional
friends," through their friendship at the coffeehouse, sponsor each
other as spiritual kin at marriage ceremonies. Spiritual friendship
(koumbaria) acts as an antithesis to the construction of kinship
through matrilocal residency, for example, in the Aegean. 9 Spiri-
tual kinship opposes the socio-economic significance of female
wealth through the institution of dowry given by the bride's fam-
ily. Its formation then counterposes that of kinship. Spiritual kin-
ship is constructed between "friends of the heart" (Papataxiarchis
1991:161). Papataxiarchis describes one friend treating another
friend to kerasma or a drink. This is a gesture of friendliness that is
reciprocated by the other at a later time establishing respect (sevas-
mos), the precursor to friendship. This reciprocity is not a compul-
sory practice (Papataxiarchis 1991:165).

Unlike kinship relations, there is no structure or function asso-
ciated with male friendship: the opportunity to be able to choose a
friend in the coffeehouse involves the emotional outlet of reciproc-
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ity not warranted by more fixed and permanent social arrangements
as seen in those of Greek kinship.w Friendship can also extend the
boundaries of a single coffeehouse where, although a friend may be
an outsider (ksenos) in the local setting, he will be offered hospital-
ity (filoksenia) when coming to meet a friend in his village to drink
at his friends' local coffeehouse. Although the friend is an outsider
in local terms, hospitality is conceived of as a "gift" that is sym-
metrically reciprocated when the friend who has been invited issues
a return invitation. The concept of ksenos (outsider/foreigner) then
changes to Nos (insider/friend) where coffeehouses act to unify the
emotional friendships established across village borders. This is the
primary example of how friendship breaks matrilocal ties to a par-
ticular village and is not bound to familial structures (Papataxi-
archis 1991:165). The gift of drink (kerasma) may return a favor
(khari). When reciprocal exchange of kerasma is established, so too
is the parea—the company or group of friends.

Masculinity that breaks from the boundary of kinship expresses
itself in social institutions that encompass the nation. Papataxi-
archis (1991) gives the example of compulsory military service as
an important expression of masculinity in Greece. Men will come
together, for the sake of nationhood, from different regions of the
country, to serve in military postings all around Greece, and often
not in their local village or even regional area. Men in the process
of being enlisted share in this rite of passage, as the tests for mili-
tary enlistment bond otherwise unrelated males into friends."

In addition to males drinking, Papataxiarchis talks of the shar-
ing of emotion through conversations between friends that act to
"lighten" the heart of its burden, which weigh it down and make
it "heavy." This conversation captures moods that express hard-
ships, sufferings, and complaints. But because those in conversa-
tion are "friends of the heart," they lighten the heart through
compassionate understanding (Papataxiarchis 1991:172). The
table in the coffeehouse marks this friendship. Groups of friends
will always sit at the same table. To the males in the coffeehouse,
tables are always respected by others to be particular tables for par-
ticular friends that come to share conversation (kouventa).' 2

The other important point, and the most important with
regard to dancing, is that high spirit (kefi) is produced, through
kerasma, in the coffeehouse. Papataxiarchis argues that kefi is a dis-
tinct masculine construction produced out of the coffeehouse
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when friends of the heart share in drinking. The focus here is not
on the reciprocity of buying the drinks but on the sentiment of
"drinking together." It is these feelings of the heart strengthened
through a male spirit of egalitarianism that gives kefi its distinct
socio-cultural form in the coffeehouse.

Only a heart that achieves its natural state of kefi can extend
the extension of the self and the creation of the emotional bond.
F ilia is then the social symptom of kefi. The joyful sentiment is
recircled in the bond of friendship: friends love to be together
because by being together they can love. In masculine life kefi is
both motive and reward (Papataxiarchis 1991:178). All under-
stand that friends of the heart share a distinct male history in the
makings of their friendships that connotes an unstructured feeling
of camaraderie between men.' 3

Collectivism and Circle Dances

Collectivism is literally embodied in the form of dance and
the shared code of communication between dancers. (Bot-
tomley 1987:7)

Bottomley suggests that Greek circle dances or kikliki horoi are
a ritual of solidarity (Bottomley 1988:7). Cowan maintains that
secular solidarity rituals occur at two sites: the trapezi or table and
the pista or dance floor. The major activities at these sites, for
Cowan, discern the conceptual and physical representation of
social solidarity through the symbolic use of the "circle as total-
ity." Secular unity begins at the trapezi, with members seated
around it facing inward, creating a closed circle. The table
becomes the physical and symbolic embodiment of the parea or
social group. The parea is thus situational as a form of communal-
ism and defines, at the outset, all those who share the trapezi. The
parea becomes the social unit for dancing, again representative of
the circle. The parea can often rotate dance positions during the
circle dance performance. Often successor-led positions in Greek
circle dances will not accord with the second-in-line pattern; the
new leader may elect themselves during the dance or those lead-
ing may be those spurred on by co-dancers or even the dance leader
electing the successor. However achieved, the elected dance leader
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may hold any dance position in the dance circle. In this manner,
the leader of the circle dance is directed by the collectivity, the
parea (Raftis 1983:7).

Unlike circle dances evident at dance events, solo dances such
as the zeibekiko and the tsifteteli are characteristic of dances preva-
lent in the bouzoukia and taverna. This is because the bouzoukia and
the taverna are not places that typically or traditionally promote
family atmosphere and solidarity. Single, divorced, or even mar-
ried Greek men and women frequent these places alone and in
groups. The dance becomes more an expression of individualism
displaying gendered notions. For the Greek female these expres-
sions are displayed during the rebetiko dance called the tsifteteli . 14

For the male, it is the aforementioned performance of the zeibekiko
and the rebetiko dances called the karsilamas" and the hasapikos.' 6

Unlike circle dances, Petrides describes the tsifteteli, the zeibekiko,
and the karsilama as part of a particular form of Greek dance called
couple dances (Petrides 1974:9).

The Dance of Isaiah and Holy Matrimony

Sacred dancing is performed during religious rituals in the
Greek Orthodox Church. The Dance of Isaiah is performed for
those Christians who are being initiated from one religious state
into another. The circle dance taking this form then becomes part
of a ritual of sacred solidarity for the sacramental rites of passage.

The circle dance is performed as a way of preserving "sacred
unity" during the ghamos or marriage ceremony. Greeks who marry
in the Greek Orthodox Church will enact the Dance of Isaiah dur-
ing the sacrament of marriage, the sacred rite of being incorpo-
rated into Greek Orthodox married Christian life (Bottomley,
1988:10). The dance is performed around a table placed opposite
the royal doors and the iconostasis screen during the second part of
the marriage ceremony, the marriage crowning service. The priest
holds the Holy Bible and leads the bridal couple around the table
three times, followed by the best man and the bridal party. While
the dance is taking place, the choir sings:

Rejoice, 0 Isaiah: the Virgin has conceived and brought
forth a son, Emmanuel, both God and Man. Orient is his
name; as we magnify Him, we call the Virgin Blessed.
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When the circuit is completed three times, the bridal couple
return to their places. They return facing the priest and the royal
doors behind him, listening to him read the final scripture. The
priest then takes off their crowns and gives his blessing to the
bridegroom. The priest prays asking God who came to Cana and
blessed there the marriage feast to also bless his servants who
through his divine providence are now united together in holy
wedlock in his kingdom.

Jesus Christ ordained the twelve apostles as bishops so that
they could spread the word of Christ and baptize Christians. The
first seventy bishops were ordained from the first Christians by the
apostles. These bishops then appointed the holy ranks of priest and
deacon, and gave them the authority to do all that bishops did
except that they could not ordain. Deacons can perform the liturgy
on their own but they typically assist the holy ranks of priest or
bishop. A priest who intends on being ordained to bishop cannot
marry. A Greek Orthodox Christian must marry before being
ordained as a deacon or a priest because he must assert to the
church that he does not want to continue to the rank of bishop.

Amidst these holy ranks of the church, the Dance of Isaiah is
performed as part of hirotonia or ordination, also representing a rit-
ual of sacred solidarity recurrent for the sacramental rites de passage.
Ordination occurs on three occasions: when a lay person is
ordained to deacon, when a deacon is ordained to priest, and when
a priest is ordained to bishop.

At the end of a Greek Orthodox liturgy, ordination-to-rank is
initiated. On the occasion of all ranks, a bishop must be present.
After liturgy, the congregation observes the bishop in the altar
room, as he holds items of the initiate's new religious clothing, and
another priest holds the initiate and takes him to the four corners
of the royal altar, where he crosses himself before approaching the
bishop and kissing his hand. The bishop then holds up the gar-
ments to the congregation and asks "Axios?" (is the initiate wor-
thy of initiation?). The congregation answers by declaring
"Axios!" (worthy!). The ordination continues as the items of cloth-
ing are put on by the initiate. During the dance the newly initi-
ated kisses the corners of the royal altar.

In both the sacraments of Holy Matrimony and Holy Orders,
the Christian can only perform the Dance of Isaiah three times. If
a Christian marries, he can only dance the Dance of Isaiah three
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times. If a deacon has married, he has danced it once in Holy Mat-
rimony and twice in Holy Orders, which means that the highest
rank attained in Holy Orders is priesthood. However, an unmar-
ried deacon can perform the Dance of Isaiah three times for Holy
Orders and attain the rank of bishop. Thus, Greek clergymen will
enact a sacred dance of the church when initiated through holy
rank. They may also choose to dance in the instance that they
choose to marry, which will limit their going no higher than the
holy ranking of priest.

Historical Performance

The circle dance offers a "cultural hegemony" opposing the
Ottoman empire (Bottomley 1988:8). Dancing, performed as cul-
tural survival, is an important practice signifying the sense of
national identity during the period of Turkish occupation (1453-
1821) and national independence (1821-1833) because it became
a representation of two important national statements: the expres-
sion of resistance to domination and the expression of freedom.
Bottomley has termed this the "spirit of resistance" (Bottomley
1992:86). Bottomley claims that, at the court of King Otto, the
royal ball would begin with a tsamikos and kalamatianos, danced by
old warriors who had fought for freedom from the Turks (Bot-
tomley 1988:6).

Sanders (1962) gives an account of the zalongos, the tsamikos,
and the kalamatianos as important circle dances of the sirtos circle
group that have become national dances and vivid expressions of
those Greeks who fought, died, and freed their country from
Ottoman oppression. The zalongos became a national dance repre-
sentative of resistance to domination during the Turkish occupa-
tion. It commemorates the dance of the Souliot women from the
region of Epirus who, upon defeat of their men in 1803 by Ali
Pasha of Ioannina, took refuge on a rock situated above the river
Acheron where they began to perform the circle dance and, one by
one, threw themselves over the rock with their children in their
arms." The tsamikos" commemorates a circle dance of the klefis' 9

or guerrillas who fought against the Turks before northern Greece
gained its independence. This kleftic dance, performed with great
agility by men, also originates in the region of Epirus. The zalon-
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gos and the tsamikos have done much to preserve the memory of the
heroic Greek men and women who are regarded as the founders of
the modern Greek nation and exemplars of the values and courage
of spirited Greeks. In like manner, the kalamatiano,2° named after
the region of Kalamata, in the southern Peloponese, became the
circle dance most representative of freedom, as the Peloponese was
the first area liberated from the Turks (Raftis 1983:6; Bottomley
1988:8).

Bottomley concludes that significant elements of national
identity are achieved in the circle dances of the "sirtos circle
group," making them "independence heroes" (Bottomley
1988:10). In this context, Greek folk dancing is an important
expression of national identity throughout the centuries of
Ottoman occupation. Greek national dances also have served to
strengthen cultural idenity in modern times, especially in Greek
diaspora communities (from which Bottomley is writing her per-
spectives). Through performance, how ordinary folk managed to
retain their cultural heritage is collectively remembered. Dancing
commemorates the dancers of old as national heroes and celebrates
the value of nationhood.

Hegemony and Personal Performance

More personal forms of cultural hegemony reveal two types of
interpersonal relationships for Greek men, indirectly linked to the
dance The first type of interpersonal relationship is the power of
status for men. This is seen in two ways. The first concerns the
parangelia or the ordering of a song (Bottomley 1988:8-9). This
way of expressing masculinity in the public arena is to control the
pista where only his parea can perform because an individual male
has "ordered" a song. This involves a negotiation between the male
ordering the song and the musicians. The parangelia is then placed
in a sires or an order of requests and allows the male patron to have
the right to use the pista with his parea. Cowan suggests that the
parangelia displays power of status by creating competition in pay-
ment for dances and monopolizing the musicians. Unlike the
money thrown down by a male dancer for himself, or by another
male for the dancer during the zeibekiko, the parangelia is an indi-
cation of economic status. During the zeibekiko the emphasis of
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throwing money to the floor displays the dancer's willingness to
part with his money because of the deep feelings of kefi, and larger
amounts of money are thrown if his kefi is further inspired by the
musicians (Cowan 1990:158). Cowan has observed other forms of
"gifting" that are related to money, such as dancers spitting on the
bill and placing it on the musician's forehead, at the back of the
ear, or into the musical instrument itself (Cowan 1990:105-6).

The second way power of status is expressed through interper-
sonal relationships is by displaying the household affluence of the
male. This is an important aspect for the wife at a dance event. She
embodies symbols of wealth through her clothing and jewelry.
Cowan notes that the practice of displaying family finery on female
bodies, whose forum for display is the dance space, is deeply rooted
in traditional culture throughout Greece. Traditional costumes
made of silk, linen, embroideries, and traditional folk coin neck-
laces were worn by women at ceremonial occasions to convey
wealth (Cowan 1990:141).

Cultural hegemony may also be expressed when a woman
decides to enter into the male status domain and share his world
of dance. Such sexual conflict occurs at the bouzoukia or taverna,
when a female makes a parangelia to dance the zeibekiko, which is
usually a male performance (especially if she gets up to dance it
alone). I observed this with a female relative at the bouzoukia. She
made a parangelia to dance the zeibekiko alone and a male got up to
dance with her. He was uninvited. His reaction was an offense
toward the female dancer as the song was her request and the pista
was reserved for her to dance in. His action was an expression of
territoriality because the zeibekiko is usually associated by males
with the Zorba image. As a response to his interference, she danced
with her back to him, as he would not leave the pista until the song
she had requested finished. This observation is a testimony to Bot-
tomley's observations of personal politics in Greece, where inter-
personal relations were evident for her during dance performances
between a Greek family. A mother and son had become displeased
at the father's drinking and got up to dance together. This was a
statement of intolerance toward the father's drunken state. The
father then got up and danced the zeibekiko as a counterattack in
support of his actions of kefi (Bottomley 1988:9).
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Conclusion

Greek dance is a strong, emotional validation for solidarity and
an important means of expressing both the individual and collec-
tive spirit of personal and cultural identity. In the formalized and
choreographed performances of Greek as "other," the character of
Zorba danced the sirtaki, creating an iconic stature of "otherness."
When this culture from the outside is left for a look on culture
from the inside, we see the sirtaki replaced by the rembetiko dance
of zeimbekiko as the major means of expression for the Greek male
self in dance performance. The socio-cultural process of parea-
kardhiaki flu and kefi—shared amongst men is what signifies the
centrality of emotion to the male dance performance. Emotion
released during the dance performance is the result of coffeehouse
culture brought to the pista in the form of a dance in which mas-
culinity and individuality are expressed in solo dancing. Thus, the
zeimbekiko expresses the Greek male in an emotional state of per-
formance. The social spaces of the coffeehouse and the pista then
work to maintain an important emotional outlet for men as a
group of individuals Hence, the solidarity felt between men is
very personal and forms on their understanding that the Greek
male performs as an individual above all else.

The other significant solo dance performed by Greek men rep-
resents performance for an institution as opposed to the freedom
felt through the individual performing his zeimbekiko. The Dance
of Isaiah signifies an opposition to the secular freedoms of spirited
masculinity and individuality. This form of sacred dancing, woven
into Greek Orthodox sacramental rites, molds a different type of
Greek man—the cleric. The performance opposes secular freedom
with sacred order and fosters a more categorical sense of self
through religious faith associated with the Church rather than
through individual spirit. Thus, the sacred Dance of Isaiah estab-
lishes a collective male identity to God, as opposed to the more
secular zeimbekiko, which encourages a male collective personal
identification to "man as God." These dances are diametrically
opposed to each other and indicate how male identities are under-
stood through dance expression. The zeimbekiko represents a "self
regard" and the Dance of Isaiah represents a "sacrifice of self."
Both, to be sure, indicate the solidarity of spirit in their unique
ways.
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When circle dances are performed, the spirit of resistance is
introduced to encompass an identification with nationalism as
opposed to individualism or institutionalism. It is during the per-
formance of sirtos circle group dances such as tsamikos, kalama-
tianos, and zalongos that the heroic element of national spirit in the
self is celebrated. The heroic self identified through both men and
women during modern Greek nation building is meaningful to
the performances today because the collective historical memory
reminds the performer of somehow "defeating the other"—the
"other" being the colonizer in the form of the Ottoman empire.
These circle dances oppose the performance of the sirtaki when
evaluating what role the "other" plays. In context of the sirtaki,
this refers to "displacent" as opposed to "replacent" of nation. All
these circle dances say something of nation building—the Greek
War of Independence, the making of the modern Greek nation,
and the global Greek diaspora—to other nations, including those
with multinational cultures. The "other" then establishes Greek
national identity in Greece and in the communities encompassing
the Greek diaspora.

In all dance performances, along with the attributed cultural
meanings just discussed, Greek culture is richly embellished with
values2 ' that span from the individual to the nation. The cultural
meanings, which work behind the scene of Greeks dancing, are sig-
nificantly but not exclusively androcentric: the Greek male is seen
in terms of himself, as Alexi Zorba, as the manga, as the cleric, as
the Greek national hero—all the way to God. The dances discussed
herein reflect the basics of Greek dance but are by no means exhaus-
tive. Given that this array reflects the larger repertoire of Greek
dance, they are well suited to serve as linchpins for discussion of
how dance reflects the emotional spirit and nature of Greek culture.

Notes

'See Petrides for variations of the Zorba dance (Petrides 1975:34-40).
Raftis states that the name sirtos indicates a drawing action where the dance is
being drawn by the dance leader, pulling the line of dancers behind him. He
states that it is a generic name for a dance in an open circle, with a walk-like
step (Raftis 1983:6). For an analysis of the dance steps see Petrides (1974:45-
48; 1975:73-75). Petrides explains that the sirtos was bound to religious ritual
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and probably closely connected to the seashore. The sirtos is the most popular
dance on the islands (Petrides 1974:46).

2Papataxiarchis states that kefi originates from keyif, an Arabic term mean-
ing pleasure, delight, humor, a healthy state of slight intoxication (Papataxi-
archis 1991:70).

3Raftis states that the zeibekiko is a solo improvisation dance with balanced
precision movements expressing intense concentration and self-absorption. In
its rural performances, it is a dance performed in carnival by disguised charac-
ters. Its name derives from a fierce tribe in Asia Minor (Raftis 1983:7).

4The Zeybeks were located in Smyrna in Karamania, now western Turkey
(Aegean provinces of Turkey). They were not of Turkish or Anatolian ancestry,
but descendants of a fusion of two peoples who founded the first city of Zeybeks
in Anatolia-Tralles. One group was a Thracio-Illyrian tribe after which the city
was named Tralles. The other group consisted of Greek colonists from the
Argive peninsula (Petrides 1974).

5 Petrides explains that since the time of ancient Greece, the eagle was a
symbol of power and was identified with Zeus (Petrides 1974:64).

6The female spirit is associated with family honor, religion, and the home
and is hierarchical rather than egalitarian.

7Papataxiarchis' work is most valuable in understanding coffeehouse cul-
ture as an egalitarian social space for Greek men.

8Herzfeld makes an interesting observation of coffeehouse emotional
behavior on Crete. He mentions the laofilis (old rich) who performed acts of
charity and came and sat in the coffeehouses, which were frequented by the poor,
to whom they would speak. Herzfeld notes the "simplicity and mutual affec-
tion" of this action. Although wealth was not hidden, this did not matter, as the
laofilis went to coffeehouses and befriended those who were poor. All this is now
in the past as, Herzfeld tells us that today's wealthy just complain that they are
not wealthy enough. See further political implications associated with this
(Herzfeld 1991:77-78).

9Stewart, in his account of women and their homes, quotes one of his
Naxiot respondents. A young man, on the topic of women, says, "The woman
is like a cornerstone. If the stone is good it will support a castle. If it is not, do
not even build a shack because you will soon be roofless" (Stewart 1991:49). See
further Salamone and Stanton (1986) for an analysis of nykokirio as economic
power for the woman.

10Papataxiarchis refutes the arguments for structure and function of the
coffeehouse posited by Photiades; see further Photiades (1965).

'Herzfeld mentions the intimacy of Christian-Moslem interactions in cof-
feehouses in Rethymno, Crete, before the mid-1920s (Herzfeld 1991:24).

' 2For more political aspects of konventa see Herzfeld (1991:50-52).
"'For more detailed analyses about fluidity and male dance performance

associating men to the value of hari, see Riak (2003, 2004, and 2005, 2007 and
2008).

"Petrides states that the origin of the tsifteteli is connected with the wor-
ship of both Mother Earth and the Moon Goddess. When the role of these god-
desses became confused and the role of one was superimposed on the other, the
dance became a potpourri of different dance movements. The undulating move-
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ment of the body and the arms depicted the movement of snakes, in particular
Ophion and water, which was closely associated with the moon goddess
Aphrodite. The undulating or rolling movement of the abdomen was used for
emphasis on the world egg that was laid—a dance was performed in love or fer-
tility rites. Religious prostitution was also instituted as an adjunct to the danc-
ing, as for example in the temple of Aphrodite at Corinth (Petrides 1985:45).
Today a dance containing this movement is supposed to increase the muscle tone
of the intestinal tract and womb (Petrides, 1974:59). For an analysis of dance
steps see Petrides (1974:58-63; 1975:45-47).

15 Petrides states that the karsilamas was a popular dance with the Byzan-
tines around Constantinople. During the Turkish occupation they adopted the
dance, with modifications; it lost its warlike characteristics and gained those of
a love dance (Petrides 1974:26). For an analysis of dance steps see Petrides
(1974:26-29; 1975:40-44).

16Petrides states that the dance was popular long before the Turkish con-
quest of the Byzantine empire. It was introduced during the Hellenic age by
soldiers of Alexander the Great's army, as a war dance used to prepare soldiers
for battle. It was adopted by the Butchers Guild of Constantinople and was
called during Byzantine times Mekellarion Horon—Mekellarios being the Greek
word for butcher (Petrides 1974:19). For an analysis of dance steps see Petrides
(1974:19-21; 1975:13-34) and Raftis (1983:9); for a comparative description
of the dances see Petrides (1975:27-35).

17See further Crossfield (1948:15-16).
18Petrides elaborates by stating that the dance originates from Tsamidhon

and is symbolic of shepherds climbing and leaping among the mountain crags
and ledges, but is further linked to antiquity with the sacred crane (yeranos,
Petrides 1974:54). For an analysis of dance steps see Petrides (1974, 54-58;
1975:75-78).

' 9Klefts were scattered bands of outlaws from the mountains of Greece who
waged guerrilla warfare against Turko-Albanian forces during the Greek War
of Independence. The outstanding feature of the kleft costume was the white
pleated kilt called foustanella, and the complete dress was often worn referred to
as tsamika. Thus, the tsamikos was danced by men wearing tsamika; hence, its
name. Young children who participate in dance groups for national day cele-
brations typically wear this kleftic costume when performing Greek national
dances. See further Crossfield (1948:11-12).

20Crossfield states that the ancient Greek dance of sirtos has become the
kalamatianos, a national dance, and that both forms were favorite dances of the
Evzones, soldiers who were recruited from all over Greece (Crossfield 1948:14).
Petrides also makes reference to the Evzones, explaining that this name was used
to refer to the Zeybeks, who in their mountain retreats often lived as brigands
and, like the klefts of mainland Greece before the Greek War of Independence,
were a thorn in the flesh of the wealthy classes of Turkish society. Eventually,
just as the klefts were made armatoles (armed Greeks having police duties under
Turkish occupation), whose paid job was to protect people from the brigands,
so too the Zeybeks were given a similar job, and this transformed into a protec-
tion force. For this reason, they were referred to as Evzones, in the sense that they
were well girded, armed to the teeth, and used as light infantry by the Turks
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just as the Greek used kilted Evzones (Petrides 1985:57). For an analysis of the
dance steps see Petrides (1974:30-32; 1975:67-70).

'For research on the Dodecanesian sousta and evaluations of the value of
hari (grace) associated with men, see further Riak (2003, 2004, 2005).
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"It's All Greek to Me"i:
Misappropriations of Greekness
in American Mass Media

by MARINA HASSAPOPOULOU

In the United States, mass entertainment media not only
largely shape and control contemporary mythologies, but their
influence is so pervasive that it manages to infiltrate the collective
unconscious of other nations. Oftentimes, mass-mediated images
and representations permeate collective and individual modes of
perception so seamlessly that their legitimacy remains unchal-
lenged in the public eye. Equally important is what happens when
representation of specific groups, particularly in Hollywood films,
does not accumulate to a substantial amount. 2 A lack of represen-
tation—or symbolic annihilation—that denies certain groups the
opportunity of being globally represented (even in reductive or
offensive terms) can be just as powerful as stereotyping. 3 The
under-representation of ethnicities such as the Greeks in North
America—a place that is regarded by many cultures (including the
majority of Greek immigrants) as the land of opportunity and the
paragon of diversity and open-mindedness—exposes the condi-
tional nature of the multicultural symbiosis that takes place in
"the land of the free." The conditional symbiosis, which is based
on the negation of the cultural Other, is evident even in escapist
entertainment. The limited depictions of Greeks in U.S. enter-

MARINA HASSAPOPOULOU holds a B.A. in English from the University of
Bristol (U.K.) and a M.A. in English and Film Studies from the Univer-
sity of Oregon (USA). She has written film reviews for the Oregon Daily
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Boundaries" will be published in the next issue of Jump Cut. Her aca-
demic interests include: representations of race and ethnicity in the
media, new media and participatory culture, queer cinema, postmod-
ernism and film, and independent cinema.
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tainment media, the most pervasive global provider of visual rep-
resentation, demonstrate just how restrictive the global popular
imagination actually is.

The 2005 Census reports 1,153,295 Greek immigrants/
descendants (without accounting for Greek-Cypriots) and, accord-
ing to the State Department, an estimated 3,000,000 Americans
claim to have Greek roots of some kind. This study examines some
of the recurring depictions of Greeks in popular U.S. media, (non-
Greek) European cinema, and PBS documentaries to decipher the
significance and measure the potency of "Greekness" in the realm
of entertainment and beyond!'

Greek Awareness in U.S. Popular Culture

Greeks respond to mass-mediated portrayals of their ethnicity
in the same way that other groups such as Latinos do. These eth-
nic groups often settle for misinformed portrayals under the
rationale that all publicity is good publicity. A recent example
from popular entertainment is that of American party girls like
Paris Hilton and Mary-Kate Olsen dating Greek American ship-
ping heirs like Paris Latsis and Stavros Niarchos. The media frenzy
that followed Hilton's engagement and subsequent break-up to
Latsis, for instance, ignited heated debate in the Greek press
regarding Hilton's loose morals, a topic that saw tabloid sales in
Greece soar. At the same time, in the U.S., Latsis got exposure for
being Paris' Greek shipping heir and his exoticized Greekness
became appropriated by the U.S. press as a desired commodity.

The fetishizing and exoticization of ethnic difference is also
manifest in another part of popular culture: the glamorous trave-
logue television show. E! Entertainment Network briefly broad-
casted the short-lived reality show Taradise (2005), hosted by the
notorious U.S. party girl, Tara Reid. Taradise appeared to be a des-
perate attempt by U.S. network executives to spark viewer inter-
est in other cultures, and ended up being more about Reid than
the "exotic" locations she was visiting. Greece and Cyprus were
featured in two episodes, and the show labeled them as hot travel
destinations. In typical travelogue fashion, the member of the
dominant culture (Reid) acted as the explorer and cultural inter-
preter of a supposedly less-developed territory. On Taradise, Greece
and Cyprus were treated as escapist destinations where U.S. ethics
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can be subverted. In essence, the faraway getaway provided a pre-
text for Reid to consume excessive quantities of local food and
alcohol and, in her own words, "go crazy." In spite of the show's
less than decent ratings in the United States, both Greeks and
Greek Cypriots warmly welcomed the E! Network coverage in the
hope it would increase their countries' tourist appeal and global
awareness. The only certain impact on Greece and Cyprus was that
the show increased Tara Reid's celebrity, as she was featured in var-
ious Greek magazines and gossip columns.

Presuming that the cultural Other can never be accurately rep-
resented within the dominant discourse (for reasons such as the Self's
inability to fully perceive the inter-particularities within minority
groups), might it be better to be misrepresented or underrepre-
sented? In the case of early African American actors, for instance, the
mere inclusion of blacks in the movie industry was generally con-
sidered flattering to blacks, even though the cinematic representa-
tions of African Americans were overtly demeaning. More than that,
African American actors such as Hattie McDaniel appreciated the
benefits to acting out whites' stereotypes of blacks: she regarded act-
ing as a job that paid a lot more than cooking and cleaning for white
people.' In the case of Greeks and Greek Americans, due to the
undeveloped examination of audience reception studies, there is no
informed sense of their collective response to under/misrepresenta-
tion in mainstream entertainment media. 6

Documenting "Greekness"

The above examples from U.S. pop culture demonstrate how
forms of mass entertainment other than film can pose as sources of
legitimate information.' In a similar fashion to entertainment trav-
elogues, American documentaries featuring Greeks and Greek
Americans are presented to the public as candid explorations of an
unfamiliar people. The influence of documentaries is even more
severe than that of cinema or entertainment programs due to the cir-
cumstance that documentaries are still commonly regarded as
providers of "real" information. An analysis of the structural and
selective organization of two American-produced televised docu-
mentaries, Multicultural Peoples of North America: Video Series—Greek
Americans (1993) and The Greek Americans (1998-9), confirms the
prevalence of stereotypes throughout mass media and poses ques-
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tions about the documentary genre itself. The documentaries each
were part of a series that purported to inform U.S. viewers about var-
ious cultures existing in America. Each documentary introduces the
subject in a similar fashion, by tracing the origins of Greek civiliza-
tion. The first documentary, Multicultural Peoples of North America, 8

ultimately fails to situate Greek Americans within a contemporary
framework. While the documentary offers useful background in
tracing the development of classical Greek civilization and the his-
tory of the Greek diaspora in America since the 1800s, the prolifer-
ation of stock footage featuring Greek statues, Greeks dressed in
traditional costumes, and monuments such as the Parthenon serves
to keep Greek civilization at a distance from modern America. At
the beginning of the documentary the voiceover acknowledges the
impact of ancient Greece on the shaping of American civilization,
especially in the visual and literary arts, but by the end of the film
the viewer is left with the impression that America has long sur-
passed the civilization that "shaped" its foundations.

Multicultural Peoples emphasizes the problems Greek immi-
grants had settling in and being accepted by the U.S. culture.
Unlike the positive assessment of Greek assimilation in the United
States in The Greek Americans documentary, Multicultural Peoples
exposes the flipside of the American dream. Multicultural Peoples
mentions that most Greek immigrants became disillusioned upon
discovering that the American dream—specifically, the promise of
better working conditions than those in Greece—was but a dream.
The documentary exposes the "melting pot" metaphor as not only
inaccurate, but also inapplicable. According to the documentary,
anti-Greek prejudice against fledgling Greek communities in the
United States used to be common, and violent resistance occurred
in California, Utah, and Colorado. Notably, the Greek population
in Rhode Island, most of which made a living out of fishing,
became the target of a bill brought before the state legislature in
1909. The bill attempted to ban all non-citizens from fishing, and
thus many Greek fishermen were in danger of losing their jobs.
The documentary exposes the xenophobia in America, but does
not chronologically place the varying degrees of ethnic intolerance
in the United States. Moreover, Multicultural Peoples ultimately
imposes an encouraging sense of closure reminiscent of classical
Hollywood endings. The documentary ultimately concentrates on
the fact that the Greek immigrants retained a strong sense of com-
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munity and patriotism in spite of the obstacles they had to face.
That hard-working Greek patriot would be lucratively turned into
an overly patriotic, workaholic, modern-day Zorba in Nia Varda-
los' mainstream-friendly My Big Fat Greek Wedding. 9

Both Multicultural Peoples and My Big Fat Greek Wedding stress
characteristics commonly associated with the Greek diasporic
communities—the Greek Orthodox Church, the kafenia, and
Greek restaurants—as the heart of Greek culture. Those commu-
nities are also seen as closely knit enclaves in a foreign country.
These cliches are true to a certain extent. One can argue that some
Greek immigrants are even more patriotic than Greeks living in
Greece due to homesickness and nostalgia for their country. Nev-
ertheless, by only showing and repeating these limited aspects,
other aspects of Greek life are not allowed to infiltrate mainstream
consciousness. Moreover, Greek characters in film are not treated
as individuals, but as representations of a larger ethnic minority.

My Big Fat Greek Lie?

Nia Vardalos' My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002) could have pro-
vided the opportunity to rectify negative stereotyping, since it con-
tributed to an enormous increase in Greek awareness in the United
States and internationally. But one must ask if the film would have
been such a box office success had it not capitalized on common
Greek cliches. Greek Wedding also is a relatively recent example of
how Greeks themselves are willing to exploit certain stereotypes
about their culture. Greek philotimo—that is, the sense of Greek
pride and patriotism—has been the target of ridicule in mainstream
cinema. The positive, polysemanticl° implications of a term deeply
rooted in national culture and pride have been repeatedly under-
mined in mainstream cinema. As Vardalos' misinformed caricatures
of Greek Americans show, being of Greek heritage does not auto-
matically guarantee an accurate projection of Hellenism to interna-
tional audiences, especially when in profit-oriented endeavors."

The humor that underlines Vardalos' cinematic portrayal of her
real-life family members ranges from her father's annoying obses-
sion with detecting "Greek roots" in all aspects of American cul-
ture to her aunt's compulsive plucking of facial hair! Vardalos' own
self-portrait in the film emerges as distinctly individual only
because it is juxtaposed with her family's clichêd characterization.
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Some critics might argue that humor's "elastic polarity ... on the
one hand . . . reinforces pejorative images; on the other, it facilitates
the inversion of such stereotypes."' 2 In light of this, Vardalos' Greek
Wedding—much like Saturday Night Live's Tina Fey, who jokes
about her Greek heritage in recurring sketches taking place in The
Greek Restaurant—could be attempting to put an end to stereo-
types by exaggerating them to the point of absurdity. Humor is a
weapon of defense—or self-defense—for marginalized groups, but
it can also be used by more influential culture(s) as a means of con-
structing, subordinating, and confining the cultural Other.
Humorous interpretations that come from the marginalized groups
themselves convey a desire to take control of and transcend stereo-
types through satire. In Spike Lee's movie Bamboozled (2000), the
use of blackface in the re-enactment of minstrelsy visually endorses
the "intrinsic qualities . . . located in its stereotypes and humor .. .
that frustrate attempts to rework or rethink minstrelsy into a form
of mass entertainment that might carry potential for achieving
social change."' Likewise, Vardalos' use of outdated Greek ele-
ments might be misperceived by uncritical audiences as an accurate
portrayal of modern Greece. It is therefore crucial for viewers to dis-
tinguish between the film's fiction and the film itself—which can
be hard to do, especially when dealing with the comedy genre.

Being a Greek Cypriot myself, I can understand the grassroots
and mainstream appeal of the film, yet I find it hard to relate to
the stereotyped characters. Dan Georgakas places cultural igno-
rance at the core of My Big Fat Greek Wedding's success, in writing:

Although made on a modest budget with no stars, special
effects, or promotional gimmicks, it has become the most
economically successful ethnic film in American cinematic
history. I believe this success is largely due to the cultural
vacuum created by the dearth of Hollywood films about
European immigrants and their immediate offspring."

Moreover, in accordance with theories concerning classical Holly-
wood Indians, the same typecasting method is also applicable to
Greeks, since "to give [themil a more complex role would increase
the moral ambiguity of the story and thereby blur the sharp dra-
matic conflicts; . . . it would be far more difficult to resolve the
story with a reaffirmation of the values of modern society." 5 Hol-
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lywood representations of ethnic minorities such as Asians, Indi-
ans, and Africans have consciously become more "politically cor-
rect" over the years, but Greek representations remain outdated or
simply nonexistent.

Most Greek characters are either symbolically annihilated or
caricatured. These limited options not only pertain to mainstream
cinema but also television. Thus, Perfect Strangers (an American tel-
evision show that ran from 1986-1993) features clichés similar to
those present in My Big Fat Greek Wedding. The series was popular
in both Greece and Cyprus because audiences did not take the Greek
protagonist's quirky personality as a symbol for Greekness in gen-
eral. Balki is supposed to be a sheepherder from "the small [fictional)
Mediterranean Greek-like island of Mypos" who moves in with his
"high strung and cynical" cousin in America. 16 The fictional nature
of the island made it possible for the creators of the show to get away
with exaggerated stereotyping—especially in regard to the "shep-
herd" status of Balki Bartokomous (played by the American actor
Bronson Pinchot) as a marker of Greek backwardness! The show
attributes positive characteristics to each of its polar-opposite char-
acters, and by the end of the show elements of each individual's per-
sonality infiltrate the personality of the other—although the
"Greek" temperament seems to have a more profound impact on the
supposedly more civilized cousin than the U.S. mentality has on the
Greek shepherd. The personality of "good natured" and "adorably
naive" Balki serves as a foil for his "panicky, hyperventilative, busi-
ness-like and mercenary" Americanized cousin.''

In Perfect Strangers, Greekness is constructed as inexplicably
contagious to foreigners, especially since its organic appeal cannot
be satisfactorily rationalized by the U.S. culture. Instead of engag-
ing in a deeper examination of the appeal of the Greek Other, pop-
ular culture projects escapist fantasies onto that Other. If those
fantasies were to be explained, then their escapist function would
be exposed as cultural ignorance. The independently produced
Mediterraneo (1991), directed by the Italian Gabriele Salvatores,
might not be a Hollywood production, yet it projects the same
escapist fantasy that more popular films like the British-directed
Captain Corelli's Mandolin (2001) later adopt as a recurring motif.
Salvatores' work is known for its tendency to project utopian
visions, and Mediterraneo is no exception. The story takes place in
an unspecified and apoliticized Greek island. The fittingly simple
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synopsis from the Internet Movie Database is as follows: "sent to
invade a remote Greek island, eight misfit sailors discover a mag-
ical place where anything can happen!"

Under the pretext of being on a remote island, the Italians in
Mediterraneo easily subvert their morals and indefinitely postpone
their military responsibilities for the sake of romancing (and hav-
ing orgies with!) Greek women, most of whom act like prostitutes.
Salvatores' pacifist fantasy is completed when all discourses of
racial and ethnic difference become suspended, under the motto:
"Una fatsa, una ratsa" (One face, one race). In fact, even the Greeks'
eternal enemy, the Turks, are at one point assimilated into the "una
ratsa" metaphor that unites—and consequently erases—cultural
and political diversity.

Ironically, the fact that Greeks and Italians blend into a
homogenous group at one point in Mediterraneo is reminiscent of
the way in which Greeks and Italians are sometimes lumped
together under a single category in Hollywood castings.' 8 "In this
age of multinationalism and the politics of individual ethnic and
religious groups, of identity politics and minority politics, to
assume that two phenomena from different cultures are 'the same'
in any significant way is regarded as demeaning to the individual-
ism of each." 9 Hollywood film texts accentuate the tendency of
not distinguishing between underrepresented ethnicities in both
their storylines and in their casting methods. " Non-whitenesss'
. . . was not a fixed racial category in the West. Mexicans, Italians,
and Greeks occupied several racial fault lines within the 'black/
white' dichotomy, their racial status placed 'within a varied hier-
archy containing several gradations of both whiteness and non-
whiteness.' "20 The lumping together of various ethnicities further
undermines the Greeks' claim to white privilege by denying them
a distinct cultural identity within the prevalent hegemony. An
online survey about the "whiteness" of several ethnicities demon-
strates this point. A "Who Is White" survey lists ethnicities such
as the Swedes, the Germans, the British, the Italians, and even the
Japanese as possible candidates, but conspicuously (or unremark-
ably, depending on perspective) excludes the Greeks. 2 '

The idea of ethnicity as a subjective and performative notion
coincides with traditional portrayals of Native Americans and
Asians by white actors in classical Hollywood. When it comes to
acting "Greek," Hollywood does not always get it right, but that
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does not seem to matter to the majority of audiences. Anthony
Quinn, an actor of Mexican-Irish descent, learned Greek dances
and wore a traditional Greek uniform, and voila, he transformed
into a convincing Zorba. Not only that, but Quinn's performance
of "Greekness" in films like A Dream of Kings (1969) has estab-
lished him to the U.S. public as the prototypical and quintessen-
tial cinematic equivalent of a Greek Zorba.

What exactly does it take to be a quintessential Greek in the
movies? The prerequisites remain unclear, especially when consid-
ering modern Greek characters in movies. In Captain Corelli's Man-
dolin many critics commented on Penelope Cruz and Eric Bana's
convincing performances as Greeks, whereas most reviewers found
Nicholas Cage's Italian accent questionable and contrived. The cri-
teria for this convincingness were not explicitly outlined. The
British director of the film used "accented English" (his words) to
convey to non-Greek speaking audiences the impression that the
characters are actually speaking in Greek. This technique suppos-
edly helps make the context of the film realistic yet accessible to
English-speaking audiences by eliminating the use of subtitles.'
However, I could not help noticing that Cruz and Bana's accents
are somewhat reminiscent of the deliberately bad English accents
of Toula's Greek relatives in Greek Wedding.

While it is true that oftentimes Greeks and Greek Americans
consciously choose to underplay their own unique identity by
exaggerating widely known Greek mannerisms, on occasion the
Greek perspective does have the capacity of exposing the main-
stream to alternative and complex interpretations of race, nation-
ality, and sexuality. Unfortunately, not many contemporary
filmmakers of Greek origin have the resources to make a signifi-
cant impact on an international scale. Works by influential avant-
garde filmmakers in Greece challenge Hollywood's habit of
associating Greeks with antiquated ideas, but they fail to make a
substantial impact abroad due to limited international exposure.

The Greek "counter-cinema" contains blatant examinations of
taboo issues such as prostitution and hustling, present in Dennis
Illiadis' Hardcore (2004) and Constantine Giannaris' From the Edge
of the City (1998). 23 A Greek film that did receive some interna-
tional acclaim is Thanasis Papathanasiou and Michalis Reppas'
Safe Sex (1999). The film's tagline—"For a society that 'does' it,
but doesn't enjoy it"—could be interpreted in a variety of ways,
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some of which are inaccurate (such as a possible commentary on
Greek promiscuity). The film functions as a satire of modern Greek
society, and diversifies approaches to sexuality in modern Greece.
Safe Sex amalgamates various social groups and eccentric individ-
uals into the sex equation, thus making the film resist a unilateral
reading of the importance of sex within contemporary Greece and
Greek filmmaking. Such cases of alternative filmmaking, which
have no hang-ups about nudity and sexuality, expose—albeit to a
limited audience—that it is not the Greeks who are conservative
to a fault; it is, in fact, Hollywood that projects their identity
through a conservative lens.

On occasion, filmmakers of Greek origin such as Elia Kazan
(born Elias Kazanjoglou) manage to permeate the popular imagi-
nation through their cinematic visions. As a director and screen-
writer, Kazan took on controversial topics whose cinematic
representation was considered taboo for many less daring directors.
An example is the film version of A Streetcar Named Desire (1951),
starring Marlon Brando. According to the Saturday Review, the
film challenged "taboos that have kept American movies evasive
and often ridiculous when it came to presenting certain aspects of
sexual behavior." A Gentleman's Agreement (1947), a film dealing
with anti-Semitism, was also praised by critics nationally and
internationally because, as one reviewer stated, Kazan "does try to
tackle a subject matter that has not been covered too well by Hol-
lywood at the time, and for that alone it should be commended." 24

Kazan's major film about his own family America, America (1963)
was a box-office flop. Whatever its esthetic faults may have been,
perhaps it was just too "Greek" for the American public.

Name-shortening and/or amendment is a common practice
among many international celebrities, including actress Jennifer
Aniston (family name: Anastassakis), singer George Michael
(christened: Georgios Kyriacos Panayiotou), and actor Billy Zane
(last name: Zanetakos). Consequently, by changing their name,
such celebrities downplay their ethnicity. Many artists in Greece,
including Sakis Rouvas and Anna Vissi, follow in the same mode
as they aspire to achieve international recognition. Yiorgos Anag-
nostou has observed that "Greek Americans who have distin-
guished themselves in exclusive institutions such as Hollywood
have done so as assimilated artists and entrepreneurs, not as ac-
complished cultural producers committed to promoting Greek
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ethnicity." This observation prompts the question: "Why do suc-
cessful Greek Americans exhibit a minority's awareness of their
ethnic location as a limitation on mainstream recognition?" 25

Returning again to My Big Fat Greek Wedding, a fabulous com-
mercial success of mainstreamed Greekness, Toula, the main pro-
tagonist, repeatedly uses the word "embarrassing" to characterize
what she perceives as her family's obsession with preserving out-
dated (or exaggerated) Greek customs.

Films and television shows that are primarily aimed at popular
audiences usually reenact the very cliches they are presumably try-
ing to avoid. 26 Again, to use My Big Fat Greek Wedding as an exam-
ple, Toula's voiceovers are used as a mechanism for relaying
information about Greek customs to the viewer. The viewer associ-
ates Toula's voice with ethnic legitimacy. This association is all the
stronger in that most viewers will know that Vardalos claims her
film is semi-autobiographical. That some views conveyed by Toula
are inaccurate or comedic overexaggeration might not even occur
to non-Greek audiences. An example that demonstrates the author-
ity in Toula's voiceover is when she asserts that "nice Greek girls are
supposed to do three things in life: marry Greek boys, make Greek
babies, and feed everyone until the day we die." Vardalos frames her
Greeks as polar opposites of conservative Americans such as the
groom's parents. U.S. audiences most likely realize that the Amer-
ican characters in the film are transparently one-dimensional (espe-
cially the American parents), but can they just as easily detect the
Greek stereotyping taking place in the film?

In Greek Wedding, Greek culture seems idiosyncratic com-
pared to the "normalcy" of American life. Greek life is character-
ized by excess: the family's house is laden with Greek flags and
Parthenon-like columns, and traditional food is made and con-
sumed in excessive quantities throughout the film. Growing up in
America, Toula aspires to fitting in, but her Greek heritage causes
her to stand out and be ridiculed. Toula tries to escape her father's
patriarchal grip by going to college and getting her dream job at
a travel agency. And yet, her ultimate moment of self-accomplish-
ment seems to arrive once she puts on makeup, plucks her eye-
brows, and wears fashionable clothes for what appears to be the
first time. As a result, Toula finally fits in, and gets to have lunch
with some all-American college girls—an event that marks her
assimilation into U.S. culture. Toula's makeover involves getting
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rid of all the cultural and ethnic signifiers that mark her as Greek.
The Greek family is treated as a burden by the protagonist, and
Greek philotimo becomes a stigma that needs to be overcome.
Toula's makeover could visually signify her denial to fit into out-
dated notions of how Greek girls should look like, but that theme
is not developed. The film has a traditional Hollywood happy end-
ing that in our times allows for the celebration of Greek pride and
multiculturalism. But the ending cannot make up for the overall
derision of Hellenism.

The PBS documentary The Greek Americans (1998)27 appears to
counter, on a superficial level, the tendency manifest in movies like
Greek Wedding and documentaries like the aforementioned Multi-
cultural Peoples of ascribing a certain backwardness and/or naivete
to Greek identity. The Greek Americans features a variety of person-
alities, ranging from internationally known celebrities such as
Billy Zane and Olympia Dukakis to ordinary hot dog vendors, all
hailing from Greece. The documentary attempts to situate Greeks
living in the United States within a contemporary framework.
However, the images of modern American cities like New York
and Chicago are juxtaposed with static hard-working Greek
"types," such as a hot dog vendor, a restaurant cook, and waiters.

The treatment of Greek Americans in this documentary differs
from that of Multicultural Peoples in that it concentrates on the pos-
itive allure of the American dream for Greek Americans. None-
theless, both documentaries provide a sanitized view of Greek life
abroad and offer an optimistic message as closure. This is not sur-
prising, especially given the fact that The Greek Americans was pro-
duced by PBS and thus abides by certain formulaic conventions,
such as the incorporation of stock footage and traditional music
(bouzouki) to convey an "authentic" feel to the viewer. PBS docu-
mentaries are often shaped like three-part narratives, with a formal
introduction and satisfactory conclusion. They are stratified in the
manner of classic Hollywood narratives that create closure by
tying loose ends and underemphasizing problematic aspects for
the sake of providing catharsis. In the case of The Greek Americans,
ultimate catharsis is provided by the assurance that, despite some
initial setbacks, Greek Americans have achieved successful assim-
ilation into modern America.

In The Greek Americans, Greeks living in the United States are
constructed to be a model minority. Their extraordinary work
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ethic is presented as a paradigm for other minorities. Most impor-
tantly, the rags-to-riches theme that unites individual stories of
success in America—ranging from the field of acting to the
achievement of educating one's offspring— serves to portray dias-
pora communities as verifications of the American dream. Many of
the Greek Americans interviewed express their gratitude toward
America for allowing them to fit in. Some of them add that the
Greeks often are "patriotic to a fault" and thus possess a "perhaps
unreasonable pride" (Dukakis and Huffington-Stassinopoulos),28

thus turning the concept of philotimo into an impediment to
progress and true assimilation.

While Greek success is commended in The Greek Americans,
there is the underlying implication that the Greeks will never be
as developed and forward-moving as U.S. culture. They are doing
their best (described as "workaholics" and declaring that "the work
never stops"), but Greek success is regarded as exceptional and
treated in a patronizing way. The editing and organizational
strategies in this documentary exacerbate this. A recurring tech-
nique is that whenever famous or influential personalities talk
about their achievements, traditional Greek music is distractingly
played in the background, undermining any claims of extraordi-
nary progress and modernization. The documentary's "task lies in
re-inscribing Greek Americans as simultaneous model Americans
and quintessential Greeks under conditions of multiculturalism,"
which in other words means that Greek success in the U.S. is con-
ditional. 29

Ultimately, the documentary becomes more concerned with
promoting the American dream than understanding modern
Greek culture. Greek immigrants are reduced to a metaphor for
perpetuating the hegemony of the American lifestyle. According
to the film, everybody wants to be American and is willing to
compromise their restrictive ethnic particularities for the sake of
being assimilated into the proverbial melting pot. As the voice-
over reassuringly concludes, "Everything is possible if you believe
in America." Greek Americans become part of the myth of the
American dream, an abstraction that, according to Levi-Strauss,
aims "to make the world outside the [American) society under-
standable by conceptualizing it." 30

An additional example of the manipulation of formal strate-
gies to fabricate a preferred reading is that of placing the Greeks
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within a framework that the mass public can easily digest. Ele-
ments of Greek life, such as Greek festivals in America, are trans-
lated in terms that the target audience can relate to. Thus, a
souvlaki vendor in the documentary becomes the Greek equivalent
to a hot dog vendor in America, and this metaphor comes full cir-
cle when a Greek hot dog vendor is regarded as the paragon of
progress because he switched from selling souvlaki (i.e., being
rooted in Greek culture) to selling hot dogs! The voiceover marks
the cultural difference in an analogy, saying that the souvlaki "is
what the hot dog is to the rest of the world." The documentary
goes so far as to suggest that the strong sense of patriotism is what
makes the Greeks an unassimilated minority in the U.S. The Greek
Americans ultimately fails to keep up to date with the moderniza-
tion of Greek culture—accepting the view that "ethnic images are
widely believed to be inflexible and resistant to change." 31 Thus,
the fact quoted in the documentary that"Greek Americans are the
number-one educated [minority) group" in America is less empha-
sized than the popularity of Greek cuisine in New York.

Greek cuisine is usually marketed as an exotic experience—a
chance to "go Greek." The escapist appeal of Greek culture once
again acts as a means of capitalizing on ethnic difference. Ameri-
cans can "go Greek"; they can experience Greek "authenticity" and
then safely return to their hegemonic position. Advertising strate-
gies of this kind are yet another example of the "processes through
which media introduce a ritualized or mythological perspective to
the image of the world they offer as well as to their particular man-
ner of structuring the image of reality." 32

Greeks typically are assinged to a lower subdivisions of white-
ness; they possess a "defensive" whiteness stripped of its privi-
leges." For this reason, interdivisions between subdivisions of
whiteness, such as Greek Cypriots, tend to either be indiscrimi-
nately lumped together in a larger reductive category (just
"Greek") or completely ignored. The subordination of Hellenism
into a lesser category of whiteness helps us perceive the all-encom-
passing whiteness as a system of "knowledge, ideology, norms, and
practices, [that) determines who qualifies as 'white' and maintains
a race and class hierarchy in which the group of people who qual-
ify as white disproportionately control power and resources, and
within that group of white people, a small minority of elite con-
trol most of the group's power and resources." 34
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Greeks As Cinematic Wallpaper

Greeks have been subtly adding flavor to mainstream cinema
for decades. The classic film adaptation of Mickey Spillane's Kiss Me
Deadly (1955), for instance, features the character of Nick (played
by the Greek actor Nick Dennis), a Greek American mechanic
whose Mediterranean temperament adds to the sense of cultural
and class pluralism of the film. The influential sector of society in
the film (including clandestine groups) exclusively consists of
white Americans. Nick and the African American characters are
merely there to offer the illusion of ethnic amalgamation. The pri-
vate eye Mike Hammer (Ralph Meeker) poses as a link between
these cultural outsiders and the corrupt governing system. While
Mike is rendered inferior to the government and the police in terms
of social influence, he still maintains a certain element of
supremacy—by virtue of his privileged whiteness—in comparison
with other ethnicities. Mike's ability to relate well to people from
other cultures acts as a redeeming quality to his hard-boiled facade.
In other words, ethnic difference acts as a foil to Mike's character,
rather than a true reflection of U.S. society in the 1950s.

In order to visually convey Nick's powerlessness in the grand
scheme of events, the mechanic is usually filmed from high angles
that mark him as inferior and point out his defenselessness during
the scene where he is attacked in the auto shop. The film does not
explicitly attach a profounder symbolism behind this framing
technique, since Nick's lower positioning within the frame is jus-
tified by his job's demands. But Nick's job of fixing cars seems to
explain why he is often found in a horizontal position that "natu-
rally" forces him to look up at whoever is talking to him. The
Greek Other is thus further marginalized—not only in terms of
his lower class and limited ambitions but also by the camera tech-
niques employed in the framing of this character.

Nick is commended within the context of Kiss Me Deadly for
his work ethic, in a similarly patronizing way to that of the afore-
mentioned documentaries: Nick's work ethic is commendable pre-
cisely because it directly serves the American detective. Once
Nick's service is no longer needed (i.e., once Mike's car is fixed),
Nick gets killed off and does not even live long enough to get his
promised reward by Mike: the "vavavoom!" car (as he calls it).
Owning Mike's luxurious car would inevitably complicate Nick's
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lower class status, and thus his simple function in the film 35

Nick's light-hearted Mediterranean temperament—the Zorba
mentality of enjoying the immediate and ephemeral pleasures in
life (in this case, Greek girls and cars)—makes his character seem
like a simpleton. Nick's carpe diem mentality is negatively com-
pared to Mike's preoccupation with discovering the solution to an
elusive whatsit. Nevertheless, despite the unfavorable prospects of
obtaining a higher social and economic status, Nick is portrayed
as content with his lowly status, and therefore his subordinate
position remains unchallenged throughout the film.

According to Dan Georgakas, Hollywood film has the tendency
of reducing the role of Greeks to that of "cinematic wallpaper."
Counterintuitive as it may seem, European ethnics are less visible
in contemporary cinema than historically neglected groups such as
African Americans and Hispanics, perhaps due to an uncertainty of
how to interpret and exploit those ethnics within the plot. 36 The
term "cinematic wallpaper" perfectly captures the function of
Greekness, especially in modern film and television shows that
throw in a few Greeks to visually create an illusion of diversity. An
example of this is John Stamos' Greek quirks and relatives in the
ABC family series Full House (1987-95). Steven Spielberg's Munich
(2005) perfectly acts out this cliched treatment, by using the Greek
island of Cyprus mostly as an opportunity to change the visual
backdrop and thus sustain the viewer's interest by showcasing the
versatility of the film's cinematography. Munich may have been
"inspired by true events," but I still feel that, regardless of the
island's importance to the storyline, the overall esthetic function of
Cyprus is to provide Munich with a requisite remote setting. This
remoteness is emphasized through the use of voices speaking in
heavily accented (and outdated) Cypriot dialect in the background.
In older films like Kiss Me Deadly, Greek is spoken to create a sense
of realism: Nick's opening scene shows him greeting Mike using a
jumble of Greek-sounding words that are meant to convey his
spontaneous temperament. His speech consists of random Greek
words that do not make sense to a native Greek speaker, yet seem
totally authentic speech to non-Greek speaking viewers.

Marketable Greekness

The fact that the majority of the U.S. public knows little about
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Greek culture makes it easier for the media to create marketable
versions of Greekness. The producers of Disney's Hercules, for
example, heavily promoted the film months prior to its release,
exploiting "that whole Greek motif" (in the words of the Disney
executive Mitche11 37) to its fullest. In a scene that appears to be a
fitting symbolism for Disney's blatant exploitation and misappro-
priation of national/cultural mythologies, Hercules rises to the sta-
tus of a Greek celebrity and enjoys the perks of a modern U.S.
celebrity. In the animated film, Hercules' rise to fame is signaled
by the proliferation of Hercules merchandise in the form of Greek-
looking sandals and drinking bottles. The film thus reduces the
story of Hercules to a mode for Disney product placement.

In addition to Disney's Hercules, the Xena and Hercules TV
series were cult phenomena in late-1990s to early-2000s popular
culture, not only in the U.S. but also other countries (including
Greece and Cyprus). Ancient mythology was presented in a hip
and entertaining manner that was particularly appealing to
teenage and pre-adolescent audiences. The name of Xena actress
Lucy Lawless became synonymous with the character of Xena. The
two shows achieved a cult status manifested in fan fiction and
numerous websites. The creators of the shows were quick to
exploit this factor, and even treated the fans to various tie-ins
between the two series, such as the brief romance between Xena
and Hercules. Paradoxically, they also incorporated lesbian themes
into many of the Xena scripts.

The marketing of Greek mythology in an attractive package
can also be seen in big-budget Hollywood productions such as Troy
(2004) and Alexander (2004). Greek mythology is constructed as
alluring through the promise of romance and adventure. The sex-
appeal of stars like Brad Pitt and Eric Bana, and the rumored on/off-
screen romance between actors Angelina Jolie and Colin Farrell,
contributed to the resurgence of Greek mythology's mainstream
visibility. Despite extensive promotional gimmicks, Alexander was
not as successful as Troy, which suggests that only a certain amount
of Greekness can infiltrate U.S. popular culture. This could explain
why My Big Fat Greek Wedding has grossed more than $356 million
worldwide, while the TV series spin-off My Big Fat Greek Life
(2003) was canceled due to low ratings. The low interest in a reg-
ular, Greek-themed television shows suggest that mainstream ver-
sions of Greekness tend to become monotonous when frequently
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repeated. It also seems that U.S. culture—especially that of acade-
mia—is more concerned with (or at least aware of) the classical
Greek tradition than the realities of modern Greece.

The nature of the Greek image and the status of Hellenism in
mainstream U.S. media remain problematic. Just where and how
rectification of the symbolic annihilation of Greeks in American
mass media can take place is just as problematic. Three factors
would seem essential if more accurate media representations are to
become the norm: greater availability of contemporary Greek cin-
ema in America, Greek American artists who are comfortable with
both aspects of their identity, and continuing scholarly attention
to the problems at hand.

Notes

'This expression has Shakespearean origins. In the tragic play Julius Caesar
this expression occurs during a conversation between Casca and Cassius, two con-
spirators against Julius Caesar. The pun comes from the fact that a Roman sena-
tor, Cicero, is speaking Greek and his fellows don't understand him. Nowadays,
the phrase has become synonymous with confusing or incomprehensible aspects
of life in general. The word "Greek' in this context has lost its original significance
and has been reduced to a vague metaphor for cultural difference. Fraternities and
sororities capitalize on the vague exoticism of Greekness and transform it into
fragments of Americana that cannot be traced back to a Greek referent—with the
exception of the (often mispronounced) Greek letters of the alphabet being used
to promote a sorority/fraternity's Greek front. An example of how popular culture
and mass entertainment interpret the so-called essence of sororities and fraterni-
ties can be found in references incorporated for comic effect in popular TV shows
like Smallville. In an episode about a Greek sorority of blood-sucking vampire
girls(!), a girl who criticizes this sorority from the outsider's perspective sardon-
ically comments in a voiceover: "Tri Psi Sorority House: I think that's Greek for
bimbos, bikinis, and beer" (Smallville, season 5, episode 5, 2006).

'Throughout this paper, I will be using the word "Hollywood" with caution,
in the same sense as Shohat and Stam use it: as "shorthand for a massively indus-
trial, ideologically reactionary, and stylistically conservative form of 'dominant'
cinema." E. Shohat and R. Stun, Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the
Media (New York: Routledge, 1994).

3See for example Debra Merskin's "The Construction of Arabs as Enemies:
Post-September 11 Discourse of George W. Bush," Mass Communication & Society
7:2 (2004).

4In this paper, I will mostly deal with U.S. readings of Greek/Greek Ameri-
can cultures, since including European discourses would inevitably complicate
matters. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, as far as British mainstream rep-
resentations of Greeks in film are concerned (such as Captain Corelli's Mandolin),
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the British reading seems to be consistent with U.S. depictions of Greek tem-
perament (e.g., Greeks as patriotic to a fault, hard-working, women as virginal
yet seductive).

5As documented in Donald Bogle's Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and
Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films (New York: The Viking
Press, 1997).

61 am including international consumers to the study of audience reception.
Film reviews from Greece and Cyprus of Hollywood portrayals of Greeks/ Greek
Americans might provide a minor indication as to how particular audiences
respond to Americanized versions of Greekness. However, due to the slow devel-
opment of film studies in the Greek academia, and especially in Cyprus, film
reviews would probably not be a significant source of information, as they tend to
agree with the international consensus or are nonjudgmental in character (i.e.,
they are mere plot outlines).

'Debra Merskin's explanation of how the media construct Arabs as social and
political enemies is here applied to a generalized assertion about the influence of
the media in the maintaining of the status quo. Merskin, 157-75.

8R. Fabian and J. Baber (producers & directors), Multicultural Peoples of North
America: Video Series—Greek Americans (Schlessinger Video Productions, 1993).

9Although My Big Fat Greek Wedding started off as a relatively low-budget
independent production, it came to be regarded as a Hollywood blockbuster. For
a detailed analysis of the Hollywood aspects of the film (mostly in terms of mar-
keting and promotion) see J. Verniere's article: "What Makes a 'Big Fat' Film Hit?
This Success Is All Greek to Hollywood," Boston Herald (Sept. 16, 2002, issue 33).

10Vassiliou's characterization of the concept of "philotimo" as polysemantic,
that is, possessing multiple meanings. P.B. Gravel, "Power Alliances and Chastity
Belts: The Concept of Honor in Pre-Industrial Stratified Societies," Anthropology
& Humanism Quarterly 11:2 (May 1986).

"These portrayals are not only misinformed due to the fact that they are com-
ically (or should I say tragically?!) exaggerated for the sake of laughter, but also
because Vardalos is not, contrary to popular belief, Greek American, but Greek
Canadian. Apparently, the Chicago setting made the film more relatable to U.S.
audiences.

12J. Bushkin, "Outsiders/Insiders," in Exploring Language, ed. Gary Goshgar-
ian, 10th edition (San Francisco: Longman, 2004).

13M.H. Epp, "Raising Minstrelsy: Humour, Satire and the Stereotype in The
Birth of a Nation and Bamboozled," Canadian Review of American Studies 33:1(2003).

'4D. Georgakas, "My Big Fat Greek Gripes," Cineaste 28:4 (Fall 2003). This
cultural vacuum is reminiscent of the ignorance surrounding African Americans,
existing prior to (and lasting up to after) the Depression. As D. Bogle observes,
"as far as the audiences were concerned, the toms, the coons, the mulattoes, the
mammies, and the bucks embodied all the aspects and facets of the black experi-
ence itself" (17).

' 5John Cawelti, cited in J. O'Connor's "The White Man's Indian," in Holly-
wood's Indian: The Portrayal of the Native American in Film, eds. Peter C. Rollins and
John E. Connor (University Press of Kentucky, 1998), 32. This is especially appli-
cable to the social commentary made in Kiss Me Deadly (see detailed analysis in
this paper).
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'6Characterizations placed within quotation marks are taken from the show's
synopsis on The Internet Movie Database to further emphasize the convenience of
typecasting in offering comprehensive and concise plot summaries to viewers;
http://www.imdb.com/titleitt0090501/.

17According to the TV series' IMDB page.
"The fusion, or confusion, of Greek and Italian temperament is the most

common example in film. In My Big Fat Greek Wedding, for instance, the Italian
American Joey Fatone was hired to play a Greek American cousin. Less common
cultural fusions include Greeks and Cypriots, Italians and Latinos, Greeks and
Latinos.

Doniger, The Implied Spider: Politics & Theology in Myth (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1998), 99.

20Peck cited in endnote 18, in G. Anagnostou's informative study: "Model
Americans, Quintessential Greeks: Ethnic Success and Assimilation in Diaspora,"
Diaspora 12:3 (2003).

21Race, Racism and the Law: Speaking Truth to Power!! Website, "Who is
White" survey: http://academic.udayton.edu/race/surveys/white.htm.

22Louis de Bernieres' book of the same title inspired the movie version, so it
might be fitting that English is the primary language in the film adaptation, given
that the novel was written in English.

23From the Edge of the City was reductively pitched to international audiences
as "a Greek version of My On Private Idaho." See for example Hannah Brown's
review in The New York Post. It is as though this overly generalized resemblance
of the "Greek version" to an American reference gives the Greek version a certain
validity and appeal.

'Dennis Schwartz, "Ozus' World Movie Reviews," http://home.istar.ca/
—matte/gentagree.htm. It should be noted that some of the more favorable reviews
are more recent than contemporary.

25For more details, see Anagnostou.
261 am applying Michael H. Epp's obeservations about Spike Lee's Bamboo-

zled, especially the idea that "film enacts the very staging ... it apparently con-
demns," to representations of Hellenism abroad. Arguably, Vardalos' My Big Fat
Greek Wedding was not originally aimed at a large audience, but targeted toward
Greek immigrant communities instead. In the article: "A Big Fat Indie Success
Story? Press Discourses Surrounding the Making and Marketing of a 'Hollywood'
Movie," Alisa Perren refers to the film's initial grassroots marketing approach,
that is, the "appealing to groups from the `bottom up' " belonging to Greek com-
munities in major U.S. cities such as New York, Seattle, Philadelphia, and in key
regions in New Jersey and Michigan. In any case, the film ended up being acces-
sible to a wider international audience, and this grassroots appeal became part of
its (and Vardalos') success story.

27G. Veras, producer, The Greek Americans (Public Broadcasting Service,
1998). The DVD extended version includes a second part titled The Greek Amer-
icans II: Passing the Torch (Public Broadcasting Service, 1999) that features extra
footage.

28The last quote is from additional footage to The Greek Americans, which was
included in the DVD version.

29Anagnostou.
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3°Claude Levi-Strauss, cited Rollins and Connor, 42.
31 C.N. Weaver, " The Changing Image of Hispanic Americans," Hispanic

Journal of Behavioral Sciences 27:3 (2005).
32Mihai Coman, "Cultural Anthropology and Mass Media: A Processual

Approach," in Media Anthropology, ed. E.. Rothenbuhler (Sage Publications,
2005).

33The term "defensive whiteness" is used by Vicky Mayer as the counter-
equivalent to "narcissistic whiteness," in her essay "Research Beyond the Pale:
Whiteness in Audience Studies and Media Ethnography," Communication Theory
15:2 (2005). The "narcissistic" category pertains to the dominant white culture,
which in rum interprets all other white groups in terms of itself. "Defensive"
whiteness pertains to the white minorities whose skin color prevents their status
from being further subordinated to that of racial minorities.

34.J. Helfand, "Constructing Whiteness" http://academic.udayton.edu/race/
01 race/whitell.htm.

35The film version elaborates on the humorous aspect of Nick's Mediter-
ranean temperament for comic relief (more so than the book).

36Georgakas, "My Big Fat Greek Gripes."
37Cited in J. Wasko's article: "The Magical-Market World of Disney" (2001).

For some examples of misappropriations of Greek mythology in Disney's Hercules,
see the Greek Mythology Link website, by Carlos Parada (author of Genealogical
Guide to Greek Mythology) http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://home-
page.mac.com/cparada/GM1/000Images/dim/disneyhercules.gif&imgrefurl=
http://homepage.mac.com/cparada/GML/DisneyHercules.html
&h= 312&w= 324&sz= 66&tbnid = XyZeDjtiTJp0AM:&tbnh=109&tbnw =114
&hl= en&start = 9&prev 4images % 3Fq % 3Dhercules % 2B disney%26svnum
%3D10%26h1%3Den%26hs%3Dtxp%261r%3D%26client%3Dfirefox-
a%26r1s%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26sa%3DG.
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How Johnny Veliotes
Became Johnny Otis

by GEORGE LIPSITZ

The following material is excerpted from Midnight at the Barrelhouse:
The Johnny Otis Story. This biography-in-progress tells the story of a
young man born to Greek immigrants who became a successful musician in
black bands and then proceeded to subsequent prominence as a tireless cru-
sader, teacher, and preacher in the black freedom movement. Among numer-
ous achievements, Otis has been a best-selling recording artist, producer,
composer, radio disc jockey, and television show host. This excerpt explores
his family history, his Greek identity, and his emergence as a professional
musician.

The Times

Johnny Otis grew up in a Greek immigrant family during the
1920s, one of the most anti-immigrant decades in United States
history. In the wake of vigilante attacks on the businesses and
homes of German Americans by "patriotic" citizens during World
War I, a wave of nativist hysteria terrorized immigrants and their
families. Throughout the country, local school boards banned for-
eign-language instruction in high schools. City officials removed
foreign-language books from libraries. Some state legislatures
tried to make it illegal to speak on the telephone in languages
other than English. U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer
ordered the mass round up and deportation of some ten thousand
immigrants suspected (without due process of law) of holding

GEORGE Lipsrrz is Professor of Black Studies and Sociology at the Uni-
versity of California-Santa Barbara. He is author of eight books including
Footsteps in the Dark and The Possessive Investment in Whiteness. He has
been active in struggles for fair housing, educational equality, and peace.
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anarchist or communist beliefs, and the Justice Department sub-
sequently deported thousands of immigrants active in the labor
movement every year for the next decade. The Ku Klux Klan expe-
rienced a dramatic increase in membership during the 1920s,
more in the midwest and west than the south, fueled largely by
anti-immigrant and especially anti-Catholic and anti-Jewish sen-
timent. Even the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment pro-
hibiting the manufacture, transportation, sale, and consumption
of alcohol was seen by most nativists as a measure necessary to cor-
rect the alleged bad behavior of immigrants.

From the smallest local municipality to the federal govern-
ment, from armed vigilantes to respectable opinion molders, immi-
grants and their children were defined as unwanted aliens whose
entry into the country was deemed in retrospect to have been a mis-
take. In 1924, Congress passed the Johnson-Reed Act, the most
drastic and restrictive immigration law in the nation's history. The
law allocated quotas for future immigration that gave preferences
to immigrants from northern and western Europe. It permitted
only miniscule numbers of people from southern and eastern
Europe to enter the U.S. Of all the despised immigrant groups from
Europe, Greeks received the smallest quota—only one hundred
immigrants per year—a sign indicating that they were the least
desirable group of all in the eyes of the defenders of Anglo-Protes-
tant "100 Percent Americanism." Immigration officials frequently
refused to classify Greeks as Europeans, designating them as "Ori-
entals." In some states, local application of Jim Crow segregation
laws required Greeks to use facilities designated for blacks. A 1933
real estate appraisal of land values in Chicago advised property
owners that the least desirable European immigrant neighbors were
Greeks, Russian Jews, and southern Italians.'

Even before World War I, Greek Americans suffered from
nativist prejudice and violence. In Omaha, Nebraska, in 1909 a
mob of one thousand men stormed into Greek neighborhoods, van-
dalized stores, burned homes, and brutally assaulted people they
believed to be Greek. Newspaper articles in Utah referred to Greeks
as "ignorant, depraved and brutal foreigners," "a vicious element
unfit for citizenship, and "the scum of Europe." 2 The Ku Klux Klan
threatened Greeks with violence in Utah, Michigan, and Florida,
In the aftermath of World War I, the American Legion in Utah con-
demned Greeks for reading Greek-language newspapers, speaking
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Greek in public, and sending their children to Greek schools for
language instruction. A candidate for office in Alabama in 1920
proposed the disenfranchisement of Greeks and Syrians. Restrictive
covenants written into deeds to homes in many cities required
homebuyers to pledge never to sell their property to Greeks. In
western mining communities, Greek workers found themselves
forbidden to live in housing designated for "whites" and required
to share housing with African American, Mexican, Japanese, and in
some cases Italian workers—all of whom were deemed non-white.
Public opinion polls found that more 40 percent of "Americans"
opposed granting citizenship to Greeks.

Yet Greek immigrants became citizens in droves during the
1920s, not because they felt welcomed, but precisely because they
believed they needed citizenship to protect them against nativist
prejudice. This Americanization effort was led by the American
Hellenic Educational Progress Association (AHEPA), originally
founded in Atlanta in 1922 to help Greek immigrants defend
themselves against the Ku Klux Klan In the late 1930s, AHEPA
would become the first non-Jewish U.S. ethnic organization to
denounce the Hitler regime in Germany. The 1924 Johnson-Reed
immigration act made it unlikely that non-citizens would be read-
mitted if they returned home to Greece, producing the unintended
effect of increasing the percentage of Greek immigrants who
became citizens from 17.4 percent in 1920 to 45.1 percent in 1930.

Insults and exclusions made some Greeks emphasize their
European heritage and their differences from blacks, Mexicans,
and Asians in order to secure the rewards of whiteness. Greek
workers had formed alliances with Japanese miners who were
assigned the same dangerous dynamiting jobs at a time when both
groups were prevented from joining the Western Federation of
Miners union. For years Japanese and Greek miners enjoyed posi-
tive relations based on shared commitments to labor militancy.
When the WFM starting admitting Greeks to strengthen its anti-
Asian and anti-Mexican stances, however, Greek miners no longer
stood up for their Japanese American colleagues. 3

Other Greeks viewed the racial order of U.S. society differ-
ently. Greek immigrants to Tarpon Springs, Florida early in the
twentieth century competed with local "whites" when they
entered the sponge fishing industry. The diving suits that the
Greeks brought with them from their native land gave them an
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advantage over the Floridians, who used more primitive snorkel-
ing devices. White Floridians recruited the Ku Klux Klan to help
them drive the Greeks out of the industry violently, but the Greeks
won the battle. The defeated whites would not work for the tri-
umphant Greeks, so the immigrants hired local blacks, paying
them the same rate as Greeks who worked the same job. The good
treatment that blacks received from Greeks in Tarpon Springs pro-
duced a rare instance of mutuality and integration. Many blacks
learned to speak Greek and joined with Greek divers and sponge
fishers every year when they sailed into the gulf. Perhaps this sol-
idarity was facilitated by the fact that some of the Greek sponge
fishers and their ancestors had routinely sailed to the coast of Africa
to ply their trade, a history that left them open to working with
blacks in a way that was not true of the native white Floridians. In
part because of the alliance between Greeks and blacks, Tarpon
Springs remained one of the few cities in the south where the pub-
lic transit system did not segregate whites and blacks.

Frequently rejected in North America, but unable to return
home because of their own poverty as well as the poverty of their
native land, Greek Americans often had to make creative adjust-
ments to life in the United States. As Dan Georgakas explains in
his moving personal memoir of Greek American life in Detroit in
the mid-twentieth century, for Greek people in the United States,
"Their very survival required adaptation to the new rather than a
reclamation of traditional rights." 4 Johnny Otis's family struggled
with these contradictions throughout his childhood.

The Man

Johnny Otis was born in Vallejo, California on December 28,
1921, the son of Alexander and Irene Veliotes. The family moved to
Berkeley in 1923, when Johnny was two years old and his sister
Dorothy was one year old. In 1928, the couple's third child, Nick,
was born. The Otis household lived upstairs from the grocery store
they operated at the corner of Dohr and Ward Streets in West Berke-
ley. Their neighborhood was initially quite mixed, but it became
increasingly black as the years progressed. The Veliotes family spoke
Greek at home, and Johnny's parents hoped he would grow up to
become a distinguished scholar of Greek literature and culture.
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Born and raised in the coastal city of Hermione in Greece,
Alexander Veliotes migrated to San Francisco shortly after his grad-
uation from high school. He chose a different path from his brother,
who settled in Egypt. Alexander worked as a laborer in the city's
railroad yards, perhaps surviving the 1906 earthquake because he
was outside in the open yard when it happened. He went back to
Greece to serve in the Greek army as a soldier in the Balkan Wars
of 1912 and 1913. Upon his discharge, Alexander came back to the
United States and enlisted in the U.S. army in order to get citizen-
ship. His family arranged his marriage to Irene, a young woman
born on the Greek island of Hydra. Her family had been too poor
to support her, so they gave her away to a childless aunt and uncle
who immigrated to the U.S. when Irene was seven years old.

Alexander had gray eyes and a fair complexion. He spoke Eng-
lish fluently but with an accent. His singing was featured in the
Greek Orthodox Church services that the family attended, and he
became a leader in the Greek American Protective Association. After
church on Sundays, Alexander usually went to a Greek coffee shop
to socialize with his lodge brothers. Irene had dark eyes and dark
hair, and was quite introverted when she got married. As she became
more assimilated, however, she became more assertive. She taught
herself to speak fluent English without an accent, and learned how
to play the mandolin without any professional instruction.

Johnny spoke Greek before he learned English, and throughout
his childhood traveled by bus to San Francisco once a week to attend
Greek school. He felt trapped during the two hours of instruction
each week by Greek Orthodox clerics in the dingy basement of the
church school. The formal Greek language they taught differed
greatly from the demotic Greek his parents spoke at home. Johnny
often wished that he could be out going on expeditions with his
friends to catch fish in San Francisco Bay or playing at the play-
ground at Longfellow School or on the fields at San Pablo Park. On
the basketball courts at San Pablo Park, his friends formed teams
by "choosing up sides," with each captain taking turns picking a
teammate. The two players always chosen last were Johnny Otis
and Don Barksdale. Johnny never got much better at basketball,
but Barksdale went on to play at UCLA and became one of the first
blacks to play basketball professionally in the 1940s.

Barksdale's family prepared him well for this trailblazer role.
They were active in the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters
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Union, the first black union to join the American Federation of
Labor. Prejudice on the part of coaches kept Barksdale from mak-
ing the basketball team at Berkeley High School, but he played so
well at the community college level for the College of Marin, he
received an athletic scholarship to attend UCLA, where he made
the All America team in 1947. Professional basketball remained
an all-white enterprise at that time, so even though he represented
the U.S. as a member of the Olympic team in 1948, Barksdale had
to return to Oakland to continuing playing for an amateur club
team. He became the host of a popular jazz music radio program,
and soon starred on local television with his Sepia Review show.
When the National Basketball Association desegregated its rosters
in 1951, Barksdale joined the Baltimore Bullets, eventually mak-
ing the NBA all-star team.

Walter Gordon also grew up in the neighborhood. He went on
to become the first black football player to win All American hon-
ors at the University of California before becoming a prominent
lawyer. Another neighbor, Wiley Manuel, became a justice sitting
on the California Supreme Court. Johnny's younger brother Nick
went on to become a distinguished career diplomat, specializing
in policy toward the Middle East and holding many high positions
in the foreign service and State Department. After retirement from
his diplomatic career, Nick Veliotes served as president of the
Association of American Publishers.

Although the Greek Orthodox Church and its school held lit-
tle allure for Johnny Otis as a child, the sanctified churches in his
neighborhood that his black friends attended were a different
story. Johnny liked the fact that they served free chocolate milk
and graham crackers to children after their services. These were
rare delicacies for a kid during the depression. It also did not
escape his notice that the cutest little girls in the neighborhood
also seemed to frequent these particular churches. Initially Otis
felt that it was the refreshments and the girls that drew him to
these services, but soon he realized that he loved the fervor of the
gospel choirs, the intellectual artistry of the preachers' sermons,
and the moral passion of the congregations. He recalls, "It wasn't
the girls or the graham crackers or the chocolate milk that really
made the impression—it was the cultural impact of the preaching
of the black preachers and the gospel choirs and the singers and
that whole marvelous thing. Black culture captured me," he
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relates. "I loved it and it was richer and more fulfilling and more
natural. I thought it was mine." 5

Assisted by their ability to pool resources with an extended
family network that revolved around the children's Uncle Nick,
Alexander and Irene prospered during the 1920s. Irene tended the
store while Alexander peddled fruits and vegetables from a truck
that he drove through the neighborhoods in the Berkeley hills
where the wealthy people lived. The family came to own several
real estate properties and automobiles as their business thrived.
When Uncle Nick died in 1928 and the stock market crashed in
1929, however, their fortunes reversed. The Veliotes family lost
nearly everything they owned and struggled throughout the
depression. Their home was saved for them only because of a gov-
ernment program that refinanced mortgages for veterans.

Irene and Alexander rented the grocery store to a Chinese fam-
ily. They used that rental income to continue living in the upstairs
part of the building. Alexander faced long periods of unemploy-
ment that did not really end until he found work in the Mare
Island Naval Shipyard near Vallejo just before the start of World
War IL Nick Veliotes remembers that the arranged marriage
between his mother and his father was "never a love match," and
economic pressures contributed to the two of them drifting farther
and farther apart. The family spent several years on public assis-
tance, ashamed that they had to stand in line to receive canned
goods and secondhand clothing.

Irene and Alexander had two miscarriages before Johnny was
born, and they doted on him. He suffered from asthma as a child,
however, and his teachers at school initially diagnosed him as a
slow learner, not realizing that his native tongue was Greek and
that he was doing his schoolwork in his second language. Frus-
trated by both ill health and the puzzling hostility of some of his

teachers, Johnny became alienated from school and increasingly
interested in activities outside it. School administrators trans-
ferred him from Berkeley High School to the McKinley Continu-
ation School. Years later, he would compare his struggles in school
with the academic and social successes of his younger brother
Nick. "My brother was student body president at Berkeley High
School," he noted, "and I got kicked out!"

Nick Veliotes built on his academic and athletic triumphs at
Berkeley High School to enjoy success at the University of Cali-
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fornia at Berkeley. He went on to serve at different times as the
U.S. ambassador to Egypt and Jordan. Throughout his days in the
Foreign Service, he handled delicate negotiations for the State
Department throughout the Middle East. Nick remembers his
older brother as a most loving and caring brother, and as an
extremely compassionate and sensitive person in general. When
Johnny was twelve, the family placed him in charge of raising a
lamb in the back yard. Their plan was to kill and eat the animal
for the family's Easter feast. When Easter came and his relatives
arrived at the house, however, Johnny stood in front of the lamb
with his .22 rifle, protecting his pet and refusing to let it be killed.

The young man who would not let his lamb be killed for Easter
dinner also raised pigeons. A neighbor on his paper route, Mr.
Williams, raised birds in his back yard. Johnny asked him about
them every time he came to the door to collect for the paper. When
Mr. Williams had to move to Arizona for health reasons, he offered
the flock to his paperboy on the condition that Johnny's parents
would give their permission. Alexander refused at first, explaining
that the family could hardly afford to feed themselves, much less a
flock of birds. Seeing his son's enthusiasm, however, he relented.
Johnny promised to pay for the bird feed out of his paper route
money, but his kind-hearted father gave him feed for free from the
stock at the grocery store. With only one coop, Johnny could not
keep the breeds apart and soon found himself enjoying and taking
care of mixtures that purists would never have let develop in the
first place.

Music played an important role in the Veliotes household. The
family listened to phonograph records by Greek singers Rosa
Eskenazi, Rita Abtasi, and Marika Papagika, among others.
Important research by Steven Frangos reveals the complexity of
Greek music in that era. A significant part of the Greek popula-
tion lived in Asia Minor before 1923, while the population of
Greece included Turkish Muslims and members of other religious
and national minorities. The first commercial recordings of Greek
music were made in the diaspora, especially in Germany, England,
and the United States. In these countries, Greek immigrants found
themselves living and working alongside Armenians, Albanians,
Bulgarians, Syrians, and Arabs who shared with their Greeks asso-
ciates similar but not identical histories of displacement, exile,
loss, and longing for home. Recorded Greek music in the 1920s
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contained lyrics sung in Turkish, Armenian, Ladino, and Arabic as
well as Greek. The songs themselves encompassed a wide variety
of styles and themes from nationalist patriotic songs and evoca-
tions of village life in Greece to romantic ballads, from semi-clas-
sical compositions to rebetika songs that merged themes, song
forms, and styles from music by the lower classes in urban centers
from the Balkans to Asia Minor. 6

The Veliotes family also made their own music. Alexander
sang, Nick played the clarinet, Dorothy played the cello, and Irene
played the mandolin. In later years, Irene also became a fan of
swing bands, attending dances when the famous orchestras came
to town, and encouraging her family's interests in music. Johnny
loved the Greek music that dominated his house, but he found
himself drawn more toward the blues music he heard in his neigh-
borhood. A black man who worked as a Pullman porter lived
across the street. He often came home from his railroad trips with
blues recordings that he had purchased in the south. A sharp
dresser who drove a flashy front-wheel-drive Cord automobile, the
porter was a much admired figure by boys in the neighborhood,
especially because he always seemed to be accompanied by beauti-
ful women. When he would host parties at his home, the neigh-
borhood youths would gather outside, peek in the windows, and
listen to the wonderful music emanating from inside. Johnny
remembers that on one of those nights he first heard Robert John-
son's recording of "Terraplane Blues." Johnson's artistry and the
song's suggestive double entendres made a big impression on him,
and he starting taking trips to Seventh Street in Oakland to stand
outside nightclubs just so he could hear more blues. Like the
young B.B. King in Mississippi during the same years, Otis devel-
oped a special fondness for the vocal recordings made by the artist
who called himself Doctor Clayton.

Johnny's deep identification with black culture and black peo-
ple sometimes put him at odds with the institutions around him.
To please his mother, he joined Boy Scout Troop 25 in Berkeley
and graduated quickly from the rank of tenderfoot to scout second
class with a merit badge in cycling. The adult scout leaders
encouraged him to recruit other boys to the troop, so Johnny sub-
mitted the name of his close friend Rudy Jordan. When the scout-
master found out that Jordan was black, he explained to Otis that
the troop was for whites only. Johnny quit immediately, disgusted
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with the chasm between the noble ideals that the scouts preached
and the bigoted behavior they actually practiced.

Like many young men during the depression, Johnny and
Rudy Jordan enjoyed working on cars. They sought out spare parts
in junk yards and used their knowledge to repair vehicles for their
friends and family. They dreamed of finding an abandoned car and
restoring it completely with their customizing and mechanical
skill. One day police officers stopped the pair, accused them of
stealing parts, and roughed them up. "To that day we hadn't
thought of stealing anything," Otis later recalled, but "after that
we began stealing tires and siphoning gas." We thought "If we're
going to be treated like dogs when we're innocent . . . we might
as well be guilty." 7

As he became more immersed in blues and jazz, Johnny started
associating mostly with people who played music. A mutual love
of swing music launched a life-long friendship with fellow drum-
mer Hal Kronick, a Berkeley resident who was the son of Jewish
immigrants. Otis and Kronick developed a special bond around
their shared love of the artistry of Count Basie's great drummer, Jo
Jones. They remained in close contact even after Kronick gave up
music to become a successful salesman and marketing manager
while Otis went on the road for a career in music. One night when
they were teenagers, Kronick, Otis, and Bernard Peters (a black
youth who later played drums in guitarist Saunders King's ensem-
ble), went to hear and see the Count Basie band play in Oakland.
The hall was segregated. For this dance, blacks danced on the main
floor and whites watched from the balcony. Kronick and Otis,
however, went downstairs and met up with Peters. The three aspir-
ing drummers stood right in front of the bandstand so they could
focus on Jo Jones, their personal hero. At the end of the show, Jones
asked them if they knew of any good Chinese restaurants close by.
They were happy to take him to one of their favorite spots and
shower Jones with questions about playing the drums Their hero
conducted a clinic for them right in the restaurant. Jones closed
the curtains to their booth and demonstrated paradiddles with
chop sticks on the enamel table top for the boys, as his manifestly
bored female companion looked on in exasperation.

This scene in which three young men—one Greek, one Jew-
ish, and one African American—found themselves engrossed in a
music lesson given by a black musician in a Chinese restaurant,
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typified one of the main currents of the 1930s—what historian
Lizabeth Cohen terms the "culture of unity" that emerged as a
response to the vicious nativism of the 1920s. The depression dam-
aged the credibility and legitimacy of the Anglo Protestant elite
and their prejudices. It also imposed demands for relief and mutual
aid too great for ethnic fraternal organizations to fulfill. In the
wake of organizing drives that reached across ethnic and racial
lines by industrial trade unions, young people in the 1930s began
to celebrate the multiethnic character of the U.S. nation. Rather
than uniting around their own particular ethnicities, they came
together around the shared experiences of ethnic formation,
around the ostracisms, exclusions, struggles, and solidarities that
their individual groups had experienced separately. They lauded
the very diversity that 1920s nativists despised. As Johnny's friend
Hal Kronick remembers, it was a time when you could go across
town and find more in common with a stranger than with a blood
relative. His black friend Bernard Peters spoke Yiddish fluently (to
the amazement of Kronick's family), and his Greek friend would
go on to a life immersed in black culture and politics.

During the decade when Otis, Peters, and Kronick came of
age, a grassroots campaign transformed the meaning of the Statue
of Liberty from a tribute to republicanism to the symbol of wel-
come for immigrants. The poetry of Langston Hughes, the musi-
cal compositions of Aaron Copland, the paintings of regionalist
Thomas Hart Benton, and the novels of a new generation of eth-
nic writers including Henry Roth, James T. O'Farrell, and Pietro
di Donato reflected the exhilaration and exuberance of CIO picket
lines that displayed signs in several languages and featured food
from a different ethnic cuisine every day. Michael Denning's
important research on the 1930s shows that a tidal wave of popu-
lar creativity emerged from this new formula—an explosion of lit-
tle magazines, photography clubs, theater groups, and musical
ensembles. Jitterbug dancing and swing music emerged as key
expressions of this new culture, as sites where young people from
different backgrounds encountered each other in the context of
shared enthusiasm for music that originated among black people
and whose definitive creators and interpreters were black.

The enthusiasm among working class white ethnics for a melt-
ing pot America, for a nation made up of many nations, reflected the
degree to which they and their families had been made to feel
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unworthy and unwanted by 1920s nativism. Presenting themselves
as Americans by choice rather than by the accident of birth, they
transformed themselves from unwanted outsiders to redemptive
insiders, to people capable of realizing the long promised but not yet
realized democratic America that some immigrants dreamed of back
in their countries of origin. In many ways, the culture of unity they
forged coalesced around the moral, aesthetic, and political visions of
black people. Humans whose ancestors had been treated as property
had never believed that property rights should be allowed to eclipse
human rights. The descendants of newly freed slaves whose activism
produced the Fourteenth Amendment and Abolition Democracy
after the Civil War knew things about democracy in America that
the 1930s culture of unity needed to know.

Racism did not evaporate, of course, and many of the white
ethnics who made up the culture of unity would eventually go on
to secure entry into white suburban neighborhoods where they
banded together to exclude blacks. Even at the peak of the culture
of unity, color still mattered. Hal Kronick remembers his sister's
embarrassment because he invited his friend Bernard Peters over
to their house. She was afraid it would hurt their reputation with
the neighbors. Even worse, he remembers that when the first black
family moved into a neighborhood near Shattuck Avenue, hostile
whites greeted them by breaking one of the front windows in their
new home. Yet something about the combination of the pain of
shared economic deprivation and the pleasures of the culture of
unity made black-white interaction more plausible for youth in
the 1930s than it had been for their parents.

The culture of unity of the 1930s ultimately influenced the
commercial culture of the 1940s and 1950s. Like Johnny Otis,
many of the white people engaged in producing, promoting, and
selling rhythm and blues music after World War II had been mem-
bers of immigrant ethnic households in the 1930s. New Orleans
studio owner Cosimo Matassa was Italian. Record label owners
Eddie and Leo Mesner of Aladdin Records came from a Lebanese
American family. Atlantic Records founder Ahmet Ertegun was
the son of a diplomat from Turkey. Jewish entrepreneurs in the
business included Leonard and Marshall Chess of Chess Records,
Arthur N. Rupe (nee Goldberg) of Specialty Records, Syd Nathan
of King Records, and Herman Lubinsky of the Savoy Label. Many
of these men made a fortune from black music, but among them
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only Johnny Otis became an actual part of the black community
and its political, religious, and cultural life.

The culture of unity was especially strong in the San Francisco
Bay area in the 1930s when Johnny entered his teenage years. The
San Francisco general strike and the west coast waterfront strikes
of 1934 enacted the cross-cultural unity that much of the poetry,
art, music, and fiction of the times merely envisioned. As a
teenager in Berkeley, Johnny had frequent exposure to this culture,
although his interpretation of it may not always have been what
its promoters intended. He remembers going to dances in Oakland
sponsored by communist and communist front organizations, not
because he cared about their politics, but because the dancing and
food were free and the events provided the opportunity to meet
"very democratic and 'charitable' chicks" who interested him a
great deal. Similarly, his brother Nick remembers that in his years
at Berkeley the communists and socialists gave great parties. The
efforts by the Socialist Workers Party were particularly memorable
to him, not because of their Trotskyist politics, but because their
membership included a very pretty girl who played the guitar
while wearing very tight and revealing clothing.

Johnny ended his recurrent battles with the educational sys-
tem when he was eighteen by dropping out of school. He forged
his father's signature on a contract to buy a drum set and a vibra-
phone. Setting up a practice space in a storage shed behind the
store, Johnny drove his family to distraction with the constant
racket of drumming hour after hour. By that time Alexander had
started work at the Mare Island Naval Shipyard. There he labored
alongside a black worker from Texas, Pee Wee Crayton, who would
later go on to a triumphant career as a blues singer and guitar
player on the very circuits that would feature Johnny Otis in the
years to come. In the early 1940s, however, Alexander Veliotes
tutored Crayton in the art of welding. "I'll make a ship worker out
of you yet," Alex would say. "I sincerely doubt it," Crayton would
quip in response. Years later, on the Johnny Otis radio program,
the singer remembered Alex complaining incessantly about
Johnny's playing. "My son's got a band, he thinks he can play
drums, but he just keeps up a lot of noise in the back of the store."
When Johnny scored his first hit record, however, Alex came to a
performance and walked up and down the aisles telling everyone
in the audience who would listen, "That's my son!"
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Inspired by the virtuosity of Jo Jones, Johnny bought books
that explained the intricacies of playing the drums. He taught
himself how to play and how to read music, and soon Johnny
started performing with Count Otis Matthews and His West Oak-
land House Stompers. Matthews' band was a semi-professional
aggregation that played house parties and dances in gyms because
most of the members of the group were too young to work in
nightclubs. Matthews took the title "Count" in imitation of Count
Basie, but his band's music was rooted much more in blues than
in jazz and they tended to perform house parties rather than dances
in nightclubs or ballrooms. Playing in living rooms while chitlins
and red beans and rice cooked on kitchen stoves, the band usually
got "paid" in wine and food rather than cash. The interracial band
featured Count Otis on piano and vocals, a man they called Pops
on clarinet, a one-handed trumpeter named Preston, and the
younger members—Al Levy on guitar, Bob Johnson on bass, and
John Veliotes on drums. The West Oakland House Stompers
played the sounds they heard and loved coming through the open
windows of joints on Seventh Street and the houses of neighbors
who played blues phonograph records.

One summer night, Johnny and Rudy Jordan went to a party
hosted by Curley and Leona, two girls who lived around the block
from Johnny's house. When they arrived, Johnny got diverted by
the sounds emanating from the trumpet of the girls' uncle as he
practiced in an upstairs room. Curly and Leona's uncle played the
way that modern swing musicians did on bandstands on the radio,
not the down home blues progressions that prevailed in the West
Oakland House Stompers. Transfixed, Johnny almost missed the
entire party. When he went downstairs, however, he had another
profound experience. He saw a beautiful Afro-Samoan girl across
the room. He asked Rudy if he knew who she was. "That's Phyllis
Walker," his friend related. "You mean little Phyllis Walker from
61st Street?" Johnny asked incredulously. The little neighborhood
girl he had hardly noticed before had now grown up to be a beau-
tiful young woman. Johnny went over to speak with her and ask
her to dance. Two years later, on May 2, 1941, Johnny and Phyllis
drove to Nevada (where interracial marriages were legal) and got
married. He had discovered both modern swing music and his
future bride on the same night.

Johnny introduced Phyllis to his brother Nick and confided in
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him that they were going to get married. Like nearly everyone else
who knew her, Nick thought Phyllis was a wonderful person and
was happy for his brother. Their parents, however, were shocked
by the marriage. Irene especially disapproved. Johnny felt that
simple racism lay behind his mother's hostility to the marriage,
and it made him angry. Nick saw it differently, wondering if his
mother was not so much concerned with her own feelings, but
rather worried about disapproval from others in the Greek com-
munity, especially because Johnny's sister Dorothy had not yet
married. Whatever her motivation, Irene sent Alexander to Reno
to seek to annul the marriage.

Alexander went to Reno, but when he arrived he could not
carry out Irene's instructions. An open-minded and tender-hearted
man who had worked happily alongside blacks in the railroad
yards and shipyards and who had warm relations with the black
customers who shopped in his store, Alexander viewed anti-black
racism as immoral and foolish. Like most of his neighbors, he had
cheered and danced in the street when Joe Louis, a black and a for-
mer auto worker, won back the heavyweight championship of the
world by knocking out Max Schmeling from Germany. When
Alexander found Johnny and Phyllis in Reno, he took his daugh-
ter-in-law in his arms and kissed her. "Your mother sent me to
annul the marriage," he told Johnny in Greek, "but I came to meet
my new daughter." With tears streaming down his cheeks he
added, "Besides, I don't want God to get on my case." 8

It would be eighteen years, however, before Irene would agree
to see Phyllis and accept her as her daughter-in-law. Phyllis wel-
comed the change of heart immediately and graciously accepted
Irene with love and understanding. Johnny lacked his partner's
forgiving nature. His mother's rejection of his wife had been more
than a personal affront, it represented to him disapproval of black
people in general, whom he thought of as "my adopted people."

In Reno, Johnny found work in a band that reunited him with
Bob Johnson, the bass player in the West Oakland House Stompers.
When their jobs in Reno ended, they traveled to Denver. They had
almost no money and very few prospects for employment. Johnny
and Phyllis roomed with a family in the Five Points neighborhood.
Phyllis took jobs as a domestic by day, and in the evenings cooked
large pots of spaghetti that they ate slowly to make the food last as
long as they could. Just when he was about to give up and follow
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the lead of Bob Johnson's uncle and become a Pullman porter,
Johnny found work playing drums in one of the black territory
bands operating out of Denver, the George Morrison Band. His last
name tended to raise questions and curiosity. So, married to a black
woman, living in a black neighborhood, and playing drums in a
black band, Johnny Veliotes became Johnny Otis.

Otis's new band played mostly for white audiences and
adopted aspects of minstrelsy in order to do so. George Morrison
wore a bellhop's uniform as he played the violin. He got down on
one knee to sing Al Jolson's "Sonny Boy," and had his band mem-
bers wear fanny hats and "clown" for the audience. Otis under-
stood the commercial appeal, maybe even the necessity, of these
antics, but they bothered him deeply. He did not blame Morrison,
who had learned to survive in a competitive business by giving the
customers what they wanted (and who had given Otis a job he
badly needed), but the desire for minstrelsy seemed to him to
encapsulate so much of the sickness of white identity in the United
States. He wondered why it had to be that way.

While playing with the George Morrison Band, Otis some-
times "sat in" playing drums and vibes with the house band at
Bennie Hooper's Bar across from the Rossonian Hotel. The Lloyd
Hunter Band generally stayed at the Rossonian when they per-
formed at the College Inn in Boulder. One night, Preston Love,
who played lead alto in Lloyd Hunter's band, noticed the skilled
musicianship of the tall slender white kid in the band. He found
out from his band's drummer Bobby Parker that the "kid" was
Johnny Otis and that he loved the music of Jo Jones and Count
Basie. Love had been enraptured by Basie's sound from the day his
older brother Dude brought home a radio and the first music they
heard coming out of it contained the sounds of Earle Warren's alto
saxophone in the Basie band. Love approached Otis about their
mutual admiration of the Basie band, and the two talked long into
the night. As Love later related in his extraordinary autobiography
A Thousand Honey Creeks Later: My Life in Music from Basie to
Motown, "No two men every agreed more completely and sponta-
neously than Johnny Otis and Preston Love." 9

When Bobby Parker got drafted, Love persuaded Lloyd
Hunter to audition Johnny Otis. Once he heard him play, Hunter
was delighted to invite Otis into the band. They toured the same
areas where the Morrison band played, but Lloyd Hunter's stage
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act dispensed with the overtones of minstrelsy. In Preston Love,
Otis found a kindred soul, a great musician who shared his artis-
tic tastes, a thoughtful and creative intellectual, and a person with
a deep passion for social justice. For his part, Love found Otis's
devotion to black freedom remarkable. He often told friends that
even though Johnny was white, he was the first black nationalist
Love had ever met. In fact, he found it impossible to think of
Johnny as anything other than black, phenotype aside.

The Lloyd Hunter Band offered Otis an advanced education in
black music and black culture. On the group's first to trip to Kansas
City, Johnny wandered into a jam session in progress at Scott's The-
atre Restaurant. Accompanied by Preston Love and bass player Cur-
tis Counce, he got up to join the jam session. The three members
of the Hunter Band felt good about their playing, which Otis
describes as mostly "loud and happy." Then a little guy with an alto
saxophone stepped up and joined in. Within a few choruses, he had
them all petrified by the complexity of his playing. They later dis-
covered that the name of the saxophonist was Charlie Parker.

As the Lloyd Hunter band rode from job to job in an old Ford
school bus (inexplicably named the Blue Hornet even though it
was painted red) the musicians bantered back and forth. During
Otis's first days with the band he started hearing about Darby
Hicks. He had never heard the name before, but Darby Hicks
seemed to know him well. Musicians in the band would relate gos-
sip they purportedly heard from Darby Hicks himself, stories
about his disparagement of Otis's playing, his nasty comments
about Otis's family, and even suggestive comments about the
drummer's wife and mother. By this time, Otis was determined to
track down Darby Hicks and shut him up for good. When he
demanded to know where Hicks could be found, the other mem-
bers of the band broke out laughing. There was no Darby Hicks.
There never was. The routine about him was just the way to "wel-
come" new members into the band, a kind of hazing that stung
less when the newcomer became a veteran and got to help play the
trick on the next unsuspecting initiate.

There was a serious side to the band members as well. In those
days, Johnny and Preston Love focused on their playing and their
personal lives, but older musicians advised them to pay attention
to world affairs, to read the paper and "see what Hitler's doing."
Whenever their driver, Brother West, stopped to fill up the bus
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with gas, the older musicians would purchase newspapers and dis-
cuss the day's events. The progress of the war in Europe and the
prospects of the allies defeating Hitler provided a constant focal
point of conversation, but the musicians thought of "Hitler" in a
broader sense. When someone asked a fellow band member with a
newspaper "How's Hitler doing?" the response often entailed an
account from that day's news about racist incidents, assaults, and
lynchings in the United States.

In June 1943, Preston Love and Johnny Otis gave notice to
Lloyd Hunter that they were leaving his band. They planned to
form their own combo and seek work in Love's home town of
Omaha, Nebraska. Otis and Love respected Hunter and appreciated
all they had learned in his band, but life on the road was difficult
for two recently married men. They put together a group that
became the house band in the Barrel House nightclub, the first club
in the white sections of Omaha to welcome both black and white
customers. White cattlemen and cowboys mingled with black men
in zoot suits as the band struggled to find a repertoire that would
please all their customers. Preston Love's brothers and his mother,
Mexie Love, provided an instant and warm support system for
Johnny and Phyllis. Jimmy Witherspoon, then working as a cook
for the Union Pacific Railroad, sat in with the band as a guest singer
whenever he was in town. Otis intended to stay in Omaha, but then
an opportunity emerged that changed his life forever.

Soon after Johnny's arrival in Omaha, the Nat King Cole Trio
played at a dance in the Dreamland Hall on 24th Street. Otis and
Love had encountered Cole on the road while playing with the
Lloyd Hunter band, and they attended the dance to renew their
acquaintance and to enjoy the unique musical stylings of his trio.
As they socialized after the dance, Cole informed Otis that a spot
had opened up in the Harlan Leonard orchestra back in Los Ange-
les because their drummer Jesse Price had just been drafted. Cole
explained that he had informed Leonard of Otis's talents, and that
the band leader said he could have the job if he came out to L.A.
Otis caught the first train west.

Harlan Leonard had been a member of the Bennie Moten band
when Count Basie was also in the group. His Kansas City Rockets
held an extended gig at the Club Alabam, one of the most glam-
orous entertainment venues on Los Angeles's legendary Central
Avenue. In the Rockets, Johnny could play in the style of Jo Jones
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for appreciative audiences who would know what he was doing. He
could live in a city with a large and growing black population,
with its own dynamic commercial, cultural, educational, and
social institutions.

As black workers left the south to find work in war industries
on the west coast, Central Avenue in Los Angeles became an
important crucible for a new kind of black culture. The black pop-
ulation of L.A. quadrupled during the war, and full employment
and wartime wages fueled discretionary spending on leisure and
recreation. "I got here in '43 and at that time the Avenue [Central)
was just swinging," Otis later recalled. "It was like a transplanted
Harlem Renaissance." 1° Even the streets provided entertainment
that no commercial venue could match. People paraded up and
down on weekend nights, hopping from club to club and showing
off their stylish clothes. Joyful musical sounds poured out of night
clubs and even some churches, most notably Sweet Daddy Grace's
Grace Memoriam House of Prayer for All People on Vernon
Avenue near central. Brightly colored placards placed high up on
electric utility poles advertised forthcoming dances and concerts.
Most of these had been posted by a man known as "Tack-em-up,"
a six-foot seven-inch tall black man who used his height to place
the signs too high up on poles for police officers to tear down. In
an era where no radio stations served the black community, Tack-
em-up's placards provided a key source of information for music
lovers in the community.

A man who called himself Uncle Blue took a different "tack."
Blue sported run-down shoes and used gunny sacks for shirts and
pants as he performed on the street as a one man band. Uncle Blue
would not start playing until several coins had been tossed into the
chamber pot he used to collect money from passersby. When he
felt he had collected enough coins to make it worthwhile for him
to start his act, Uncle Blue would make a telephone ring and pick
up the receiver. Simulating a conversation as a diversion, he then
caused an explosion of flour that simulated a smoke bomb to intro-
duce his performance. Then Uncle Blue would start drumming,
strumming, and tooting his instruments while he sang along."

Otis wanted to join in on the fun. As soon as he got paid for
the first time at the Club Alabam, he purchased a brown chalk
stripe zoot suit. With a coat down to his knees covering pants that
ballooned out thirty inches at the knees but tapered down to four-
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teen inches at the ankles, he thought he looked sharp. Otis proudly
wore his new outfit while grabbing a bite to eat at the Brownskin
Cafe between the matinee and evening shows at the club. Instead
of admiring glances, however, he found his new "drapes" provoked
only raised eyebrows, incredulous stares, and questions like "What
is up with that?" It took dancer and choreographer Patsy Hunter
to explain to Otis that his idea of fashion was behind the times,
that a zoot suit that might look sharp in Omaha appeared too
"country" in Los Angeles, where the musicians emulated the con-
servative and dignified styles of dress that their heroes in the Count
Basie Band and the Duke Ellington Orchestra preferred.

When the job with Harlan Leonard's Kansas City Rockets at the
Club Alabam ended, Otis stayed in Los Angeles. He joined the band
of Bardu Ali for dates at the Lincoln Theatre. Ali had been a vocal-
ist with the rhythmically sophisticated Chick Webb band, and had
an advanced appreciation for the kind of drumming that Johnny
Otis liked. Soon, Ali and Otis would be partners in the night club
business as co-owners of the Barrelhouse on Wilmington and 107th
Street, named in honor of the club in Omaha where Johnny and Pre-
ston Love formed their first combo. Otis did session work at differ-
ent recording studios, playing drums behind Lester Young, Illinois
Jacquet, and Johnny Moore's Three Blazers featuring Charles
Brown. One night the Basie Band came to town to play at the Plan-
tation Club at 108th and Central. Jo Jones became ill, and Basie
asked Johnny to substitute for him. Otis was not yet twenty-five,
and playing with Basie made him feel that he had reached a peak in
music that went beyond his wildest youthful dreams. He knew that
he was not "ready" to play drums at that level, but he greatly appre-
ciated the kindness and friendliness shown him by all the members
of the Basie aggregation, especially guitarist Freddie Green.

Club manager and unofficial "mayor" of Central Avenue Cur-
tis Mosby asked Otis to return to the Club Alabam as the leader
of the house band. Otis assembled an extraordinary aggregation
from the rich pool of musical talent available in Los Angeles to
form the Johnny Otis Orchestra. Visiting musicians eagerly vol-
unteered to sit in with this band. On different nights, Charlie
Parker, Miles Davis, Buddy Collette, and Bill Doggett joined the
regular lineup that included tenor saxophonists James Von
Streeter (who put the Von in between his first and last names as a
tribute to the motion picture actor and director Erich Von Stro-
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heim) and Paul Quinchette, trumpeters Teddy Buckner and Art
Farmer, and vocalist Ernestine Anderson. For a time, Hideo
Kawano, a Japanese American teenager fresh from a wartime
internment camp, played with band, helping out on drums when
Johnny played vibes or piano. Kawano carved out a unique career
for himself, playing in the Johnny Otis Orchestra and Don Tosti's
otherwise all-Chicano Pachuco Boogie Boys under his real name,
before heading to Chicago when he played drums professionally
using the name Joe Young. The Johnny Otis band also exerted
influence on musicians who did not actually play with them. As a
youth, trumpeter Don Cherry heard Otis's band play on Central
Avenue and later credited them for helping form his musical con-
sciousness and artistry.

Johnny and Phyllis moved into a house surrounded by two acres
of property in the not yet fully developed area just south of Watts
on 118th Street. Their property was well stocked with ducks, geese,
and rabbits. Johnny started raising pigeons and chickens in coops
outside the house. The improvement in his personal financial situ-
ation seemed to be in step with the rise of the entire black com-
munity. "I saw the whole community lifting," he remembers. "I
thought we were going to realize the American dream. We'd say
`It's a bitch. There's still a lot of racism, but it's going to be OK
because our kids will realize a fresh new democratic America.' " 12

Yet some things had not changed very much at all. One night
a drunken white customer at the Club Alabam started heckling
the black master of ceremonies with racist epithets. Johnny
jumped up from his chair behind the drums to go after the heck-
ler, but one of the band members grabbed him and pulled him
back as the people at the heckler's table grabbed the man's arms
and restrained him. Curtis Mosby called Otis into his office for a
scolding from his assistant manager, a man known as Uncle Lou.
"Listen, Nat Turner," Lou intoned caustically, "you are hired to
play music, not to chastise naughty white folks." 13 It was the first
time Otis ever heard of Nat Turner. When he researched the name
and found out that he was being compared to the nation's most
famous slave rebel, he wondered why it was an insult, and why the
club owners could think it was wrong to fight back against racist
insults, not yet fully aware of the fine line black entrepreneurs had
to walk in order to stay in business.

Otis received another lesson in the pervasive presence of white
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supremacy in the black community from someone whom he had
once idolized. Tap dancer and motion picture star Bill "Bojangles"
Robinson approached Johnny one night on the bandstand at the
Club Alabam. Pleased to make the acquaintance of someone whose
talents he had admired, Otis eagerly listened to what Robinson
had to say. It shocked him when Robinson proposed to hire Otis
and his band for an upcoming tour on the condition that he dis-
miss all of the black musicians and replace them with white ones.

Otis witnessed people become stars overnight. While playing
in Sammy Franklin's band at the Elks Hall in Los Angeles, Pianist
Joe Liggins watched the audience doing a dance called the Texas
Hop. His band had no song in their repertoire suited to that beat,
so he fooled around on the piano with a melody during intermis-
sion to simulate the rhythm of the dance. Couples got up and
started to dance to the song while a crowd of admirers surrounded
Liggins at the piano. One of the other musicians joked "Look at
this guy, he drips a lot of honey. You're a honey dripper, cause all
these chicks gather around you, you drip that little tune. You're a
honey dripper." Liggins took that phrase as the title of the song,
wrote some lyrics, and "The Honey Dripper" became a hit on Leon
Rene's Exclusive record label, eventually rising to the top of the
rhythm and blues charts in 1945. Five years later, Liggins bor-
rowed the rhythm of a rumbling bus to write "Pink Champagne,"
which became a top-ten record.

Late in 1945, Otis received the opportunity to have his band
make a record. Otis Rene offered him three hours in the Radio
Recorder studio to make four songs that Rene would release on his
Excelsior label. Otis Rene and his brother Leon were creoles from
Louisiana who had moved to Los Angeles in 1922. They co-
authored the classic pop songs "When the Swallows Come Back to
Capistrano" and "When Its Sleepy Time Down South." Otis Rene
hoped that the Johnny Otis orchestra could have the kind of suc-
cess his label had enjoyed with another Los Angeles based band, the
Nat King Cole trio. Johnny misunderstood Rene's instructions and
thought he had four hours to make three records. He got Count
Basie's great vocalist Jimmy Rushing to front the band on "My
Baby's Business," and recorded two instrumentals: Jimmy's
"Round the Clock Blues" and Preston Love's "Mansion," a tribute
to the dilapidated house in Omaha where Preston Love had been
raised, a dwelling that his proud mother Mexie dubbed the "Love
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Mansion." The session progressed smoothly and Johnny confidently
informed Otis Rene that he had completed the three sides without
taking the full four hours allotted to them. In fact, Johnny noted,
there were ninety minutes left over. Rene corrected him, remind-
ing Johnny that the deal was not for three sides in four hours, but
rather for four sides in three hours. They needed one more record-
ing to issue two two-sided records. Moreover, Rene explained that
Johnny had only thirty minutes to create the final recording or he
would have to charge him extra for the surplus studio time.

Pressed for time and with no other song prepared, Johnny
asked the band to do a number they had played often at the Club
Alabam. The band's Mexican-Argentinean saxophonist, Rene
Bloch, had brought Johnny the Ray Noble band's version of Earle
Hagen's "Harlem Nocturne" for the group to play. Johnny con-
sidered it to be a "Mickey Mouse arrangement of a Mickey Mouse
song," but he slowed down the beat, made a few other changes,
and put the song into his band's book. He found that when they
played the number, the chorus girls at the Club Alabam would
sway sensuously to the song, and soon the musicians made the
rhythm even slower, following the moves by the dancers. They
recorded the song without rehearsal, just to fill out their quota for
the session. To Otis's great surprise, however, "Harlem Nocturne"
featuring Bloch playing an alto solo in the breathy style of Johnny
Hodges became a national hit. The saxophonist went on to a dis-
tinguished career in Latin music with Perez Prado's mambo
orchestra, as well as an unusual extra-musical life as rabbi in the
Jewish faith. "Harlem Nocturne" also featured the piano stylings
of Bill Doggett and the trombone artistry of Hambone Robinson.

"Harlem Nocturne" launched Johnny Otis on the path toward
a successful career as a recording artist, producer, and promoter.
Sales of the record created a demand to see the Johnny Otis Orches-
tra in person. "Harlem Nocturne" took the band to Harlem, to the
Apollo Theatre, where their success set the stage for many return
engagements. A successful tour with the legendary Ink Spots fol-
lowed. The song attracted new fans (and produced additional roy-
alties) when it was selected as the theme song for the Mike Hammer
television show.

Even with this success, Johnny Otis's efforts still provoked
opposition in some quarters. In 1946, an agent from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation came to the Club Alabam and asked Otis
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"Do you have a mixed band?" Thinking that an integrated band
violated no federal law and annoyed by the agent's question,
Johnny quipped, "Yeah, I've get men and women!" 4 This response
angered the agent, who asked whether Rene Bloch was white or
not, evidently puzzled by his Latin looks. Johnny was deeply
offended that an agency of the federal government would try to
prevent people of different races from playing together. Yet he
noted with some satisfaction that the agent seemed to think what
most white promoters, hotel managers, and law enforcement offi-
cials in the south thought when he brought his band to places
where mixed bands were illegal, that the dark haired man named
Johnny Otis who headed a black band must himself be black. It
was an impression he didn't mind conveying. In fact, it brought
him a great deal of satisfaction.
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The Social and Historical Function
of Euergetism

by MATOULA TOMARA-SIDERIS

Based on the history of Egyptiot Hellenism, I will attempt to
show that the function of euergetism (or benefaction) belongs to
the transitory process from traditionalism (us/collective function)
to modernity (me/individual function), to the reconstruction of
social solidarity and excellence in terms of individual action and,
ultimately, to the acceptance of reciprocity and international
recognition.'

The nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century
constitute an era of colonialism's world-wide expansion centered
aon western metropoleis. Community Hellenism is organically
integrated in the process of the colonial system construction and
the subsequent international division of labor.

The Greek presence in modern Egypt is distinctly and posi-
tively noted since the beginning of nineteenth century, during the
reign of Mohammad Ali. 2

After their settlement there, Greeks organized in communities
and arranged for their proper institutional and social function.
They made sure that internal community needs were covered by
building churches and schools; they provided for the sector of
social welfare and aid by establishing orphanages, hospitals, nurs-
eries and nursing homes. As a result of these activities, their sin-
gular cultural character became eminent and the sense of national
consciousness was established at the community beyond the lim-
ited Greek state.

MATOULA TOMARA-SIDERIS is Associate Professor at Panteion Univer-
sky, Athens, and Scientific director of Cairo's Greek Community Histor-
ical Archives.
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Fraternities or lineages, as they were called by the Egyptiot
Hellenism, played a significant role in the organization, the func-
tion, and the development of Greek communities. Within the con-
text of community, their formation was based on national-local
criteria. The main feature of fraternity formation and function is
the superiority of the criterion of origin from the same "home-
town," as well as the consequent tightening of bonds among
Greeks of the same origin within the community and providing
for their material and moral support.

In any case, the fraternity function rested on internal solidar-
ity. Mutual support and the development of congruous internal
relations in an organized collectivity were their constant objective,
while Greek benefactors were firmly and strongly committed to
their obligations towards school, the advancement of Greek stud-
ies, the church, and the hospital. At the same time, their activity
was exemplary in issues of "good cohabitation and neighborly rela-
tions" within the wider Egyptian milieu.

Fraternities and their distinguished members also provided for
the Muslim Benevolent Fraternity, depicting the wide spectrum of
their social consciousness, as well as the cosmopolitan culture of
their "opening" to the Egyptian multicultural environment. This
support—not only to national-local and coreligionist groups but
also groups of different ethnicity and religion, replacing the
national-local idea with the cosmopolitan culture—was particu-
larly reflected in benefaction, something that also indicates the
extent of the Greek community's integration in the social and reli-
gious environment of Egypt.

Apart from solidarity, mutual support, and social aid, frater-
nities also advanced some of their members' individual course, to
the point of bringing out the individual function.

The historic opening of Egypt to the west occurred along with
the economic expansion of the European great powers. The insti-
tution of cotton monoculture changed the Egyptian economy and
furthered the development of commerce. At the same time, it
resulted in the introduction of western institutional standards,
development of the banking system and exchange activities, as
well as promotion of infrastructure.

At the turn of the century, the dominant position of the Euro-
pean great powers and Egypt's integration into the world division
of labor led Greeks to the institution of Alexandria's Greek Cham-
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ber of Commerce (1901), with Emmanuel Benakis as its first pres-
ident. A large number of merchants, several of whom had product
monopolies—such as tobacco, alcohol, and leather—became
members of the chamber. However, a large number of small mer-
chants were also members, seeking under its auspices support and
solidarity among fellow countrymen.

In the years that followed, the financial expansion of the Euro-
pean powers, as well as the Egyptian economy's fuller organization,
led to the growth of Alexandria's Greek Chamber of Commerce
and the institution of a second one in Cairo, in 1923. The monthly
bulletins issued by the two Greek chambers of commerce record
the remarkable commercial activity of Greeks in Egypt.

The overall effect of their financial presence is very well illus-
trated in the separate courses of top-ranking businessmen who,
besides their individual course and economic function, beyond the
development of national-local relations of solidarity in the context
of fraternity, were also interested in the course and prosperity of
their hometowns, as well as those of the national center. Great
benefactors are typically placed among them. 3

As wealthy merchants, successful businessmen, or prominent
bankers, these people granted a large part of their fortunes in order
to cover their communities' deficits in the Egyptian country that
offered its hospitality and where they spent a great part of their
lives. They undertook matters of social welfare and aid (Benakeion,
mess), they provided for the proper upbringing, home care, and
motherly attention of the orphans, building orphanages (Bena-
keion, Kaniskereion, Spetseropouleion). They fostered the educa-
tion of their fellow countrymen, building school institutes (Averof
Girls' School, Tositsas School, Salvagos Vocational School, Famil-
iades School, Achillopoulos Girls' School, Xenakis Urban School).

They provided for the care of the elderly (Antoniades Nursing
Home). They undertook the creation of hospitals (Kotsikas Hos-
pital, Achillopoulos Hospital) and, focusing on the Hellenic and
Orthodox elements of their identity, they funded the construction
of churches, thus setting up new religious places for the congre-
gation of expatriated Greeks.

In their hometowns they built schools, making their presence
tangible there. They funded scholarships and undertook infrastruc-
ture works. They provided poor girls of "utmost virtue and impec-
cable behavior," daughters of their fellow townsmen, with dowries.
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Finally, they supported the nation by supporting the National
Center. The Polytechnic School of Athens was built in 1859 with
a donation from Michael Tositsas. Georgios Averof and Nikolaos
Stournaris also helped by donating significant sums, while Eleni
Tositsa, during the same period, made possible the institution of
the Archeological Museum (1866), generously raising her own
donation. G. Averof's donation built the National and Kapodis-
trian Univesity, the Army Cadet School, the Reform School and
the Averof Warship. The great benefactor also financed the full
restoration of the Panathenian Stadium for the 1896 Olympic
Games.

The Navy School was built with a donation from Pandazis Vas-
sanis (1901). The Sivitanides Technical and Vocational Schools
were established with a donation from Vassilis Sivitanides, while
KAR Hospital was built with a donation from the Kazoulis fam-
ily. The Hospital of Incurable Diseases, the Institute of Phyto-
pathology, the "Athens College" and the "Benakeios Library" were
all established by the Benakis family. Furthermore, the National
Museum of Art was funded by Emmanuel Benakis, and the
Benakis Museum was instituted with a donation from his son,
Antonis Benakis.

Therefore, the assimilation and concentration of communities'
and fraternities' functions in one person illustrated the benefactor's
characteristics and the context of development of the benefaction
ideology. 4 This assimilation outlines the effective mechanism of an
ideal supported by the attitude of social solidarity and personal
recognition, marking the transitory process from traditionalism
(us/collective work) to modernity (me/individual function) and the
related emergence of the personal course in terms of individual
action.

Here I would like to mention two examples that illuminate
the transitory process.

Example 1: The Greek community of Alexandria, on the occa-
sion of King Farouk's wedding, decided to offer a wedding gift
by way of funding an Egyptian charitable work. Thus it proposed
the permanent funding of a bed for a poor Muslim at the Muslim
Hospital.

Example 2: The president of the Alexandria community,
founder of Salvagos Vocational School, and eminent benefactor
Konstantinos Salvagos decided to offer the same gift on the occa-
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sion of his son Mike's wedding with Argine Benaki, making a
donation to the Greek hospital of Alexandria, thus representing
the whole Greek Community.

It is clear then that the function of these benefactors was his-
torically progressive. It is an instance of the bourgeois endeavor to
advance the bourgeois transformation of the Greek society (the
community as well as the national center). Although this gesture
is long and deeply rooted in traditionalism, the ideology devel-
oped as a verbal and empirical discourse at the tension point where
the National Center's constraints, weakness, and maybe pettiness
enhanced the strategic predominance of personality in a supra-
national, intercultural environment.

In the same context, the emerging and already prevailing
bourgeois ideology calls individuals to task as money-bearing sub-
jects 5 able to undertake, in terms of individual work, "collective"
projects that are understood only as works of collective entities in
the traditional society. In this sense, the benefactor plays the part
of the organic intellectuals par excellence, who functions in the
context of an expanded world, as a particular medium of intercul-
tural contact and reference.

Benefactors as organic intellectuals saw their class's destiny in
a wider perspective and acted against their personal material inter-
ests. These people worked for the hegemony of their class on the
whole of the nation and the society, contributing to the establish-
ment of this hegemony in terms of financial and political power
and rule, as well as, and mainly, at the level of ideological, attitu-
dinal, and spiritual superiority, uncontested recognition and, ulti-
mately, leadership.' They were major agents of history, because
their individual function was identified with their historical func-
tion, that is, they paired the establishment of their individual and
family excellence with their class hegemonty at the economic,
political, and institutional level, as well as in ideological and spir-
itual life, thus contributing to the formation of national identity
and the national state. Particularly in cases of benefactors who pre-
served major cultural works of humanity and gave access to the
public by instituting museums, this historical function acquires a
universal dimension.

Indeed, some of the most distinguished benefactors (Efstathios
Glymenopoulos, Theodoros P. Kotsikas, Antonis Antoniades,
Nestoras Tsanaklis) had an effect on Egypt's residents of different
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origin and religion, perpetuating relations of uncontested recog-
nition and reciprocity by the Egyptians.

Efstathios Glymenopoulos, born in Nafplion, moved to
Alexandria in 1868. He studied Law at the Athens University and
then worked as a lawyer in Alexandria and Cairo. As a member of
the Lawyers Body of Mixed Courts, he contributed to the forma-
tion of this worthy institution, from which the Egyptians had so
much to benefit. He was also a member of the scientific society
"Athinaion" and became known for his interest in collections. The
donation of his archeological collection to the Mayoral Library of
Alexandria in 1898 became the core of the newly instituted Greek-
Roman Museum. This led the Egyptians to name one of the
museum's halls after him.

Of the third generation of the powerful Kotsikas family in
Egypt, Theodoros, born in Cairo in 1899, was the son of Maria
Peza and Polychronis Kotsikas, from Euvoia's Carystos. He was
active in the Greek community of Cairo, which prospered in his
time and linked his name with the development of the Egyptian
economy and society, as well as the organization and progress of
community Hellenism.

Theodoros P. Kotsikas married Despoina A. Benakis—grand-
daughter of our national benefactor Emmanuel Benakis. He was
a businessman who managed the financial giant of distillery. He
remained for a long time president of the Greek Chamber of
Commerce in Cairo, as well as president of the Cairo Greek Com-
munity. National ideology and cosmopolitanism merge in his
benefaction activities. His bequests were made for Carystos (his
hometown), Cairo (community) and the National Center, a tripar-
tite model often found in benefactors.

Driven by community consciousness and a sense of responsi-
bility inherited from his father, Theodoros undertook the exten-
sion of the community hospital by establishing a gynecological
wing; he also reconstructed the Church of Saint George and the
commissioner's house in Cairo—the residence of the Patriarch of
Alexandria and all Africa. Throughout his life, he provided for the
financially disadvantaged and the "poor girls" of Carystos. During
the Second World War, he financed two war aircraft, helping
Greece, and as president of the Cairo community he undertook the
care of war injured, creating a special wing at the community hos-
pital.
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Earlier, in 1928, he donated 20,000 pounds in order to estab-
lish schools and mosques for the Egyptians. The schools operated
in Helouan, where the Kotsikas distillery and winery also oper-
ated. This fact shows Theodoros' broad social consciousness and
the extent of his integration in the social and religious environ-
ment of Egypt. A man of benevolence, which he always practiced
quietly and discreetly, Theodoros P. Kotsikas' euergetism was not
limited to people of his own religion and nation, but also extended
to other nations and religions, characterized by ecumenicity and
humanity. The most obvious evidence of his personal recognition
is that a train station on the line of El Marg-Helwan has been given
the name "Cozzika." 8

The fact that the Antoniades estate is today integrated in the
Alexandrian Library, still with the name of its donator, or the fact
that there is a district called "Gianaclis" at the Alexandria-Cairo
68th kilometer in the desert, where he funded in 1884 the first
irrigation work in Egypt, making a vineyard of twenty million
square meters, where the famous wines "Gianaclis" are produced
even today, are all remindersof the historical truths of community
Hellenism. The fact that these names were kept, despite history's
vicissitudes and the radical overthrow of the historical context
after the Nasser revolution, means that Egyptian society recog-
nizes the contribution of Greek benefactors to its bourgeois trans-
formation. It also illustrates that Greek benefactors functioned as
cosmopolitan organic intellectuals of the Greek bourgeoisie and
the international as well.

In today's globalized world, which tends to diminish national
borders, sometimes leading to a disruption of social coherence, it
is clear that scales of social phenomena and the practice of bene-
faction also change.

Since contemporary collectivities often do not correspond to
crucial social needs, there arises the ideology and practice of "large
scale" euergetism.

Americans Bill Gates and Warren Buffett are a good example,
having recognized their duty toward the suffering and the rest of
society. The Bill Gates and Warren Buffett phenomenon does not
constitute charity (one person to everybody else), but rather con-
stitutes euergetism (one person to society as a whole) on a plane-
tary scale and range, a fact that follows, as we have seen, from
ideology calling to task certain people as "money-bearing" sub-
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jects, able to cover crucial social needs when collectivities are
unable to do so.

Both on Hellenism's and a universal scale, contemporary emi-
nent Greeks continue to be actively present, great examples of
whom are Onassis, Niarchos, Bodossakis, Latsis, Goulandris,
Vardinogiannis. These people with their activity come under the
ideology of euergetism, functioning as organic intellectuals of
humanity, that is, as organizers of culture and society on a plane-
tary scale.
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Astoria in Poetry and Pictures*
by NICOS ALEXIOU

and SOPHIA VOURDOUKIS

The Hellenic presence in America, on a massive scale, dates
back to the period of the great migration of 1900-1924. However,
Greek residents started to inhabit the Astoria section of Queens,
New York, during the second wave of mass immigration between
the years 1965 and 1980. Interestingly enough, although Astoria
has been considered the largest Hellenic settlement outside of
Greece or Cyprus, neither has it been adequately studied by social
scientists nor has it significantly inspired writers or artists, so far.

According to the last census, it is evident that the Greek
American community of New York is undergoing a cyclical
change, as the original post-1965 immigrants have achieved resi-
dential mobility and have moved out of Astoria. They have estab-
lished satellite communities in suburban areas of Queens, such as
Bayside and Whitestone. Astoria, like a microcosm of New York,
is unique and fascinating demographically. Recently, it has had
large numbers of foreign immigrants arriving, many longstanding
residents, like the Italians or Greeks, leaving, and an increase in

(continued on page 128)

*All poems are from The Garden of Lost Vespers, except "In the Outskirts of
Queens" and "Whirlpool," which are from Circular Wounds (unpublished).

NICOS ALEXIOU, professor of Sociology at CUNY, is the author of several
articles concerning the Greek American Community. He is a poet who
has published widely in Greek and Americans journals. His latest collec-
tion, the bilingual The Garden of Lost Vespers includes new poems and
completes a trilogy.

SOPHIA VOURDOUKIS attended the School of Visual Arts and received a
BFA Honors in Photography and Art Education. Her photographs are an
attempt to explore the universal human experience.
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Finding

Leaving
you shut your red eyes
like electric curtains.
As you bowed for the last time
to the captain with the broken deep
and the sailors with candles on their foreheads
you thought how the beautiful orange moons
over the island of Aegina looked like coffins.
—Don't leave. A voice like a blade in the night
riveted to every star shatters the bridges.

Without you ever remembering
you opened your eyes, angry volcanoes
insisting on planting flowers
in that yellow sky.

How long can pain last?

There is no Aegina anymore.
The orange moons disappeared
into the dark funnels
of haunted ships.

Minority of one.
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Vernal Equinox

In the broken nights of devastation
the solitary people
with red eyes
raise their blind hands—like supplicants
and await an end.

Often in their death
the bright bird comes from another world
piling a subterranean light inside of them.
The dead presences on the wood
Smile. And Hope.

But always unexpectedly
the golden bird
shakes its burning beak
nails a black bitterness deep inside of them
and disappears.

In the (holy) broken nights of devastation
with the butchered moon
the solitary people
holding bloodied candles
dive
into a slow-burning vernal equinox
more desolate
without resurrection.
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Exile
is one of the saddest fates

The instance of exile
is a long and difficult night

Covers heavily
with black silences
furniture gestures voices

Shatters the light
of faces
who were loved

What secret flame
will warm the blood?
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Stranger

Whose country have I come to this time?

Expatriate guard
of subterranean wells
hesitant
in the depths of the metropolis
with its self-delusions

Wandering images
surround me
sometimes furious
and sometimes a grayish blue

On the roads
of dark journeys
the footsteps
of secret ostracisms echo

Don't you recognize me?
I'm a Plakiot from Manhattan.
I'm a person
who constantly returns
to places forever passed.
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In the Outskirts of Queens

In the white room
turning backwards
the silver dials of lost epochs.
Coming from far—an immigrant
as almost all of us
he is happy about
the fractured night
that he has left behind.
He does not see
the wire butterflies
which sing grievously
in his eyes
the sinking body
he is happy
he has forgotten
the old wound.

In the white room
some time stands for a moment
on the windowsill the mystic bird
and looks through the hazy pane
with bound eyes
toward the Hell Gate

sees
the seasons
which are slowly lost
like shadows in the rain
without any one able any longer
to touch.
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Whirlpool

Astoria of immigration
and now of a better life

East of night
a hidden river
flows with rush
under your soul
nothing stays in water
nothing can be hidden
only the dark sea floor
in the eye of the fish

Astoria immigrant city
Astoria for a better life

your golden hands silenced
like broken piano keys
I have forgotten my distant identity
in the shutdown piano factory
and broken are the multi-colored beads
scattered everywhere
what is the color of death
in New Orleans?

what ever was solid collapses
like our lives

Death by water.
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The Poet of the Diaspora
for Joanna K. and Pantelis B.

the boundaries of my tongue are the boundaries of the world

A man is counting sky-blue boats
in his blind palms
they tear open his hands
he travels on red seas

—The endless world is growing irreversibly
smaller.

The woman's white hands like the flower
they once were
lift a petrified photograph
in which death smiles

—Whatever we loved is lost.

And he
with some broken words for wings
gestures to them awkwardly from behind
the evening enigma of language.
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the gap between the rich and the poor. It is a place of unique eth-
nic and racial diversity. Whether or not the structural boundaries
of the Greek American community remain intact, Astoria still
provides the elements people need to construct their community
symbolically, making it a resource and repository of meaning, and
a referent of their identity.

This present project, "Astoria in Poetry and Pictures," is an
artistic attempt reflecting on the importance of place—of a neg-
lected ethnic enclave, more specifically—to both poetry and pho-
tography. In the poetry and prose of the twentieth century the
poetics of space has been a many-sided and inexhaustible theme.
From Pound to Kerouac, and from Cavafy to Sotiriou, ordinary
spaces have been elevated to a shell for dreaming, and a shelter for
imagining. Also, in recent years social scientists have been paying
increasing attention to the importance of place in peoples' lives.
Given the fact that even in the era of globalization, every social and
artistic action occurs somewhere, the poems and photographs pre-
sented here, emphasizing the role of place in the arts and sciences,
may be overdue.

Although the photographs of Ms. Vourdoukis are independent
of the time the poems were written, they are dialectically inter-
related to them. Overall, this project is an attempt to capture the
concept of centrality and marginality we experience inside the new
geography of global cities like New York.
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Crete Beach Hotel
by GERASIMOS A. RIGATOS

He was resting on the deck chair, on the tile floor surrounding
the swimming pool. He was wearing a white hat, with a brim to
protect his eyes. His grandson, a nine- ten-year-old kid, had oiled
him all over with sun protection lotion, to avoid any sunburn. Peo-
ple all over. Some on floating mattresses, others lying on long
chairs, others on armchairs, some standing up. Mainly young peo-
ple, many with tattoos on their arms. All of them with their girl-
friends, wearing tiny bathing suits and topless Many of them with
tattoos on their breasts or thighs. There were older people as well.
Parents with their children, some retired men with their wives. It
was likely he was the oldest of all. He had reached the age of sev-
enty-five. He had a craving to return to that island one last time
before his death. He took his grandson with him for company.
That might be considered as some sort of compensation, for only
the little guy had the patience to sit down and hear the stories his
grandfather told about a long time gone, but certainly unforget-
table, youth.

Karl Otto Ingelfinger was rather tall for his age, skinny and
upright enough. In the morning he swam in the sea and then he
rested at the swimming pool. That way he could easily supervise
his grandson and chat with people of his own age. On the other
hand, when he was not in the mood for chat, he opened his book
and pretended he was reading. He let free his imagination, aban-
doning the pages, passing through the hotel's yard, riding the time
machine and running away. Backwards. Back half a century.

GERASIMOS A. RIGATOS is a medical oncologist, Assistant Professor and
Director of the Dept. of Medical Oncology at St. Savvas Cancer Hospital.
He holds an Honorary Doctorate from the Pedagogical Section of Athens
University and is the author of several books on medical culture. His lat-
est collection of short stories is titled "Wocxvoys TOV Te0n0 VOL XOCEILOyeXCEVE."
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The first time he came to Crete was fifty-four years ago—May
of 1941, in the middle of the war when he was twenty-one years
old. Obviously his airplane did not have the luxuries of the con-
temporary one. It did not have seats, simply two narrow and long
benches. Nor any sweet, smiling hostesses, but tough, decisive,
male faces. And it was noisy, such a devilish noise. It was not only
due to the technology of the age. It was also a strong psychologi-
cal weapon, to scare those who were below, and to make tougher
those who attacked. That is what the officer told them during
training. The plane that brought him in today for vacation was
scarcely heard. When he exited he was only holding the duty-free
bag, chocolates for his grandson and after-shave lotion for himself.
The first time he was holding an automatic weapon, a sack on the
shoulder, a flask and a helmet. Now he was wearing a spotted
short-sleeve shirt and a light jockey.

At the arrival area a cute young girl welcomed them. On her
blouse was the trademark of the travel agency they used. She wel-
comed them—her German impeccable—and she brought them to
the air-conditioned bus right away. Each time he thought about it
he smiled, a melancholic smile. During his first visit there were
people waiting for them as well. That time there were desperate,
rough guys, holding wood pieces, canes, axes, knives, very old
rifles and pistols. Men who would be equally dangerous without
guns, as they were extremely brave and suffocated by injustice.

August, two o'clock in the afternoon. The sun was nailing
their head as if it were its final shot. He took his grandson and they
sat together under the shadowy cane shelter next to the swimming
pool. The dense wicker-work offered a great deal of protection
from the sun. You could also rest on the bamboo armchairs with
their pillows packed with special foamy material.

We sat there with Manousos. He was the father of the hotel's
landlord, a brave old Cretan man who dared to confront himself
with time, the number-one enemy. He liked hanging around the
different areas of the hotel and boasting of his children's prosper-
ity. Some years back he was still wearing traditional Cretan
clothes—black shirt, breeches, high boots, and a black, fringed
turban. He then realized that it was completely out of the spirit of
the hotel. His kids asked him to change as well, and so he did.
With the edge of his eye he was watching the world, but he was
living in his own world.
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"Even now I feel scared when I hear them screaming. It re-
minds me of the screams and the orders back during the German
invasion," Manousos said.

"Times have changed, Manousos," I told him.
"Indeed," Manousos said. "Times became smoother and winds

stopped blowing," as the rizitiko says. "Who could even imagine
it? 'You cannot touch the Cretan soil,' we were telling the Ger-
mans. And here they are now, more Germans than Cretans."

The cicadas were very noisy. Hard rock and rap music together
tried to cover their noise. Kids were diving in the water, a brunette
topless babe was rubbing herself on her boyfriend's back. He was
enjoying his beers. "Bitte ein Bitt." The waiter was bringing more,
the short haired blonde was turning on the other side to tan. An
assistant was scanning the whole beach to collect the five hundred
bills for the use of the deck chairs. Karl Otto was remembering the
old times. He belonged to the seventh class of parachutists, one of
the special air carrier forces. He felt so proud when he was selected
to participate in the Merkur Plan. That is what they called it back
then; during the flight they learned the details. Typical of the old,
the memories of his youth were still alive; he was forgetting only
the recent. So, he recalled incredible details like for instance, the
flight formation. Two hundred and eighty bombers, three hundred
and thirty fighters, five hundred and fifty transports, fifty-three
gliders. The first, he remembered, targeted Maleme, May 20. Who
could imagine such a tremendous resistance? Frau Ulrike was
standing in front of him He realized that it was her when she
waved her hand in front of his eyes. "Sorry," he apologized to her.
"I was concentrating on my book. I will see you at the meal; we
will sit together."

Sitting in a corner I glanced here and there. "What amazing
bodies" I thought. "Look at them. Fantastic bodies." Manousos
was absorbed in his own thoughts. "Look," he told me, straight-
ening his moustache with the back of his wrist. He smiled. "If only
they knew how many of their fathers I have killed, they would cer-
tainly burn my hotel. Could you imagine how many of the para-
chutists were lost here? More than four thousand! True, more than
four thousand. And by whom? By those lacking any weapons. It
reminds me of the rizitiko song, 'Hitler, you should not boast that

*Rizitiko: a special kind of Cretan song.
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you conquered Crete. You have found her without weapons and
with her sons absent . . .' Obviously we suffered their response as
well. May 27, Hania and Rethymno were conquered; May 30,
Heraclion. What an ordeal. I just cannot describe it to you. How
many mothers cried, how many families killed, how many villages
burnt. And just look at them now, keeping and feeding them . . ."

The cicadas kept up their endless singing, the bartender
changed the cassettes, the kids continued their diving. Each mind-
ing his own business. The sun kept his own itinerary, solidly
toward the west to disappear, at the appropriate time, in the sea
waters. Time was passing. Around six thirty the restaurant opened.
As Manousos explained to me, people there were taking a heavy
breakfast and afterward, around seven, they had their sole big meal
of the day. In the meantime they occasionally drank a beer, or a
drink late at night, and that was it. Within a few moments the first
parties, already waiting in the living room, started entering, star-
ing at the TV or the billiards. In the first parties there came Karl
Otto Ingelfinger and his grandson, Achim. They sat at a table for
four. Moments after, Frau Ulrike showed up with her husband
Herr Niklaus, a retired teacher. Then they all headed toward the
buffet to fix their salads. While eating they started the conversa-
tion. "We, the parachutists, fell twenty kilometers west from here.
Some days before, I bet five or six, Luftwaffe had started bom-
bardments in order to eliminate any possible resistance, make the
British run away and scare the whole population . . ." Frau Ulrike
bent and started talking with Niklaus about the pain in her thigh.
As usual, after a while it was only his grandson who listened to
Karl Otto. They finished their salads, first and second dishes, the
cheese, the fruit. They drank their beers, they burped. They agreed
to go the next day to the organized tour in the museum and at
Knossos. Before heading to their rooms they registered at the
hotel's reception desk.

Morning. North wind blowing. The sea had some waves, the
north wind touching her. The cicadas had already resumed their
endless monotonous song. A worker was adding chlorine to the
swimming pool and an Albanian guy was watering the grass. The
foreigners were still sleeping. The breakfast room opened around
eight. I found Manousos at his usual place under the cane shelter.
He invited me to sit with him. We drank coffee. "The north wind
will persist," he told me. "It will persist until the moon changes.
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The moon changes next Saturday. The north wind will soften on
Sunday; on Sunday the group will leave. Others will come. Again
Germans, damn it. If only you knew how many women they killed
here in Crete. One thousand one hundred and eighteen—I have
read it in a book. Can you imagine, women! What sort of human
beings are these?" "It's been fifty years since then, Manousos," I
told him. "The whole world has changed, the Germans as well."
"Nothing has changed," he said to me, "do not talk." A little later
his son showed up. "My old man puts you in a daze," he told me.
"Do not bother him, dad, he came here to relax." "He does not
bother me," I replied. "He offered me some coffee and we talked.
I like it." He left. Manousos' craving for chat left, too.

They arrived at Knossos around nine thirty. The tour guide,
the one who welcomed them at the airport, accompanied them for
nearly two hours. She kept talking and talking. The sun dazed
them as well. The tour was scheduled in such a way that at noon,
during the hottest temperature, they would be at the museum,
avoiding being nailed by the sun. Karl Otto's grandson was
amazed by the items, and he was completely swept away by the
guide's mouth—generally speaking he looked as if he adored every
speaking mouth. Karl Otto remembered that during '41 a Greek
archeologist had hidden the items in a secret place and thus he and
the other Germans had found very few of them, and what they
found was of lesser value, and from them they were able to give
even fewer as presents to the officers or to the museums of their
country. He did not say anything. In any case the guide was say-
ing too many things, no one could even ask anything. Even the
questions she concocted by herself.

Around two o'clock people started gathering over the swim-
ming pool, as the bus with the museum's visitors had already
returned. The beautiful topless brunette was rubbing herself again
on her boyfriend's back. He was dazed from both the beer and the
sun, and had fallen asleep. The blond on the deck chair shone from
the tanning oil all over her body. Every half hour she turned on the
other side, so to speak, as if she wanted to get grilled on both sides.
"Like a steak," according to Manousos. The kids were making
noise diving. The waiter was bringing beers and cokes, the assis-
tant was collecting the five hundred bills, the music was playing
very noisily, the cicadas continued their endless song. Achim, after
having enjoyed the water, approached a cutie who had taken her
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top off, around eighteen years old. While she was talking to him,
he sometimes stared at her breasts and sometimes at her eyes. Karl
Otto Ingelfinger had forgotten his book and was searching the
crowd for friends; Frau Ulrike maybe, or Herr Niklaus. As he was
searching for a moment his gaze crossed with Manousos', who was
leaving for his house. Only for one moment, only for one. The per-
cussion instruments, which were playing a hard rock solo that
moment on the cassette player, resembled a gunshot.

"Here is one of the last barbarians," Karl Otto thought, as
Manousos was leaving for his home. He took his gaze from this
unknown old man in a twinkle. "I am pretty sure that a couple of
years earlier he might still wear those black, nightmarish clothes,
that turban with the fringes, which even when they were on the
way to be executed they kept adjusting. Barbarians! Literally bar-
barians. Can you imagine, they were chasing us out in the fields
holding canes, knives, and hunting guns. Imagine, they were eas-
ily capable of killing a man." He remembered the way they rushed
against his companions, almost before they could manage to stand
up. The first Cretan who could be saved from their bullets was
capable of killing them. Then they started attacking them with
their arms, with these bullets they had snatched from his com-
panions. Even himself, Karl Otto, they were close enough to snuff
him. His head was on the knee of an extremely tall man with
moustache and beard, his eyes black as carbon, and a gaze fully
loaded with hatred and anger. As he was preparing to stab him
with his knife, a bullet from the automatic weapon from a com-
rade hit him right in his chest. He was thinking and a shadow was
making him suffocate. He raised his eyes. The waiter, smiling,
served him a beer. "It is from your friend," he told him. And with
a wave of his head, he pointed at Herr Niklaus, who was sitting on
the bamboo chairs in the cane shelter area. Karl Otto raised the
glass. "Prost," he whispered, smiling with relief.

He then entered into a state of contemplation. If someone
looked at him he could easily realize that something extremely
serious was disturbing him. His eyes blinked, his lips moved, his
hands made several movements. Yet he did not see, listen, or even
belong to this world. He did not even notice his grandsons. If only
one could look at him! As it happened, when I stared at him, when
Manousos went away and while my gaze was desperately searching
for any beautiful girl going topless.
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After a while I saw Karl Otto standing up. He walked toward
the cane shelter. Head upright, proud, boasting. He looked like a
maniac. He headed toward Herr Niklaus. "Scheisse!" he told him.
The other man remained uneasy. "Wie bitte?" "Scheisse! The
Merkur plan was bullshit. Big mistake. We paid Gering's ambi-
tions and those of Stundent, the other dork as well. Shit." His face
was red and he kept screaming. He was making gestures with his
hand, trembling from the tension. As he was talking, the words
sounded as if they were pushing one another inside his mouth to
exit, and as he articulated them small drops of saliva accompanied
them. "Scheisse! The seventh division of parachutists and the fifth
mountain infantry were gone unjustly, for nothing. For nothing
the bombardments and the blockade from the fleet. For nothing
the one thousand and eighty airplanes." He restarted counting
with his fingers. "Two hundred and eighty bombers. Three hun-
dred and thirty fighters. Five hundred and fifty transport planes.
Fifty-three gliders." He already had his four fingers upright.
Thumb, pointer, middle, and ring finger. The only one left was the
pinkie. In his uneasiness he put it in his nose. He stopped for some
seconds. He took a deep breath. Herr Niklaus, completely dumb-
founded, mouth open and eyes wide open, kept staring at him.
"Scheisse," Karl Otto kept going on. "Everything was completely
meaningless. We conquered Crete with only twenty charter
flights."
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New History Book Chronicles the
History of Greek Americans of
Cleveland (Ohio)

Greek Americans of Cleveland Since 1870, a 416-page history of
Greek immigrants who settled in Cleveland, Ohio, traces the lives
of the first immigrants to settle in this area—life in communes, the
nomadic search for work, the establishment of the first businesses,
and the creation and growth of the first Greek Orthodox Church
community and those that followed. The book is now available
from the Hellenic Preservation Society of Northeastern Ohio.

The new publication is an expanded and upgraded version of
an earlier book that was published in 1984. It covers a greater
number of activities and chronicles a greater number of historic
documents and events. The earlier version traced the history of the
Greek American communities of Cleveland in detail only to the
period immediately following World War II. The new version
offers a more detailed picture of all activities to the present day.

The history follows clues in search of the stories of the first
Greek immigrants to settle in Cleveland and the paths that led to
the creation of a formal community. It describes the establishment
of the first businesses and the entrepreneurs who founded them,
the creation of a formal Greek Orthodox Church community and
its struggles through hard economic times and wars—a growth
that saw four churches operating under one charter—and the ulti-
mate expansion into four viable independent communities.

The history of Greek Americans of Cleveland contains more
than five hundred photos, as well as other graphics, including doc-
uments, tables, sketches, and passages from oral histories. During
the early period of research, dating back to the 1950s more than
forty immigrant pioneers (protoporoi) were interviewed and their
voices preserved on recordings. Few of those earlier pioneers
remain.

Co-authored by Mike Vasilakes and Themistocles Rodis, PhD,
this volume has been produced under the aegis of the Hellenic
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Preservation Society of Northeastern Ohio, to which Mr. Vasilakes
and Dr. Rodis donated all rights and revenues. Mike Vasilakes is
vice president and editorial director of Specialty Gas Publishing,
Inc., and Dr. Rodis is professor emeritus and former head of the
history department of Baldwin Wallace College. He also served as
dean of Hellenic College.

The history book contains twenty chapters that trace not only
church community activities but also the founding of regional and
national societies, Greek schools, and businesses, as well as the
accomplishments of individuals in the professions, education, pol-
itics, industry, entertainment, and the arts.

To fund the research, production, and printing of this volume,
a second part was added to the book. This section contains in-
depth histories of more than fifty families who supported this
effort with their donations to the Hellenic Preservation Society of
Northeastern Ohio and this project. During the course of compil-
ing these family histories, considerable valuable additional histor-
ical data was obtained.

George "Gary" Thomas, president of the board of trustees of
the Hellenic Preservation Society of Northeastern Ohio, states:

Projects such as this fulfil the mission of HPS, which
includes the preservation of the history of our forefathers.
This publication reflects the hardships and joys these early
Greek immigrants experienced coming to America and
northeastern Ohio. These pioneers left everything they
were familiar with, came to a new land, and established a
new life for themselves, their children, and their succeed-
ing generations. While embracing and assimilating into
their new country they managed to maintain the ethos of
their roots as well as those elements that helped them
retain their Greek identity. This is what is at the heart of
Greek Americans of Cleveland, our ancestors' preservation of
their religion, language, morality, food, music, work ethic,
commitment to their children's education, and enjoyment
of family life. It was no small task to capture the history of
our community's growth and vitality. It required team-
work, dedication, and a love of the task that will prove
valuable for the generations to come.
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The work of the co-authors was supported by a volunteer staff
that included professional researchers, writers, legal scholars,
librarians, teachers, and many others who offered unstintingly
both of their time and talent.

Copies of Greek Americans of Cleveland Since 1870 can be
obtained by donating $45.00 to the Hellenic Preservation Society
of Northeastern Ohio, c/o Charlotte LaJoe, 25026 Mill River
Drive, Olmstead Falls, OH 44138.

For additional editorial information contact:

Mike Vasilakes
Tel: 216-226-3796
Fax: 216-274-9536
E-mail: mpvas@yahoo.com
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Book Reviews

Ersi Sotiropoulos. Zigzag Through the Bitter-Orange Trees. Translated by
Peter Green. Interlink Books. 233 pages, $24.95

Before picking up Zigzag Through the Bitter Orange Trees, be fore-
warned. The book is irritating, scary, beautiful, and ugly. It makes you
want to scratch your skin and take a shower. It makes you want to weep
over the human condition. It makes you want to laugh. It is confusing,
touching, and revolting. It is also brilliant. Ersi Sotiropoulos possesses
that most prized of literary talents: a unique "voice."

When first published in Greece, Sotiropoulos's fifth novel was
acclaimed as "the best novel of the decade." It became the first novel ever
to win both the Greek State Prize for Literature, and the prestigious
Book Critics Award, and the author's first novel to be translated into
English. Reading Sotiropoulos is something like plunging underwa-
ter—into a strange, new atmosphere—a twilight zone where the unac-
ceptable is articulated. It's a surreal, absurdist world—one could call it
postmodern Kafkaesque.

I must confess that I read the edgy novel twice. At the first reading,
I writhed and twisted, mentally and physically. The author kept sur-
prising me, and even when I felt I had enough, I had not. Occasionally
I would pause, look up from the page and muse: how far can she go before
making me slam down the book for good. But I read on, zigzagging
through 233 pages. The second reading put me further in touch with the
subtleties of this literary work, its markedly black humor, duality, sym-
bolism, and influences, including poetry and, particularly, film.
Sotiropoulos has written films and likes the quick cut, the cinematic
view. She jumps into the book and keeps going, not pausing for "back
story."

Sotiropoulos explores alienation and anxiety, with the danger of per-
sonal annihilation always near at hand. Her characters, largely plunged
in despair, struggle in an amoral world dominated by TV weather
reports, news of car crashes, and cheap reality shows.

Among a welter of grotesque characters, Sotiropoulos portrays two
young women with particular poignancy. Nina, a twelve-year-old bud-
ding author, and possibly the personal spokesperson for the novelist,
keeps a notebook and views adults as "zombies. . . . How long would she
have to put up with their stupidity?" Nina falls in love, from afar, with
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Stephanos. She also loves life. " 'I love you, I love you,' Nina told the
browning potatoes as she stirred them. She bent over the skillet, and the
hot oil spat up at her, burning her face. Thank you, oil, thank you. I'll
love you for the rest of my life. I want you to know this." Nina puts up
with mockery from her older sister, Zoe, who calls her writing "rubbish."

Nina catches her Aunt Lela in a "compromising" scene with Mr.
Papazaglou. Her aunt then swigs down a glassful of cognac "in one
gulp." Nonetheless, Aunt Lela advises her: "Why don't you write about
something nice? . . . About the sunset, or the sea, or your vacation? Yes,
that's a good idea, keep a vacation diary, what we do in the shop, how we
spend each day—"

Nina rejects this view of "truth." Nina's "double," Lia, her doppel-
ganger, an almost otherworldly being, lives in a hospital ward and suf-
fers from a mysterious virus. Lia's dying. The only person she can lean
on, her younger brother Sid, tries his utmost to reach out to her, but will
ultimately fail her. He's the "hero"—or we should call him the losing,
antihero of the book. Rounding out the main characters, who interact or
become connected in strange ways, are Sotiris, a sadistic hospital nurse,
and Julia, the love-object. Julia's skinny and hip, and tumbles easily into
bed with the young men who cross her path, turned on first by watch-
ing MTV. Somehow, she manages to inspire devotion in her lovers.

Of course, one can't discuss Zigzag without mentioning the black
mynah bird who moves throughout the book, changing hands, scream-
ing "Hi Maria."

Or the Chinese telemarketer trying to sell newspaper subscriptions.
A special note must be made of Mama Koula, parent of Sotiris, and her
husband, with his favorite, oft-repeated words of wisdom: "Leave sheep
to the shepherds." The author lampoons the parents relentlessly, taking
the lid off their small world of food, holidays, card games, and their
chicken coop, the scene of unhappy occasions.

The basic plot: Lia, sick and suffering, has been abused by nurse
Sotiris and asks her brother Sid to take revenge. Sid poses as an old school
chum, visits Sotiris, gets to know him, dumps his caged black mynah on
him, and generally confuses him. Part vaudevillian, Sotiropoulos seems
to enjoy staging pratfalls and pulling the rug out from under the reader,
playing "practical jokes." In the course of the story, the sexually frus-
trated, ugly, and inhibited Sotiris will achieve a sexual climax in front of
young Nina, to whom he slips a few drachmas. Totally bourgeoise and
terrified of what the neighbors will say if Nina "squeals," he asks Sid to
help him in eliminating Nina. They go as far as stalking her with pick-
axe in hand. Fortunately their scheme fails. Of course, the more "nor-
mal" Sid is opposed to it. But by the end of the novel, he will become as
mad and cruel as Sotiris, sexually abusing Julia in the rancid setting of
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the chicken coop when the girlfriend announces she's leaving him to
marry Sotiris. "He's different," says Julia of Sotiris.

The disquieting death scenes and other repugnant images offered by
Sotiropoulos can be unnerving, but she writes with the pen of a poet, and
limns, with great delicacy, feelings just under the surface, particularly
when she goes into the head of Lia, who, because of her illness, has been
forced to live in her imagination. Waking up, Lia thinks: "What else?
Go on, say it. Bodies emerging from a sleepless night and walking for a
while side by side without a word spoken. Dawn has broken, and they
sway slightly, realizing, in this first light, that the other body is not their
own. Leaving a night's lovemaking behind, both taking away their own
share of skin. Bodies that move without moving as it begins to rain.
What's been written into the skin cannot be erased, they're thinking.
The mornings pile up. How many such mornings exist in the course of
a life? Three, four, maybe ten at most. Always the same. Trying to keep
your skin in place. Walking in the rain out of sheer inertia."

In this zigzag world of bitterness and unhappy endings, characters
ask themselves: what am I really feeling? When young, they view the
"real" world; as adults, the alien. And yet they harbor no noble aspira-
tions to "change" the world, improve it, but somehow accommodate
themselves, manage to survive, despite the black birds hovering about
and flapping their wings. They play out their roles on the surface, while
leading "underground" and asocial interior lives, self-conscious and dis-
turbed by memory.

"Sid shook his head, smiling . . . As he moved forward, he tripped.
. . . He lost his balance. The hero marches straight forward and stum-
bles. He falls and gets up again. And suddenly he remembered every-
thing. What a miserable, wretched creature. Their mother was very
young then, younger than he was now. A childlike face, a U-shaped chin,
petite. Big tits. Ssshh! Big tits. Oh hush."

The book concludes with a cinematic view of Nina leaving on the
bus, the end of her summer vacation, with the other three main charac-
ters—Lia has died—enveloped in black smoke. We see the scene from
Sid's point of view, as he poses for a picture, after the automatic timer
has been set. "The last things he remembered were Sotiris's stupid grin,
Julia's big smile and crooked teeth, and his own lips, coming unstuck
from his gums, leaving his mouth and making for his ears, before all
three of them were enveloped in thick black smoke and everything dis-
appears."

Pre-adolescent Nina has the last word. "I am in the bus. I keep bal-
ance with my mind A direct, out of the blue trip. All the others are
idiots and zombies because they can't see this. A bit to the right, a bit
to the left. I can go wherever I like. I keep perfect balance and I advance.
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The bus glides forward on the shining highway. It follows a detour. It
stops. It moves off again. It makes a sudden turn. It brakes. The bus
speeds along on the silvery asphalt, speeds up and disappears. I don't
care. I keep the balance in my mind. Mt. Paliovouna is vanishing. I can
write whatever I like."

Franz Kafka confided in a letter to a friend: "What we need are books
that hit us like a most painful misfortune, like the death of someone we
loved more than we loved ourselves, that make us feel as though we had
been banished to the woods, far from a human presence, like a suicide.
A book must be the axe for the frozen sea within us. That is what I
believe." Kafka would undoubtedly have put Zigzag Through the Bitter-
Orange Trees on his "recommended reading" list.

Sotiropoulos was born in Patras in 1953, studied philosophy and
cultural anthropology in Florence, and went on to work in the Greek
embassy in Rome. She published her debut novel, The Trick, in 1982, to
enthusiastic reviews, and has since published ten works of fiction,
including novels, short stories, and poetry. Her work has been translated
into many languages and has appeared in English in such magazines as
Harvard Review, Mondo Greco, and Metamorphoses.

In the United States, she has been a Fellow at the University of
Iowa's International Writing Program and Princeton University's
Department of Hellenic Studies, and has participated in the Visiting
International Faculty Program.

—Penelope Karageorge
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